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1

Integration of Major Agriculture Markets in Karnataka: 
An Empirical Study of Selected Commodities 

 
M. J. Bhende* 

 
Introduction 
 

Many developing country policy makers are currently considering more ambitious 

regional integration initiatives that include reform and integration of food and agriculture 

markets to enhance domestic production and to tap export potential. Under the 

transitional process of globalization characterized by liberalization, privatization, free 

market economy, aggressive consumerism and entry of private players, both national and 

multinational in the trade of agricultural commodities, it is of paramount importance to 

put in place an efficient market system.  An efficient agricultural marketing system is an 

important means for raising the income level of farmers and for promoting the economic 

development of a country. The farmers allocate their resources according to their 

comparative advantage and invest in modern farm inputs to obtain enhanced productivity 

and production. The overall market performance may be indicated by spatial price 

behaviour in regional markets. And spatial market performance may be evaluated in 

terms of its price relationships.  

 

A key premise of several arguments in economics is that markets allow for price 

signals to be transmitted both spatially and vertically. An obvious example is the 

assessment of the relative merits of alternative trade and/or policy environments: 

potential losses for a country or a group of economic agents and benefits crucially 

depend, inter alia, upon markets receiving price signals, which, in turn, depends upon a 

number of markets’ features, including their very existence. The extent to which a price 

shock at one point affects a price at another point can broadly indicate whether efficient 

arbitrage exists in the space that includes the two points. At two extremes, one may 

assume that a full transmission of price shocks can indicate the presence of a frictionless 

and well functioning market, while at the other extreme a total absence of transmission 

may make the very existence of a market questionable. Therefore, the degree of price 

transmission can provide at least a broad assessment of the extent to which markets are 

functioning in a predictable way, and price signals are passing-through consistently 

between different markets.  

 
                                                 
* Adj. Professor, ADRTC, Institute for Social and Economic Change  (ISEC), Bangalore - 560072 
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A wide economic literature has studied the relationship between prices, either 

spatial or vertical. Concerning the former, a wide recent critical review is in Fackler and 

Goodwin (2002). The premises of full price transmission and market integration 

correspond to those of the standard competition model: in a frictionless undistorted 

world, the Law of One Price (LOP) is supposed to regulate spatial price relations, while 

pricing along production chains will depend exclusively on production costs. The absence 

of market integration or of complete pass-through of price changes from one market to 

another has important implications for economic welfare. Incomplete price transmission 

arising either due to trade and other policies, or due to transaction costs such as poor 

transport and communication infrastructure, results in a reduction in the price information 

available to economic agents and consequently may lead to decisions that contribute to 

inefficient outcomes. 

In integrated markets an arbitrage process operates that limits price differences in 

time, form and space, to the marketing costs. Markets that are not integrated may 

convey inaccurate price information, distorting the marketing decisions of the producers 

and contributing to inefficient product movements (Tomek and Robinson, 1990). Sexton 

et al. (1991) identified three reasons for a lack of market integration: prohibitive 

transaction costs, different kinds of trading barriers and imperfect competition. This 

research aims at better understanding of the different aspects of regional integration of 

markets for agriculture commodities.  

 
Objectives: 

1. To study the structure and behavior of prices in selected agricultural commodities 

in Karnataka. 

2. To analyse the spatial pricing efficiency of commodities selected markets of 

Karnataka.   

3. To assess the prices risk for different commodities in the selected markets of 

Karnataka. 

 
The study is organized as follows. The next Chapter provides brief discussion about data 

used for the present investigation, crops and markets chosen, etc. Chapter also presents 

a methodology used for addressing the set objectives. The results of ARIMA model are 

reported in Chapter 3. Spatial pricing efficiency is presented in chapter 4 followed by 

seasonal indices and Value at Risk in Chapters 5th and 6th respectively. Finally, summary 

some concluding remarks are provided in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER II 

METHODOLOGY 

 
2.1 Data: Time series data on the daily arrivals and prices of concerned agricultural 

commodities i.e., rice, maize, cotton, groundnut, chick pea, pigeon pea, and onion were 

downloaded from the Karnataka State Agricultural Marketing Board (KSAMB), Bangalore 

website. This board receives daily arrivals and prices data from the respective Agricultural 

Produce Market Committees (APMCs) of various markets throughout the state. Both, the 

board as well as APMCs maintain data on daily, monthly and yearly arrivals and prices of 

the regulated agricultural commodities. The data on arrivals refer to the total arrivals 

during the day in quintals in a market place. The data on prices used refer to the modal 

price for the day’s transaction. Modal price is considered to be superior to the daily 

average price as it represents the major proportion of the commodity marketed on the 

particular day in a particular market. The data on daily arrivals and modal prices were 

collected for the period of January 2004 to November 2010 (7 years). The necessary data 

were collected from 5 major markets (Table 2.1) for each commodity based on the 

maximum annual arrivals during 2010.  

 

Table 2.1: Five Markets Selected by commodities for the Study 

Sl. No Crop Markets selected 

1 Rice Bangalore, Bangarpet, Mangalore, Mysore, Gulbarga 

2 Maize Bellary, Davangere, Hassan, Honnali, and Koppal 

3 Chick pea Bidar, Bangalore, Dharwad, Gadag, Raichur 

4 Pigeon pea Bidar, Gulbarga, Sedam, Laxemeshwara, Basavakalyan 

5 Cotton Bijapur, Chitradurga, Haveri, Raichur, Ranebennur 

6 Groundnut Bagalkot, Chalakere, Gadag, Hubli, Raichur 

 

 

The distance between sample markets is shown below. 

 Rice Markets 
 
Markets Bangalore Bangarpet Mangalore Mysore 
Bangarpet 70    
Mangalore 383 436   
Mysore 143 225 257  
Gulbarga 571 591 722 669 
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Maize Markets 
 
Markets Davangere Honnali Koppal Bellary 
Honnali 53    
Koppal 153 191   
Bellary 195 237 104  
Hassan 197 190 384 291 
 
Chickpea Markets 
 
Markets Bidar Bangalore Dharwad Gadag 
Bangaloe 689    
Dharwad 475 436   
Gadag 410 396 76  
Raichur 230 413 321 247 
 
Pigeon pea Markets 
 
Markets Bidar Gulbarga Sedam Laxemeshwar 
Gulbarga 117    
Sedam 107 53   
Laxemeshwar 454 339 378  
Basavakalyan 80 71 126 383 
 
Cotton Markets 
 
Markets Bijapur Chitradurga Haveri Raichur 
Chitradurga 406    
Haveri 272 141   
Raichur 230 296 311  
Ranebennur 306 107 35 311 
 
Groundnut Markets 
 
Markets Bagalkot Challakere Gadag Hubali 
Challakere 282    
Gadag 107 192   
Hubali 129 248 58  
Raichur 204 266 247 303 
 
 

2.2 Methodology: 

Several authors have studied price transmission within the context of the Law of 

One Price (Ardeni, 1989; Baffes, 1991) or within the context of market integration 

(Ravallion, 1986; Sexton et al, 1991; Palaskas and Harriss 1993; Zanias, 1991 and 1999; 

Gardner and Brooks, 1994; Blauch 1997). The concept and the analytical techniques have 
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also been used to evaluate policy reform, such as ex post assessment of market 

integration in the context of the implementation of the structural adjustment programmes 

(Goletti and Babu, 1994; Alexander and Wyeth, 1994; Dercon, 1995). Another vein of 

research focuses on vertical price transmission along the supply chain from the consumer 

to the producer level (see for example Brorsen et al, 1985; Kinnucan and Forker, 1987; 

Schroeter and Azzam, 1991; Parmod Kumar and Sharma, 2003; Prakash 1998; von 

Cramon-Taubadel, 1999). 

 

The large body of research on market integration and price transmission, both 

spatially and vertically, has applied different quantitative techniques and has highlighted 

several factors that impede the pass-through of price signals. In theory, spatial price 

determination models suggest that, if two markets are linked by trade in a free market 

regime, excess demand or supply shocks in one market will have an equal impact on 

price in both markets. 

 

This research focuses on spatial price-differences in the major agricultural 

markets in Karnataka for important food and cash crops. Taking into account the 

characteristics of the markets under study, an empirical test is developed to verify 

whether price patterns in different locations cohere. In an efficient market system prices 

move together: “trade takes place if price in the importing region equals price in the 

exporting region plus the unit transport cost incurred by moving between the two” 

(Ravallion, 1986).  In such cases trade literature postulates the existence of the 

representative price, i.e. a price which prevails at all markets, which is known as law of 

one price (LOP). Cointegration analysis will allow us to verify this. Blyn George (1973) 

also discusses Price series correlation as a measure of market integration. This research 

proposes to adopt cointegraion method. The Johansen (1991) maximum likelihood 

estimators test for the presence of multiple co-integrating vectors which helps in testing 

for long-run market integration. Moreover, it is also possible to look for restricted 

versions of the co integrating vectors to analyze the speed of adjustment parameters and 

short run dynamics adopting vector error correction model. This allows us to draw 

conclusions about the short run adjustment process. This research presents a model to 

assess the degree of price integration among markets. Finally the model is applied to 

selected markets for major agriculture products in Karnataka. 
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A substantially improved procedure is now available for conducting Box-Jenkins 

ARIMA analysis which relieves the requirement for a seasoned perspective in evaluating 

the sometimes ambiguous autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation residual patterns to 

determine an appropriate Box-Jenkins model for use in developing a forecast model.  

 

ARIMA (1, 0): The first model to be tested on the stationary series consists solely 

of an autoregressive term with lag 1. The autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation 

patterns are examined for significant autocorrelation often early terms and to see 

whether the residual coefficients are uncorrelated; that is the value of coefficients are 

zero within 95 per cent confidence limits and without apparent pattern. When fitted 

values are as close as possible to the original series values, then the sum of the squared 

residuals will be minimized, a technique called least squares estimation. The residual 

mean and the mean per cent error should not be significantly nonzero. Alternative 

models are examined comparing the progress of these factors, favouring models which 

use as few parameters as possible. Correlation between parameters should not be 

significantly large and confidence limits should not include zero. When a satisfactory 

model has been established, a forecast procedure is applied. 

 

ARIMA (2, 1): Absent a satisfactory ARIMA (1, 0) condition with residual 

coefficients approximating zero, the improved model identification procedure now 

proceeds to examine the residual pattern when autoregressive terms with order 1 and 2 

are applied together with a moving average term with an order of 1.  

 

To the extent that the residual conditions described above remain unsatisfied, the 

Box-Jenkins analysis is continued with ARIMA (n, n-1) until a satisfactory model reached. 

In the course of this iteration, when an autoregressive coefficient (phi) approaches zero, 

the model is re-examined with parameters ARIMA (n-1, n-1). In like manner, whenever a 

moving average coefficient (theta) approaches zero, the model is similarly reduced to 

ARMA (n, n-2). At some point, either the autoregressive term or moving average term 

may fall away completely, and the examination of the stationary series is continued with 

only the remaining term, until the residual coefficients approach zero within the specified 

confidence levels.  
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The autoregressive model is one of a group of linear prediction formulas that 

attempt to predict an output of a system based on the previous outputs and inputs, such 

as:  

Y (t) = Φ1 + Φ2Y (t-1) + Φ3X (t-1) + et,  

 

Where X (t-1) and Y (t-1) are the actual value (inputs) and the forecast (outputs), 

respectively. These types of regressions are often referred to as Distributed Lag 

Autoregressive Models, Geometric Distributed Lags, and Adaptive Models in Expectation, 

among others.  

 

A model which depends only on the previous outputs of the system is called an 

autoregressive model (AR), while a model which depends only on the inputs to the 

system is called a moving average model (MA), and of course a model based on both 

inputs and outputs is an autoregressive-moving-average model (ARMA). Note that by 

definition, the AR model has only poles while the MA model has only zeros. Deriving the 

autoregressive model (AR) involves estimating the coefficients of the model using the 

method of least squared error.  

 

Autoregressive processes as their name implies, regress on themselves. If an observation 

made at time (t), then, p-order, [AR (p)], autoregressive model satisfies the equation:  

 

X(t) = Φ0 + Φ1X(t-1) + Φ2X(t-2) + Φ2X(t-3) + . . . . + Px(t-p) + et,  

 

Where et is a White-Noise series.  

 

The current value of the series is a linear combination of the p most recent past 

values of itself plus an error term, which incorporates everything new in the series at 

time t that is not explained by the past values. This is like a multiple regressions model 

but is regressed not on independent variables, but on past values; hence the term 

"Autoregressive" is used.  

 

An important guide to the properties of a time series is provided by a series of 

quantities called sample autocorrelation coefficients or serial correlation coefficient, which 

measures the correlation between observations at different distances apart. These 

coefficients often provide insight into the probability model which generated the data. 
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The sample autocorrelation coefficient is similar to the ordinary correlation coefficient 

between two variables (x) and (y), except that it is applied to a single time series to see 

if successive observations are correlated.  

 

Given (N) observations on discrete time series we can form (N - 1) pairs of 

observations. Regarding the first observation in each pair as one variable, and the second 

observation as a second variable, the correlation coefficient is called autocorrelation 

coefficient of order one. A useful aid in interpreting a set of autocorrelation coefficients is 

a graph called a correlogram, and it is plotted against the lag (k); where is the 

autocorrelation coefficient at lag (k). A correlogram can be used to get a general 

understanding on the following aspects of our time series:  

 

1. A random series: if a time series is completely random then for Large (N), will be 

approximately zero for all non-zero values of (k).  

2. Short-term correlation: stationary series often exhibit short-term correlation 

characterized by a fairly large value of 2 or 3 more correlation coefficients which, 

while significantly greater than zero, tend to get successively smaller.  

3. Non-stationary series: If a time series contains a trend, then the values of will not 

come to zero except for very large values of the lag.  

4. Seasonal fluctuations: Common autoregressive models with seasonal fluctuations, 

of period s are:  

 

X (t) = a + b X (t-s) + etand X (t) = a + b X (t-s) + c X (t-2s) +et 

Where et is a White-Noise series.  

 

A partial autocorrelation coefficient for order k measures the strength of 

correlation among pairs of entries in the time series while accounting for (i.e., removing 

the effects of) all autocorrelations below order k. For example, the partial autocorrelation 

coefficient for order k=5 is computed in such a manner that the effects of the k=1, 2, 3, 

and 4 partial autocorrelations have been excluded. The partial autocorrelation coefficient 

of any particular order is the same as the auto-regression coefficient of the same order.  

 

The parameters of an autoregressive model can be estimated by minimizing the 

sum of squares residual with respect to each parameter, but to determine the order of 

the autoregressive model is not easy particularly when the system being modeled has a 
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biological interpretation. One approach is, to fit AR models of progressively higher order, 

to calculate the residual sum of squares for each value of p; and to plot this against p. It 

may then be possible to see the value of p where the curve "flattens out" and the 

addition of extra parameters gives little improvement in fit.  

 

Several criteria may be specified for choosing a model format, given the simple 

and partial autocorrelation correlogram for a series:  

1. If none of the simple autocorrelations is significantly different from zero, the 

series is essentially a random number or white-noise series, which is not 

amenable to autoregressive modeling.  

2. If the simple autocorrelations decrease linearly, passing through zero to become 

negative, or if the simple autocorrelations exhibit a wave-like cyclical pattern, 

passing through zero several times, the series is not stationary; it must be 

differenced one or more times before it may be modelled with an autoregressive 

process.  

3. If the simple autocorrelations exhibit seasonality; i.e., there are autocorrelation 

peaks every dozen or so (in monthly data) lags, the series is not stationary; it 

must be differenced with a gap approximately equal to the seasonal interval 

before further modelling.  

4. If the simple autocorrelations decrease exponentially but approach zero gradually, 

while the partial autocorrelations are significantly non-zero through some small 

number of lags beyond which they are not significantly different from zero, the 

series should be modelled with an autoregressive process.  

5. If the partial autocorrelations decrease exponentially but approach zero gradually, 

while the simple autocorrelations are significantly non-zero through some small 

number of lags beyond which they are not significantly different from zero, the 

series should be modelled with a moving average process.  

6. If the partial and simple autocorrelations both converge upon zero for 

successively longer lags, but neither actually reaches zero after any particular lag, 

the series may be modelled by a combination of autoregressive and moving 

average process.  

 

Adjusting the Slope's Estimate for Length of the Time Series: The regression coefficient is 

biased estimate and in the case of AR (1), the bias is - (1 + 3 �1) / n, where n is 
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number of observations used to estimate the parameters. Clearly, for large data sets this 

bias is negligible.  

 

Stationarity Condition: Note that an autoregressive process will only be stable if the 

parameters are within a certain range; for example, in AR (1), the slope must be within 

the open interval (-1, 1). Otherwise, past effects would accumulate and the successive 

values get ever larger (or smaller); that is, the series would not be stationary. For higher 

order, similar (general) restrictions on the parameter values can be satisfied.  

 

Inevitability Condition: Without going into too much detail, there is a "duality" between a 

given time series and the autoregressive model representing it; that is, the equivalent 

time series can be generated by the model. The AR models are always invertible. 

However, analogous to the stationarity condition described above, there are certain 

conditions for the Box-Jenkins MA parameters to be invertible.  

 

♦ Trend Measures the overall movement of a series. It usually estimated by fitting a 

linear trend equation to the data of the form Y = a + bt +e where Y is the variable 

under study and T is the time variable. a and b are the constants of the equation 

where b is the estimated trend. 

♦ Seasonal Index: Estimated using the ratio to moving average method. Using this 

method the seasonal Index for each month is estimated which indicates the seasonal 

movement of the prices.  

♦ Cross Correlation: The residual of the fitted ARIMA models were cross correlated to 
identify possible lead or lag effects between the series. 
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CHAPTER III 

Results & Discussions – ARIMA  

 

 

Spatial market integration refers to a situation in which prices of a commodity in 

separated markets move together and price signals and information are transmitted 

smoothly across the markets, hence, spatial market performance may be evaluated in 

terms of the relationship between the prices of spatially separated markets and spatial 

behaviour in the markets may be used as a measure of overall market performance. The 

present study empirically evaluates spatial integration of selected agriculture commodities 

among major markets. The market integration was assessed by employing co-integration 

technique. In the present context, co-integration analysis is employed to examine 

whether the one market is integrated with the other market. This is studied by testing 

whether the Law of one Price (LOP) holds in these markets. 

 
For co-integration analysis, at first the order of integration of the price series is to be 

determined. The number of times a series has to be differenced before it comes 

stationary is itself the order of integration. A series, which has to differenced once to 

become stationary, has an order of integration one, denoted as I(1). A series, which has 

been differed twice to become stationary has an order of integration two, denoted as 

I(2). In determining the order of integration under study, the Dickey-Fuller test was 

employed. The Dickey-Fuller test is based on the regression. 

 
Pt = bPt-1 + e 
 
Here, ‘b’ will be zero if ‘P’ follows random walk. It will be negative and significantly 

different from zero if Pt is stationary. 

 

The data collected on arrivals and prices of six crops for five markets each from the 

Karnataka State Agricultural Marketing Board (KSAMB) are subjected to statistical analysis 

using techniques outlined in the previous chapter. The results of such analysis are 

reported in this chapter.  
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3.1  Analysis of Rice prices in major markets of Karnataka 

1. Bangarpet market:‐ 

The estimation of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample 

Autocorrelation function (ACF) and Partial Autocorrelation function (PACF) of 

differenced series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. The variable 

description is presented in Table 3.1.1. Table 3.1.2 shows the autocorrelation functions 

and Table 3.1.3 indicates partial autocorrelation functions up to 24 lags and they are 

significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the 

series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes high so identification of 

the model is easy. The estimates indicate that the ARIMA model is of order (3, 1, 1) (4, 

1, 1) (Table 3.1.4).  The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly identify the model. 

Figure 3.1.1 presents the trend in prices at Bangarpet market.  

 
Figure 3.1.1: Trend of Rice Prices in Banagarapet Market   
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Table 3.1.1: Variable Description 

Name of Variable = Bangarapate_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series 0.35461

Standard Deviation 721.5292

Number of Observations 1692

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
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Table 3.1.2:- Autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.23766 |               *****|.                   | 0.024311 

2 -.21978 |                ****|.                   | 0.025647 

3 -.03048 |                   *|.                   | 0.026737 

4 0.11248 |                   .|**                  | 0.026758 

5 0.13002 |                   .|***                 | 0.027036 

6 -.53330 |         ***********|.                   | 0.027403 

7 0.14630 |                   .|***                 | 0.032971 

8 0.10767 |                   .|**                  | 0.033353 

9 0.06237 |                   .|*                   | 0.033557 

10 -.01617 |                   .|.                   | 0.033626 

11 -.03416 |                   *|.                   | 0.033630 

12 0.04121 |                   .|*                   | 0.033651 

13 -.05742 |                   *|.                   | 0.033681 

14 0.05802 |                   .|*                   | 0.033739 

15 -.04705 |                   *|.                   | 0.033797 

16 -.02012 |                   .|.                   | 0.033836 

17 0.03167 |                   .|*                   | 0.033843 

18 -.00321 |                   .|.                   | 0.033861 

19 0.07843 |                   .|**                  | 0.033861 

20 -.07484 |                   *|.                   | 0.033968 

21 -.02619 |                   *|.                   | 0.034065 

22 0.05850 |                   .|*                   | 0.034077 

23 -.03168 |                   *|.                   | 0.034137 

24 0.02237 |                   .|.                   | 0.034154 
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Table 3.1.3:  Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.23766 |               *****|.                   | 

2 -0.29280 |              ******|.                   | 

3 -0.19428 |                ****|.                   | 

4 -0.02682 |                   *|.                   | 

5 0.13178 |                   .|***                 | 

6 -0.51124 |          **********|.                   | 

7 -0.13680 |                 ***|.                   | 

8 -0.20017 |                ****|.                   | 

9 -0.07979 |                  **|.                   | 

10 0.00066 |                   .|.                   | 

11 0.09455 |                   .|**                  | 

12 -0.31240 |              ******|.                   | 

13 -0.15649 |                 ***|.                   | 

14 -0.08268 |                  **|.                   | 

15 -0.07034 |                   *|.                   | 

16 -0.03956 |                   *|.                   | 

17 0.05880 |                   .|*                   | 

18 -0.25153 |               *****|.                   | 

19 -0.03856 |                   *|.                   | 

20 -0.04901 |                   *|.                   | 

21 -0.09891 |                  **|.                   | 

22 0.00769 |                   .|.                   | 

23 0.00244 |                   .|.                   | 

24 -0.16022 |                 ***|.                   | 
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   Table 3.1.4:- ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate Standard Error t Value 
Approx

Pr > |t| Lag

MU 0.11615 0.31671 0.37 0.7139 0

MA1,1 0.93419 0.02304 40.55 <.0001 1

MA1,2 -0.0048682 0.01853 -0.26 0.7928 6

AR1,1 0.44314 0.03550 12.48 <.0001 1

AR2,1 -0.11707 0.02757 -4.25 <.0001 2

AR3,1 -0.01218 0.02909 -0.42 0.6754 3

AR4,1 -0.81247 0.01889 -43.00 <.0001 6

AR5,1 -0.62160 0.02521 -24.65 <.0001 12

AR6,1 -0.0002743 0.02708 -0.01 0.9919 18

AR7,1 -0.37103 0.02905 -12.77 <.0001 24

 

  2. Bangalore market:‐ 

Figure 3.1.2 depicts the price trend of rice prices at Bangalore market. The estimation of 

the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and PACF of differenced 

series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. The Table 3.1.5 

presents variable description. Tables 3.1.6 and 3.1.7 presents the autocorrelation 

functions and partial autocorrelation functions, respectively up to 24 lags and they are 

significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the 

series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes high so identification of 

the model is easy. The estimates (p=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 18, 24) indicate that the ARIMA 

model is of order (5, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1) (Table 3.1.8).  The AIC and SBC values are used to 

correctly identify the model.  

 
Figure 3.1.2: Trend of Rice Prices in Bangalore Market   
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Table 3.1.5:- Variable description 

Name of Variable = Bangalore_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series -0.65012

Standard Deviation 475.4043

Number of Observations 1692

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7

 

Table 3.1.6:- Autocorrelation functions plot                                 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.45245 |           *********|.                   | 0.024311

2 0.01113 |                   .|.                   | 0.028862

3 -.05050 |                   *|.                   | 0.028864

4 0.01595 |                   .|.                   | 0.028916

5 0.25782 |                   .|*****               | 0.028921

6 -.48605 |          **********|.                   | 0.030249

7 0.17834 |                   .|****                | 0.034558

8 -.03023 |                   *|.                   | 0.035098

9 0.13415 |                   .|***                 | 0.035113

10 -.08408 |                  **|.                   | 0.035415

11 -.00680 |                   .|.                   | 0.035533

12 -.02427 |                   .|.                   | 0.035534

13 0.06106 |                   .|*                   | 0.035543

14 0.01352 |                   .|.                   | 0.035605

15 -.09917 |                  **|.                   | 0.035608

16 0.09207 |                   .|**                  | 0.035771

17 -.00676 |                   .|.                   | 0.035911

18 -.02088 |                   .|.                   | 0.035912

19 -.00924 |                   .|.                   | 0.035919

20 0.00231 |                   .|.                   | 0.035920

21 0.01343 |                   .|.                   | 0.035920

22 -.01105 |                   .|.                   | 0.035923

23 -.01875 |                   .|.                   | 0.035925

24 0.06178 |                   .|*                   | 0.035931
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Table 3.1.7:- Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.45245 |           *********|.                   | 

2 -0.24341 |               *****|.                   | 

3 -0.20633 |                ****|.                   | 

4 -0.14568 |                 ***|.                   | 

5 0.26337 |                   .|*****               | 

6 -0.33015 |             *******|.                   | 

7 -0.24013 |               *****|.                   | 

8 -0.19595 |                ****|.                   | 

9 -0.02080 |                   .|.                   | 

10 -0.08289 |                  **|.                   | 

11 0.15913 |                   .|***                 | 

12 -0.23805 |               *****|.                   | 

13 -0.12688 |                 ***|.                   | 

14 -0.11221 |                  **|.                   | 

15 -0.05758 |                   *|.                   | 

16 -0.01544 |                   .|.                   | 

17 0.19185 |                   .|****                | 

18 -0.20152 |                ****|.                   | 

19 -0.09073 |                  **|.                   | 

20 -0.07748 |                  **|.                   | 

21 -0.04384 |                   *|.                   | 

22 -0.01066 |                   .|.                   | 

23 0.14339 |                   .|***                 | 

24 -0.07812 |                  **|.                   | 
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   Table 3.1.8:- ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate Standard Error t Value
Approx 

Pr > |t| Lag

MU -0.04979 0.05406 -0.92 0.3571 0

MA1,1 -0.0030835 0.0043366 -0.71 0.4772 1

MA1,2 0.98494 0.0043663 225.58 <.0001 6

AR1,1 -0.64904 0.02403 -27.01 <.0001 1

AR2,1 -0.45863 0.02828 -16.22 <.0001 2

AR3,1 -0.01870 0.02644 -0.71 0.4795 3

AR4,1 -0.21866 0.02869 -7.62 <.0001 4

AR5,1 0.01856 0.02488 0.75 0.4557 5

AR6,1 0.0094825 0.02530 0.37 0.7078 6

AR7,1 -0.0066255 0.02498 -0.27 0.7909 12

AR8,1 0.0011199 0.02492 0.04 0.9642 18

AR9,1 0.05237 0.02489 2.10 0.0355 24

 

3. Gulbarga market: 

Graphical presentation of rice prices is presented in figure 3.1.3. The estimation of 

the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and PACF of differenced 

series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. Brief details about the 

price series has been presented in Table 3.1.9. The Table 3.1.10 & Table 3.1.11 present 

the autocorrelation functions and partial autocorrelation functions respectively, with 24 

lags and they are significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate 

for the ACF of the series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes high 

so identification of the model is easy. The estimates of ARIMA model are presented in 

Table 3.1.12 and the model is of order (5, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1). The AIC and SBC values are 

used to correctly identify the model.  

Figure 3.1.3: Trend of Rice Prices in Gulbarga Market  
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Table 3.1.9:- Variable description 

Name of Variable = Gulbarga_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series 0.483452

Standard Deviation 439.3444

Number of Observations 1692

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7

 

Table 3.1.10:- Autocorrelation functions plot 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.33403 |             *******|.                   | 0.024311

2 -.12367 |                  **|.                   | 0.026887

3 0.03062 |                   .|*                   | 0.027221

4 -.00744 |                   .|.                   | 0.027241

5 0.19230 |                   .|****                | 0.027243

6 -.46646 |           *********|.                   | 0.028033

7 0.11641 |                   .|**                  | 0.032296

8 0.11712 |                   .|**                  | 0.032543

9 -.05576 |                   *|.                   | 0.032792

10 0.03168 |                   .|*                   | 0.032848

11 0.01917 |                   .|.                   | 0.032866

12 -.04933 |                   *|.                   | 0.032872

13 0.04155 |                   .|*                   | 0.032916

14 -.04324 |                   *|.                   | 0.032947

15 0.02413 |                   .|.                   | 0.032980

16 0.02421 |                   .|.                   | 0.032991

17 -.01023 |                   .|.                   | 0.033001

18 0.00527 |                   .|.                   | 0.033003

19 -.02607 |                   *|.                   | 0.033004

20 0.02313 |                   .|.                   | 0.033016

21 -.01733 |                   .|.                   | 0.033026

22 0.01705 |                   .|.                   | 0.033031

23 -.02617 |                   *|.                   | 0.033036

24 0.01961 |                   .|.                   | 0.033048
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Table 3.1.11:- Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.33403 |             *******|.                   | 

2 -0.26479 |               *****|.                   | 

3 -0.13324 |                 ***|.                   | 

4 -0.09568 |                  **|.                   | 

5 0.18123 |                   .|****                | 

6 -0.41020 |            ********|.                   | 

7 -0.20478 |                ****|.                   | 

8 -0.11640 |                  **|.                   | 

9 -0.10515 |                  **|.                   | 

10 -0.07136 |                   *|.                   | 

11 0.14251 |                   .|***                 | 

12 -0.27674 |              ******|.                   | 

13 -0.12702 |                 ***|.                   | 

14 -0.11620 |                  **|.                   | 

15 -0.09018 |                  **|.                   | 

16 -0.04546 |                   *|.                   | 

17 0.14285 |                   .|***                 | 

18 -0.18745 |                ****|.                   | 

19 -0.10914 |                  **|.                   | 

20 -0.07787 |                  **|.                   | 

21 -0.10398 |                  **|.                   | 

22 -0.00721 |                   .|.                   | 

23 0.09936 |                   .|**                  | 

24 -0.12814 |                 ***|.                   | 
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  Table 3.1.12:- ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate Standard Error t Value
Approx 

Pr > |t| Lag

MU 0.18007 0.41444 0.43 0.6640 0

MA1,1 1.04483 0.03074 33.98 <.0001 1

MA1,2 -0.10384 0.02302 -4.51 <.0001 6

AR1,1 0.51328 0.03961 12.96 <.0001 1

AR2,1 0.08633 0.03188 2.71 0.0068 2

AR3,1 0.15387 0.03593 4.28 <.0001 3

AR4,1 0.13289 0.03943 3.37 0.0008 4

AR5,1 0.21093 0.04153 5.08 <.0001 5

AR6,1 -0.74309 0.02297 -32.35 <.0001 6

AR7,1 -0.61703 0.02643 -23.35 <.0001 12

AR8,1 -0.06615 0.02859 -2.31 0.0208 18

AR9,1 -0.32804 0.03015 -10.88 <.0001 24

 

  4. Mangalore market:- 

Figure 3.1.4 presents price trend of rice at Mangalore market. The estimation of 

the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and PACF of differenced 

series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. The summary statistics 

of price series is presented in Table 3.1.13 whereas, Tables 3.1.14 and 3.1.15 presents 

the autocorrelation functions and partial autocorrelation functions respectively, with 24 

lags and they are significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate 

for the ACF of the series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes high 

so identification of the model is easy. Table 6.1.16 indicates estimates (p=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 

12, 18, 24) for the ARIMA model which is of order (5, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1).  The AIC and SBC 

values are used to correctly identify the model.  

  Figure 3.1.4:  Trend of Rice Prices in Mangalore Market  
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Table 3.1.13:- Variable description 

Name of Variable = Mangalore Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series -0.09752

Standard Deviation 740.8267

Number of Observations 1692

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
 

Table 3.1.14:- Autocorrelation functions plot 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.45822 |           *********|.                   | 0.024311

2 -.03450 |                   *|.                   | 0.028969

3 0.00128 |                   .|.                   | 0.028993

4 0.01334 |                   .|.                   | 0.028993

5 0.21715 |                   .|****                | 0.028997

6 -.49803 |          **********|.                   | 0.029943

7 0.23905 |                   .|*****               | 0.034493

8 0.03198 |                   .|*                   | 0.035458

9 -.00955 |                   .|.                   | 0.035475

10 -.00288 |                   .|.                   | 0.035477

11 0.01268 |                   .|.                   | 0.035477

12 -.01289 |                   .|.                   | 0.035480

13 0.00235 |                   .|.                   | 0.035482

14 -.00666 |                   .|.                   | 0.035483

15 -.00022 |                   .|.                   | 0.035483

16 0.00687 |                   .|.                   | 0.035483

17 -.00814 |                   .|.                   | 0.035484

18 0.01263 |                   .|.                   | 0.035485

19 -.01318 |                   .|.                   | 0.035488

20 0.00481 |                   .|.                   | 0.035491

21 0.01071 |                   .|.                   | 0.035491

22 -.01136 |                   .|.                   | 0.035493

23 0.00257 |                   .|.                   | 0.035495

24 0.04174 |                   .|*                   | 0.035495
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Table 3.1.15:- Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.45822 |           *********|.                   | 

2 -0.30944 |              ******|.                   | 

3 -0.22566 |               *****|.                   | 

4 -0.15421 |                 ***|.                   | 

5 0.21937 |                   .|****                | 

6 -0.38993 |            ********|.                   | 

7 -0.24810 |               *****|.                   | 

8 -0.16759 |                 ***|.                   | 

9 -0.13118 |                 ***|.                   | 

10 -0.09809 |                  **|.                   | 

11 0.17017 |                   .|***                 | 

12 -0.24270 |               *****|.                   | 

13 -0.16256 |                 ***|.                   | 

14 -0.10684 |                  **|.                   | 

15 -0.09839 |                  **|.                   | 

16 -0.07171 |                   *|.                   | 

17 0.12554 |                   .|***                 | 

18 -0.17498 |                 ***|.                   | 

19 -0.13722 |                 ***|.                   | 

20 -0.08665 |                  **|.                   | 

21 -0.06722 |                   *|.                   | 

22 -0.05719 |                   *|.                   | 

23 0.10062 |                   .|**                  | 

24 -0.02340 |                   .|.                   | 
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Table 3.1.16:- ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate
Standard 

Error t Value 
Approx

Pr > |t| Lag

MU -0.02754 0.03007 -0.92 0.3599 0

MA1,1 -0.0049841 0.0044323 -1.12 0.2610 1

MA1,2 0.99502 0.0044484 223.68 <.0001 6

AR1,1 -0.74440 0.02149 -34.64 <.0001 1

AR2,1 -0.60373 0.02578 -23.42 <.0001 2

AR3,1 -0.10836 0.02689 -4.03 <.0001 3

AR4,1 -0.36830 0.02807 -13.12 <.0001 4

AR5,1 -0.06828 0.02506 -2.72 0.0065 5

AR6,1 -0.03329 0.02594 -1.28 0.1997 6

AR7,1 -0.02038 0.02465 -0.83 0.4084 12

AR8,1 -0.0002646 0.02461 -0.01 0.9914 18
 

  5. Mysore market:- 

Price trend of rice prices in Mysore market are shown in Figure 3.1.5. The ACF 

(Autocorrelation function) and PACF (Partial Autocorrelation function) of differenced 

series Yt are used to identify the best model. The Table 3.1.17 provides summary 

statistics of the price series. Tables 3.1.18 & 3.1.19 presents the autocorrelation functions 

and partial autocorrelation functions respectively, with 24 lags and they are significant. 

The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the series is very 

low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes high so identification of the model is 

easy. Table 3.1.20 presents the estimates (p=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 18, 24) of the ARIMA 

model which is of order (5, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1).  The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly 

identify the model.  

Figure 3.1.5: Trend of Rice Prices in Mysore Market   
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Table 3.1.17:- Variable description 

Name of Variable = Mysore_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series -0.1773

Standard Deviation 1027.291

Number of Observations 1692

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7

 

Table 3.1.18:- Autocorrelation functions plot 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.42678 |           *********|.                   | 0.024311

2 -.02362 |                   .|.                   | 0.028396

3 -.01812 |                   .|.                   | 0.028407

4 0.01042 |                   .|.                   | 0.028414

5 0.19600 |                   .|****                | 0.028416

6 -.49959 |          **********|.                   | 0.029204

7 0.22424 |                   .|****                | 0.033881

8 0.01347 |                   .|.                   | 0.034747

9 0.03657 |                   .|*                   | 0.034750

10 -.02607 |                   *|.                   | 0.034773

11 0.03766 |                   .|*                   | 0.034784

12 0.00777 |                   .|.                   | 0.034808

13 -.04287 |                   *|.                   | 0.034810

14 -.00883 |                   .|.                   | 0.034841

15 0.00543 |                   .|.                   | 0.034842

16 0.02092 |                   .|.                   | 0.034843

17 -.02914 |                   *|.                   | 0.034850

18 0.00726 |                   .|.                   | 0.034864

19 0.02326 |                   .|.                   | 0.034865

20 0.02703 |                   .|*                   | 0.034874

21 -.04968 |                   *|.                   | 0.034887

22 0.03675 |                   .|*                   | 0.034929

23 -.01829 |                   .|.                   | 0.034951

24 -.01624 |                   .|.                   | 0.034957
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    Table 3.1.19:- Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.42678 |           *********|.                   | 

2 -0.25159 |               *****|.                   | 

3 -0.18028 |                ****|.                   | 

4 -0.11500 |                  **|.                   | 

5 0.19185 |                   .|****                | 

6 -0.43147 |           *********|.                   | 

7 -0.24788 |               *****|.                   | 

8 -0.17178 |                 ***|.                   | 

9 -0.09684 |                  **|.                   | 

10 -0.09523 |                  **|.                   | 

11 0.16730 |                   .|***                 | 

12 -0.21048 |                ****|.                   | 

13 -0.17382 |                 ***|.                   | 

14 -0.17038 |                 ***|.                   | 

15 -0.09317 |                  **|.                   | 

16 -0.08091 |                  **|.                   | 

17 0.09914 |                   .|**                  | 

18 -0.15961 |                 ***|.                   | 

19 -0.14033 |                 ***|.                   | 

20 -0.10382 |                  **|.                   | 

21 -0.10359 |                  **|.                   | 

22 -0.01956 |                   .|.                   | 

23 0.08945 |                   .|**                  | 

24 -0.13696 |                 ***|.                   | 
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  Table 3.1.20:- ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate Standard Error t Value
Approx 

Pr > |t| Lag

MU 0.0025205 0.13890 0.02 0.9855 0

MA1,1 1.06437 0.24017 4.43 <.0001 1

MA1,2 -0.06437 0.22609 -0.28 0.7759 6

AR1,1 0.88758 0.24255 3.66 0.0003 1

AR2,1 0.02587 0.05689 0.45 0.6494 2

AR3,1 0.03608 0.09635 0.37 0.7081 3

AR4,1 0.05294 0.13935 0.38 0.7041 4

AR5,1 0.05660 0.17907 0.32 0.7520 5

AR6,1 -0.25563 0.03598 -7.10 <.0001 6

AR7,1 -0.0049092 0.03594 -0.14 0.8914 12

AR8,1 0.01614 0.02981 0.54 0.5881 18

AR9,1 0.04464 0.02792 1.60 0.1100 24

 

 

 

3.2 Analysis of Maize Prices in Major Markets of Karnataka 

1. Davangere market: 

The trend in prices of Maize in Davangere market from January 1, 2004 to November 30, 

2010 has been shown in figure 3.2.1. The estimation of the parameters (p, d, q) is done 

by examining the sample Autocorrelation function and Partial Autocorrelation function of 

differenced series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. The 

summary statistics about the price series is provided in Table 3.2.1. The autocorrelation 

functions and partial autocorrelation functions, up to 24 lags are presented in Tables 

3.2.2 & 3.2.3 respectively, and they are significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 

(d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the series is very low, but after differencing the 

decay rate becomes high so identification of the model is easy. The model estimates 

(p=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 18, 24) and hence, the ARIMA model is of order (5, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1) 

(Table 3.2.4). The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly identify the model.  
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Figure 3.2.1: Trend of Maize Prices in Davangere Market  

 

 

                                   

 

 

Table 3.2.1:- Variable description 

 

Name of Variable = Davangere_price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series 3.334039

Standard Deviation 3797.154

Number of Observations 1889

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
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Table 3.2.2:- Autocorrelation functions plot 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.35577 |             *******|.                   | 0.023008

2 -.08079 |                  **|.                   | 0.025756

3 -.00740 |                   .|.                   | 0.025890

4 0.02217 |                   .|.                   | 0.025891

5 0.23602 |                   .|*****               | 0.025901

6 -.52415 |          **********|.                   | 0.027016

7 0.14203 |                   .|***                 | 0.031949

8 0.09040 |                   .|**                  | 0.032281

9 0.00470 |                   .|.                   | 0.032415

10 -.03351 |                   *|.                   | 0.032416

11 -.02483 |                   .|.                   | 0.032434

12 0.02331 |                   .|.                   | 0.032444

13 0.00933 |                   .|.                   | 0.032453

14 -.02495 |                   .|.                   | 0.032454

15 -.03064 |                   *|.                   | 0.032464

16 0.06528 |                   .|*                   | 0.032480

17 -.02264 |                   .|.                   | 0.032549

18 -.01158 |                   .|.                   | 0.032557

19 0.03986 |                   .|*                   | 0.032560

20 -.03691 |                   *|.                   | 0.032585

21 0.08469 |                   .|**                  | 0.032607

22 -.06671 |                   *|.                   | 0.032724

23 0.01591 |                   .|.                   | 0.032796

24 -.00642 |                   .|.                   | 0.032800
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Table 3.2.3:- Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.49416 |          **********|.                   | 

2 -0.32657 |             *******|.                   | 

3 -0.24705 |               *****|.                   | 

4 -0.19123 |                ****|.                   | 

5 0.25580 |                   .|*****               | 

6 -0.33003 |             *******|.                   | 

7 -0.25272 |               *****|.                   | 

8 -0.18996 |                ****|.                   | 

9 -0.14950 |                 ***|.                   | 

10 -0.13810 |                 ***|.                   | 

11 0.17459 |                   .|***                 | 

12 -0.20253 |                ****|.                   | 

13 -0.15778 |                 ***|.                   | 

14 -0.12696 |                 ***|.                   | 

15 -0.11319 |                  **|.                   | 

16 -0.11143 |                  **|.                   | 

17 0.11507 |                   .|**                  | 

18 -0.15619 |                 ***|.                   | 

19 -0.13092 |                 ***|.                   | 

20 -0.12132 |                  **|.                   | 

21 -0.11006 |                  **|.                   | 

22 -0.08592 |                  **|.                   | 

23 0.09912 |                   .|**                  | 

24 -0.11599 |                  **|.                   | 
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Table 3.2.4:- ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate Standard Error t Value 
Approx

Pr > |t| Lag

MU -0.0032311 0.16789 -0.02 0.9846 0

MA1,1 0.93753 0.17576 5.33 <.0001 1

MA1,2 0.06247 0.09400 0.66 0.5065 6

AR1,1 0.84254 0.18098 4.66 <.0001 1

AR2,1 0.07281 0.03451 2.11 0.0350 2

AR3,1 0.06401 0.04699 1.36 0.1733 3

AR4,1 0.06264 0.05629 1.11 0.2659 4

AR5,1 0.06291 0.06347 0.99 0.3218 5

AR6,1 -0.04642 0.04627 -1.00 0.3158 6

AR7,1 0.05127 0.03318 1.55 0.1225 12

AR8,1 0.06317 0.03170 1.99 0.0464 18

AR9,1 0.07930 0.02699 2.94 0.0033 24

 

2. Honnali market:- 

The estimation of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and 

PACF of differenced series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. 

Table 3.2.5 presents the variable details of the price series. Tables 3.2.6 and 3.2.7 

indicate the ACF and PACF respectively, with 24 lags and they are significant. The series 

is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the series is very low, but 

after differencing the decay rate becomes high so identification of the model is easy. The 

model identifies (p=1, 6, 12, 18, 24) and therefore the ARIMA model is of order (1, 1, 1) 

(4, 1, 1) (Table 3.2.8).  The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly identify the model. 

The trend in prices of maize in Honnali market has been shown in fig. 3.2.2. 

Figure 3.2.2:- Trends in the prices of Maize in Honnali market  
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Table 3.2.5:- Variable description 

Name of Variable = Honnali_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series -0.05311

Standard Deviation 55.92337

Number of Observations 1889

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7

Embedded missing values in working series 6

 

 

Table 3.2.6:- Autocorrelation functions plot 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.26431 |               *****|.                   | 0.023008

2 -.09041 |                  **|.                   | 0.024563

3 -.00455 |                   .|.                   | 0.024739

4 0.00386 |                   .|.                   | 0.024739

5 0.10455 |                   .|**                  | 0.024739

6 -.50862 |          **********|.                   | 0.024972

7 0.14256 |                   .|***                 | 0.029958

8 0.08289 |                   .|**                  | 0.030316

9 0.01063 |                   .|.                   | 0.030435

10 0.00695 |                   .|.                   | 0.030437

11 0.04221 |                   .|*                   | 0.030438

12 0.01881 |                   .|.                   | 0.030469

13 -.01991 |                   .|.                   | 0.030475

14 -.02805 |                   *|.                   | 0.030482

15 -.02505 |                   *|.                   | 0.030496

16 0.05897 |                   .|*                   | 0.030507

17 -.03600 |                   *|.                   | 0.030567

18 -.04851 |                   *|.                   | 0.030589

19 0.03202 |                   .|*                   | 0.030630

20 -.00750 |                   .|.                   | 0.030648

21 0.07128 |                   .|*                   | 0.030649

22 -.04441 |                   *|.                   | 0.030736

23 -.03266 |                   *|.                   | 0.030770

24 0.06038 |                   .|*                   | 0.030789
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Table 3.2.7: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.26431 |               *****|.                   | 

2 -0.17231 |                 ***|.                   | 

3 -0.08654 |                  **|.                   | 

4 -0.04297 |                   *|.                   | 

5 0.09443 |                   .|**                  | 

6 -0.50831 |          **********|.                   | 

7 -0.17871 |                ****|.                   | 

8 -0.09088 |                  **|.                   | 

9 -0.04232 |                   *|.                   | 

10 -0.03895 |                   *|.                   | 

11 0.10814 |                   .|**                  | 

12 -0.29084 |              ******|.                   | 

13 -0.10886 |                  **|.                   | 

14 -0.06926 |                   *|.                   | 

15 -0.06836 |                   *|.                   | 

16 0.03057 |                   .|*                   | 

17 0.08847 |                   .|**                  | 

18 -0.27723 |              ******|.                   | 

19 -0.10652 |                  **|.                   | 

20 -0.10814 |                  **|.                   | 

21 0.01181 |                   .|.                   | 

22 0.05255 |                   .|*                   | 

23 0.01126 |                   .|.                   | 

24 -0.22478 |                ****|.                   | 
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Table 3.2.8: ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate
Standard 

Error t Value
Approx 

Pr > |t| Lag

MU 0.0063606 0.01172 0.54 0.5875 0

MA1,1 0.0002606 0.0053676 0.05 0.9613 1

MA1,2 0.97486 0.0057778 168.73 <.0001 6

AR1,1 -0.39457 0.02368 -16.66 <.0001 1

AR2,1 -0.23905 0.02418 -9.88 <.0001 2

AR3,1 -0.09115 0.02315 -3.94 <.0001 3

AR4,1 -0.07250 0.02406 -3.01 0.0026 6

AR5,1 -0.02091 0.02392 -0.87 0.3823 12

AR6,1 -0.03886 0.02376 -1.64 0.1022 18

AR7,1 0.04260 0.02382 1.79 0.0739 24
 

3. Koppal market:- 

The estimation of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF 

(Autocorrelation function) and PACF (Partial Autocorrelation function) of differenced 

series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. Table 3.2.9 presents the 

general statistics of the price series. Tables 3.2.10 and 3.2.11 provide ACF and PACF 

respectively, with 24 lags and they are significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 

6). The decay rate for the ACF of the series is very low, but after differencing the decay 

rate becomes high so identification of the model is easy. The model estimates are (p=1, 

2, 6, 12, 18, 24) and hence, the ARIMA model is of order (2, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1) (Table 

3.2.12).  The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly identify the model. The trend in 

prices of maize in Koppal maket is presented in Fig 3.2.3. 

Figure 3.2.3: Trends in the prices of Maize in Koppal market 
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Table 3.2.9: Variable description 

Name of Variable = Koppal_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series -0.00159

Standard Deviation 413.4044

Number of Observations 1889

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
 

Table 3.2.10: Autocorrelation functions plot 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.00317 |                   .|.                   | 0.023008

2 0.24669 |                   .|*****               | 0.023009

3 -.00299 |                   .|.                   | 0.024368

4 -.00441 |                   .|.                   | 0.024369

5 -.01434 |                   .|.                   | 0.024369

6 -.50344 |          **********|.                   | 0.024374

7 0.00129 |                   .|.                   | 0.029367

8 -.48918 |          **********|.                   | 0.029367

9 0.00549 |                   .|.                   | 0.033403

10 0.00381 |                   .|.                   | 0.033404

11 0.01229 |                   .|.                   | 0.033404

12 0.00940 |                   .|.                   | 0.033406

13 0.01520 |                   .|.                   | 0.033408

14 0.24088 |                   .|*****               | 0.033411

15 -.00456 |                   .|.                   | 0.034318

16 -.00102 |                   .|.                   | 0.034319

17 -.00264 |                   .|.                   | 0.034319

18 -.01205 |                   .|.                   | 0.034319

19 -.00984 |                   .|.                   | 0.034321

20 0.00419 |                   .|.                   | 0.034323

21 0.00297 |                   .|.                   | 0.034323

22 0.00235 |                   .|.                   | 0.034323

23 -.01921 |                   .|.                   | 0.034323

24 0.02837 |                   .|*                   | 0.034329
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Table 3.2.11: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.00317 |                   .|.                   | 

2 0.24668 |                   .|*****               | 

3 -0.00172 |                   .|.                   | 

4 -0.06951 |                   *|.                   | 

5 -0.01425 |                   .|.                   | 

6 -0.51927 |          **********|.                   | 

7 0.00258 |                   .|.                   | 

8 -0.36066 |             *******|.                   | 

9 -0.00206 |                   .|.                   | 

10 0.26386 |                   .|*****               | 

11 -0.00587 |                   .|.                   | 

12 -0.34160 |             *******|.                   | 

13 0.00481 |                   .|.                   | 

14 -0.26606 |               *****|.                   | 

15 -0.00588 |                   .|.                   | 

16 -0.06307 |                   *|.                   | 

17 -0.00873 |                   .|.                   | 

18 -0.04425 |                   *|.                   | 

19 0.00315 |                   .|.                   | 

20 -0.19484 |                ****|.                   | 

21 0.01096 |                   .|.                   | 

22 -0.05816 |                   *|.                   | 

23 -0.06499 |                   *|.                   | 

24 -0.18179 |                ****|.                   | 

 

Table 3.2.12: ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate
Standard 

Error t Value
Approx 

Pr > |t| Lag
MU 0.0025776 0.05057 0.05 0.9594 0
MA1,1 -0.0012486 0.0024162 -0.52 0.6054 1
MA1,2 0.99828 0.0023432 426.04 <.0001 6
AR1,1 -0.0007773 0.02306 -0.03 0.9731 2
AR2,1 -0.0040920 0.02318 -0.18 0.8599 6
AR3,1 0.0025266 0.02318 0.11 0.9132 12
AR4,1 -0.0088714 0.02317 -0.38 0.7019 18
AR5,1 0.0031027 0.02318 0.13 0.8935 24
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4. Bellary market 
 

The trend in prices of maize in Bellary market has been shown in fig. 3.2.4. The ACF and 

PACF are used to identify the best model. The summery statistics of the price series is 

shown in Table 3.2.13. The results of ACF and PACF with up to 24 lags are provided in 

Tables 3.2.14 and 3.2.15 respectively. The lags are statistically significant. The series is 

differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the series is very low, but 

after differencing the decay rate becomes high so identification of the model is easy. The 

identified estimates are (p=1, 6, 12, 18, 24) and therefore the ARIMA model is of order 

(1, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1) (Table 3.2.16).  The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly identify 

the model.  

 

Figure 3.2.4:- Trend in the prices of Maize in Bellary market  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.2.13:- Variable description 
 

Name of Variable = Ballery_Price 
Period(s) of Differencing 1,6 

Mean of Working Series 0.038612 

Standard Deviation 81.70896 

Number of Observations 1787 

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7 
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Table 3.2.14:- Autocorrelation functions plot 

Autocorrelations 

Lag Covariance Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error 

0 6676.354 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0 

1 -1676.338 -.25109 |               *****|.                   | 0.023656 

2 -378.746 -.05673 |                   *|.                   | 0.025103 

3 319.155 0.04780 |                   .|*                   | 0.025175 

4 -422.971 -.06335 |                   *|.                   | 0.025225 

5 681.874 0.10213 |                   .|**                  | 0.025314 

6 -3385.081 -.50703 |          **********|.                   | 0.025544 

7 817.094 0.12239 |                   .|**                  | 0.030663 

8 671.459 0.10057 |                   .|**                  | 0.030935 

9 -610.363 -.09142 |                  **|.                   | 0.031117 

10 343.673 0.05148 |                   .|*                   | 0.031267 

11 478.200 0.07163 |                   .|*                   | 0.031315 

12 -260.140 -.03896 |                   *|.                   | 0.031406 

13 -191.863 -.02874 |                   *|.                   | 0.031433 

14 -279.964 -.04193 |                   *|.                   | 0.031448 

15 307.258 0.04602 |                   .|*                   | 0.031479 

16 336.540 0.05041 |                   .|*                   | 0.031517 

17 -600.171 -.08990 |                  **|.                   | 0.031562 

18 656.018 0.09826 |                   .|**                  | 0.031705 

19 452.526 0.06778 |                   .|*                   | 0.031875 

20 -301.090 -.04510 |                   *|.                   | 0.031955 

21 105.748 0.01584 |                   .|.                   | 0.031991 

22 -322.087 -.04824 |                   *|.                   | 0.031995 

23 185.382 0.02777 |                   .|*                   | 0.032036 

24 -394.623 -.05911 |                   *|.                   | 0.032049 
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Table 3.2.15: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.10657 |                  **|.                   | 

2 -0.02842 |                   *|.                   | 

3 -0.04874 |                   *|.                   | 

4 -0.11075 |                  **|.                   | 

5 0.03444 |                   .|*                   | 

6 -0.50491 |          **********|.                   | 

7 -0.05472 |                   *|.                   | 

8 -0.03812 |                   *|.                   | 

9 -0.01020 |                   .|.                   | 

10 -0.03240 |                   *|.                   | 

11 0.02318 |                   .|.                   | 

12 -0.35305 |             *******|.                   | 

13 -0.05267 |                   *|.                   | 

14 -0.04210 |                   *|.                   | 

15 -0.02947 |                   *|.                   | 

16 0.03375 |                   .|*                   | 

17 0.04459 |                   .|*                   | 

18 -0.23516 |               *****|.                   | 

19 -0.02978 |                   *|.                   | 

20 0.00452 |                   .|.                   | 

21 0.00148 |                   .|.                   | 

22 -0.02504 |                   *|.                   | 

23 0.00952 |                   .|.                   | 

24 -0.20524 |                ****|.                   | 
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 Table 3.2.16: ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate Standard Error t Value 
Approx 
Pr > |t| Lag 

MU -0.02613 0.13801 -0.19 0.8499 0 

MA1,1 0.00009825 0.0043504 0.02 0.9820 1 

MA1,2 0.97753 0.0045320 215.70 <.0001 6 

AR1,1 -0.10036 0.02039 -4.92 <.0001 1 

AR2,1 -0.0085075 0.02054 -0.41 0.6788 6 

AR3,1 -0.02685 0.02053 -1.31 0.1910 12 

AR4,1 0.00004060 0.02050 0.00 0.9984 18 

AR5,1 -0.01919 0.02051 -0.94 0.3495 24 

 

 
5. Hassan Market 

 

Figure 3.2.5 is showing the price data represented in the form of trend.  The estimation 

of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and PACF of differenced 

series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. Table 3.2.17 presents 

the brief summary of price series. The autocorrelation functions and partial 

autocorrelation functions up to 24 lags and they are significant (Tables 3.2.18 and 

3.2.19). The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the 

series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes high so identification of 

the model is easy. Table 3.2.20 provide the identified estimates of the model (p=1, 2, 3, 

6, 12, 18, 24) and thus, the ARIMA model is of order (3, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1). The AIC and SBC 

values are used to correctly identify the model. 

Figure 3.2.5: Trend in the prices of Maize in Hasan market  
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Table 3.2.17:- Variable description 
 

Name of Variable = Hasan_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6 

Mean of Working Series -0.00448 

Standard Deviation 65.8356 

Number of Observations 1787 

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7 

 
Table 3.2.18:- Autocorrelation functions plot 

Autocorrelations 

Lag Covariance Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error 

0 4334.327 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0 

1 -1298.199 -.29952 |              ******|.                   | 0.023656 

2 85.879605 0.01981 |                   .|.                   | 0.025690 

3 -216.409 -.04993 |                   *|.                   | 0.025699 

4 86.031424 0.01985 |                   .|.                   | 0.025753 

5 512.848 0.11832 |                   .|**                  | 0.025762 

6 -2076.340 -.47905 |          **********|.                   | 0.026064 

7 866.543 0.19993 |                   .|****                | 0.030597 

8 -362.751 -.08369 |                  **|.                   | 0.031320 

9 283.688 0.06545 |                   .|*                   | 0.031444 

10 58.564197 0.01351 |                   .|.                   | 0.031521 

11 -235.083 -.05424 |                   *|.                   | 0.031524 

12 72.804078 0.01680 |                   .|.                   | 0.031576 

13 -158.121 -.03648 |                   *|.                   | 0.031581 

14 208.319 0.04806 |                   .|*                   | 0.031605 

15 -236.771 -.05463 |                   *|.                   | 0.031645 

16 -93.803346 -.02164 |                   .|.                   | 0.031698 

17 522.450 0.12054 |                   .|**                  | 0.031706 

18 -267.118 -.06163 |                   *|.                   | 0.031962 

19 -64.222645 -.01482 |                   .|.                   | 0.032028 

20 47.106323 0.01087 |                   .|.                   | 0.032032 

21 276.766 0.06385 |                   .|*                   | 0.032034 

22 -15.637963 -.00361 |                   .|.                   | 0.032105 

23 -281.765 -.06501 |                   *|.                   | 0.032106 

24 170.521 0.03934 |                   .|*                   | 0.032179 
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Table 3.2.19:- Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.29567 |              ******|.                   | 

2 -0.22514 |               *****|.                   | 

3 -0.13929 |                 ***|.                   | 

4 -0.02978 |                   *|.                   | 

5 0.15863 |                   .|***                 | 

6 -0.48603 |          **********|.                   | 

7 -0.16630 |                 ***|.                   | 

8 -0.10966 |                  **|.                   | 

9 -0.06860 |                   *|.                   | 

10 -0.02292 |                   .|.                   | 

11 0.08138 |                   .|**                  | 

12 -0.29822 |              ******|.                   | 

13 -0.08187 |                  **|.                   | 

14 -0.08298 |                  **|.                   | 

15 -0.08157 |                  **|.                   | 

16 0.03917 |                   .|*                   | 

17 0.04334 |                   .|*                   | 

18 -0.22964 |               *****|.                   | 

19 -0.06602 |                   *|.                   | 

20 0.00487 |                   .|.                   | 

21 -0.01801 |                   .|.                   | 

22 -0.01126 |                   .|.                   | 

23 0.07759 |                   .|**                  | 

24 -0.19242 |                ****|.                   | 
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Table 3.2.20:- ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate Standard Error t Value 
Approx 
Pr > |t| Lag 

MU -0.07384 0.34091 -0.22 0.8286 0 

MA1,1 0.73761 0.05536 13.32 <.0001 1 

MA1,2 0.05032 0.02820 1.78 0.0746 6 

AR1,1 0.28333 0.06235 4.54 <.0001 1 

AR2,1 -0.01084 0.03749 -0.29 0.7725 2 

AR3,1 -0.03465 0.03745 -0.93 0.3549 3 

AR4,1 -0.76889 0.02731 -28.15 <.0001 6 

AR5,1 -0.58862 0.03073 -19.15 <.0001 12 

AR6,1 -0.08207 0.03074 -2.67 0.0077 18 

AR7,1 -0.36089 0.03452 -10.46 <.0001 24 
 
3.3 Analysis of Chickpea Prices in Major Markets of Karnataka 

1. Bangalore market: 

Graphical presentation of time series data helps to identify the presence of trends. 

Figure 3.3.1 shows the data represented in the form of trend.  The estimation of the 

parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and PACF of differenced series 

Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. Summary statistics of the 

series is provided in Table 3.3.1. Tables 3.3.2 & 3.3.3 presents the autocorrelation 

functions and partial autocorrelation functions respectively, up to 24 lags and they are 

significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the 

series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes high so identification of 

the model is easy. The estimates (p=1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 18, 24) are presented in Table 3.3.4.  

The ARIMA model is of order (3, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1).  The AIC and SBC values are used to 

correctly identify the model.  

Figure 3.3.1: Trends in Prices of rice in Bangalore market  
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Table 3.3.1: Variable description 

Name of Variable = Bangalore_price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series 0.04

Standard Deviation 296.0777

Number of Observations 2500

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7

 

Table 3.3.2: Autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.36046 |             *******|.                   | 0.020000

2 -.06442 |                   *|.                   | 0.022449

3 0.00931 |                   .|.                   | 0.022522

4 0.02591 |                   .|*                   | 0.022524

5 0.15176 |                   .|***                 | 0.022536

6 -.47424 |           *********|.                   | 0.022941

7 0.15815 |                   .|***                 | 0.026575

8 0.03413 |                   .|*                   | 0.026949

9 -.01101 |                   .|.                   | 0.026966

10 -.00537 |                   .|.                   | 0.026968

11 0.07318 |                   .|*                   | 0.026968

12 -.06216 |                   *|.                   | 0.027047

13 0.03027 |                   .|*                   | 0.027105

14 -.00178 |                   .|.                   | 0.027118

15 -.01817 |                   .|.                   | 0.027118

16 0.04193 |                   .|*                   | 0.027123

17 -.07256 |                   *|.                   | 0.027149

18 0.03717 |                   .|*                   | 0.027226

19 0.02094 |                   .|.                   | 0.027247

20 -.01639 |                   .|.                   | 0.027253

21 0.06436 |                   .|*                   | 0.027257

22 -.06956 |                   *|.                   | 0.027318

23 0.01295 |                   .|.                   | 0.027389

24 0.02791 |                   .|*                   | 0.027391
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Table 3.3.3: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.36046 |             *******|.                   | 

2 -0.22337 |                ****|.                   | 

3 -0.12050 |                  **|.                   | 

4 -0.03803 |                   *|.                   | 

5 0.17710 |                   .|****                | 

6 -0.41775 |            ********|.                   | 

7 -0.21306 |                ****|.                   | 

8 -0.14860 |                 ***|.                   | 

9 -0.10145 |                  **|.                   | 

10 -0.06284 |                   *|.                   | 

11 0.18543 |                   .|****                | 

12 -0.27714 |              ******|.                   | 

13 -0.13458 |                 ***|.                   | 

14 -0.10743 |                  **|.                   | 

15 -0.11259 |                  **|.                   | 

16 -0.01649 |                   .|.                   | 

17 0.09859 |                   .|**                  | 

18 -0.22862 |               *****|.                   | 

19 -0.07089 |                   *|.                   | 

20 -0.07820 |                  **|.                   | 

21 0.01586 |                   .|.                   | 

22 -0.00354 |                   .|.                   | 

23 0.06116 |                   .|*                   | 

24 -0.15304 |                 ***|.                   | 
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Table 3.3.4: ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate
Standard 

Error t Value 
Approx

Pr > |t| Lag

MU -0.0013450 0.28546 -0.00 0.9962 0

MA1,1 0.15385 0.04750 3.24 0.0012 1

MA1,2 0.38036 0.05022 7.57 <.0001 6

AR1,1 -0.37125 0.05072 -7.32 <.0001 1

AR2,1 -0.26110 0.02938 -8.89 <.0001 2

AR3,1 -0.07303 0.02155 -3.39 0.0007 3

AR4,1 -0.56348 0.05091 -11.07 <.0001 6

AR5,1 -0.51404 0.04430 -11.60 <.0001 12

AR6,1 -0.13054 0.02243 -5.82 <.0001 18

AR7,1 -0.29260 0.03485 -8.40 <.0001 24
 

2. Bidar market:- 

The trend in of chick pea prices in Bidar market has been shown in fig. 3.3.2. The 

estimation of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and PACF of 

differenced series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. The Table 

3.3.5 presents the summery statistics of the series. Tables 3.3.6 and 3.3.7 provide the 

ACF and PACF respectively, up to 24 lags and they are significant. The series is 

differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the series is very low, but 

after differencing the decay rate becomes high so identification of the model is easy. 

Table 3.3.8 provides the estimates (p=1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 18, 24) of the model.  The ARIMA 

model is of order (3, 1, and 1) (4, 1, 1).  The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly 

identify the model.  

Figure 3.3.2: Trends in prices of Chickpea in Bidar market  
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Table3.3.5: Variable description 

Name of Variable = Bidar_price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6 

Mean of Working Series -0.01727 

Standard Deviation 164.0909 

Number of Observations 2500 

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7 
 

 

Table 3.3.6: Autocorrelation functions plot 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.25765 |               *****|.                   | 0.020000

2 -.02287 |                   .|.                   | 0.021286

3 -.04650 |                   *|.                   | 0.021296

4 -.00780 |                   .|.                   | 0.021337

5 0.11845 |                   .|**                  | 0.021338

6 -.50883 |          **********|.                   | 0.021599

7 0.14570 |                   .|***                 | 0.025955

8 0.02419 |                   .|.                   | 0.026280

9 0.07436 |                   .|*                   | 0.026289

10 -.03533 |                   *|.                   | 0.026373

11 0.01584 |                   .|.                   | 0.026392

12 0.01309 |                   .|.                   | 0.026396

13 -.01703 |                   .|.                   | 0.026398

14 -.01365 |                   .|.                   | 0.026403

15 -.03065 |                   *|.                   | 0.026405

16 0.06319 |                   .|*                   | 0.026420

17 -.02807 |                   *|.                   | 0.026480

18 0.01685 |                   .|.                   | 0.026492

19 -.02458 |                   .|.                   | 0.026496

20 0.02134 |                   .|.                   | 0.026505

21 0.00947 |                   .|.                   | 0.026512

22 -.03708 |                   *|.                   | 0.026514

23 0.06246 |                   .|*                   | 0.026534

24 -.03023 |                   *|.                   | 0.026593
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Table 3.3.7: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.25765 |               *****|.                   | 

2 -0.09560 |                  **|.                   | 

3 -0.08387 |                  **|.                   | 

4 -0.04968 |                   *|.                   | 

5 0.10399 |                   .|**                  | 

6 -0.49985 |          **********|.                   | 

7 -0.13910 |                 ***|.                   | 

8 -0.04855 |                   *|.                   | 

9 0.00430 |                   .|.                   | 

10 -0.06297 |                   *|.                   | 

11 0.07358 |                   .|*                   | 

12 -0.31701 |              ******|.                   | 

13 -0.09979 |                  **|.                   | 

14 -0.06339 |                   *|.                   | 

15 -0.02401 |                   .|.                   | 

16 -0.01515 |                   .|.                   | 

17 0.03841 |                   .|*                   | 

18 -0.21705 |                ****|.                   | 

19 -0.11023 |                  **|.                   | 

20 -0.05568 |                   *|.                   | 

21 -0.01509 |                   .|.                   | 

22 -0.03683 |                   *|.                   | 

23 0.09641 |                   .|**                  | 

24 -0.15652 |                 ***|.                   | 
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Table 3.3.8: ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate
Standard 

Error t Value 
Approx

Pr > |t| Lag

MU -0.01278 0.0077673 -1.65 0.0999 0

MA1,1 0.0054821 0.0031882 1.72 0.0856 1

MA1,2 0.99452 0.0032612 304.95 <.0001 6

AR1,1 -0.32623 0.02020 -16.15 <.0001 1

AR2,1 -0.18438 0.02086 -8.84 <.0001 2

AR3,1 -0.10641 0.02013 -5.29 <.0001 3

AR4,1 -0.02193 0.02042 -1.07 0.2829 6

AR5,1 0.01160 0.02025 0.57 0.5668 12

AR6,1 0.01501 0.02022 0.74 0.4580 18

AR7,1 -0.01210 0.02028 -0.60 0.5506 24
 

3. Dharwar market:- 

The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. The basic statistics about the 

price series is provided in Table 3.3.9. ACF and PACF with 24 lags are presented in Tables 

3.3.10 and 3.3.11. The lags are statistically significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 

(d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the series is very low, but after differencing the 

decay rate becomes high so identification of the model is easy. The estimates of the 

model are (p=1, 6, 12, 18, 24) and hence the ARIMA model is of order (1, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1) 

(Table 3.3.12).  The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly identify the model. The 

trend in chick pea prices in Dharwar market is shown in fig. 3.3.3 

 

Figure 3.3.3: Trend in prices of Chickpea in Dharwar market  
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Table 3.3.9: Variable description 

Name of Variable = Dharwar_price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series -0.074

Standard Deviation 463.4624

Number of Observations 2500

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
                        

 

Table 3.3.10: Autocorrelation functions plot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.10657 |                  **|.                   | 0.020000

2 -.01674 |                   .|.                   | 0.020226

3 -.04328 |                   *|.                   | 0.020231

4 -.09858 |                  **|.                   | 0.020268

5 0.05944 |                   .|*                   | 0.020459

6 -.49340 |          **********|.                   | 0.020528

7 0.07046 |                   .|*                   | 0.024823

8 0.03105 |                   .|*                   | 0.024903

9 0.05160 |                   .|*                   | 0.024918

10 0.07916 |                   .|**                  | 0.024961

11 -.01547 |                   .|.                   | 0.025061

12 -.01800 |                   .|.                   | 0.025065

13 -.02330 |                   .|.                   | 0.025070

14 -.00028 |                   .|.                   | 0.025079

15 -.01465 |                   .|.                   | 0.025079

16 0.03995 |                   .|*                   | 0.025082

17 0.01862 |                   .|.                   | 0.025108

18 0.02017 |                   .|.                   | 0.025113

19 0.00240 |                   .|.                   | 0.025120

20 0.00770 |                   .|.                   | 0.025120

21 0.00739 |                   .|.                   | 0.025121

22 -.07608 |                  **|.                   | 0.025121

23 -.01959 |                   .|.                   | 0.025213

24 -.01294 |                   .|.                   | 0.025219
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Table 3.3.11: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.10657 |                  **|.                   | 

2 -0.02842 |                   *|.                   | 

3 -0.04874 |                   *|.                   | 

4 -0.11075 |                  **|.                   | 

5 0.03444 |                   .|*                   | 

6 -0.50491 |          **********|.                   | 

7 -0.05472 |                   *|.                   | 

8 -0.03812 |                   *|.                   | 

9 -0.01020 |                   .|.                   | 

10 -0.03240 |                   *|.                   | 

11 0.02318 |                   .|.                   | 

12 -0.35305 |             *******|.                   | 

13 -0.05267 |                   *|.                   | 

14 -0.04210 |                   *|.                   | 

15 -0.02947 |                   *|.                   | 

16 0.03375 |                   .|*                   | 

17 0.04459 |                   .|*                   | 

18 -0.23516 |               *****|.                   | 

19 -0.02978 |                   *|.                   | 

20 0.00452 |                   .|.                   | 

21 0.00148 |                   .|.                   | 

22 -0.02504 |                   *|.                   | 

23 0.00952 |                   .|.                   | 

24 -0.20524 |                ****|.                   | 
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Table 3.3.12: ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate
Standard 

Error t Value
Approx 

Pr > |t| Lag

MU -0.02613 0.13801 -0.19 0.8499 0

MA1,1 0.00009825 0.0043504 0.02 0.9820 1

MA1,2 0.97753 0.0045320 215.70 <.0001 6

AR1,1 -0.10036 0.02039 -4.92 <.0001 1

AR2,1 -0.0085075 0.02054 -0.41 0.6788 6

AR3,1 -0.02685 0.02053 -1.31 0.1910 12

AR4,1 0.00004060 0.02050 0.00 0.9984 18

AR5,1 -0.01919 0.02051 -0.94 0.3495 24
 

 

4. Gadag market:- 

Fig. 3.3.4 presents the trend in chick pea prices in Gadag market. The ACF and PACF are 

used to identify the best model. Table 3.3.13 provides summary details about the price 

series. Tables 3.3.14 and 3.3.15 presents the autocorrelation functions and partial 

autocorrelation functions up to 24 lags and they are significant. The series is differenced 

by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the series is very low, but after 

differencing the decay rate becomes high so identification of the model is easy. The 

model estimates are (p=1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 12, 18) and hence, the ARIMA model is of order (5, 

1, 1) (3, 1, 1) (Table 3.3.16).  The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly identify the 

model.  

Figure 3.3.4: Trend in the prices of Chickpea in Gadag market  
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Table 3.3.13: Variable description 

Name of Variable = Gadad_price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series 0.112

Standard Deviation 455.6533

Number of Observations 2500

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
 

Table 3.3.14: Autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Lag 
Correlatio

n -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.47025 |           *********|.                   | 0.020000

2 -.02040 |                   .|.                   | 0.024019

3 0.00088 |                   .|.                   | 0.024026

4 0.00568 |                   .|.                   | 0.024026

5 0.23573 |                   .|*****               | 0.024026

6 -.49356 |          **********|.                   | 0.024934

7 0.21807 |                   .|****                | 0.028576

8 0.03311 |                   .|*                   | 0.029234

9 -.01018 |                   .|.                   | 0.029249

10 0.00206 |                   .|.                   | 0.029251

11 -.00121 |                   .|.                   | 0.029251

12 -.00874 |                   .|.                   | 0.029251

13 0.02935 |                   .|*                   | 0.029252

14 -.03660 |                   *|.                   | 0.029264

15 0.01925 |                   .|.                   | 0.029282

16 0.00002 |                   .|.                   | 0.029287

17 -.00745 |                   .|.                   | 0.029287

18 0.00560 |                   .|.                   | 0.029288

19 -.01080 |                   .|.                   | 0.029288

20 0.02431 |                   .|.                   | 0.029290

21 -.02362 |                   .|.                   | 0.029298

22 0.00025 |                   .|.                   | 0.029305

23 0.01157 |                   .|.                   | 0.029305

24 0.00106 |                   .|.                   | 0.029307
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Table 3.3.15:-Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.47025 |           *********|.                   | 

2 -0.31012 |              ******|.                   | 

3 -0.22377 |                ****|.                   | 

4 -0.16163 |                 ***|.                   | 

5 0.24178 |                   .|*****               | 

6 -0.35230 |             *******|.                   | 

7 -0.25724 |               *****|.                   | 

8 -0.17186 |                 ***|.                   | 

9 -0.13698 |                 ***|.                   | 

10 -0.10439 |                  **|.                   | 

11 0.16698 |                   .|***                 | 

12 -0.22299 |                ****|.                   | 

13 -0.14760 |                 ***|.                   | 

14 -0.12856 |                 ***|.                   | 

15 -0.09619 |                  **|.                   | 

16 -0.06501 |                   *|.                   | 

17 0.12193 |                   .|**                  | 

18 -0.16827 |                 ***|.                   | 

19 -0.11531 |                  **|.                   | 

20 -0.07943 |                  **|.                   | 

21 -0.08163 |                  **|.                   | 

22 -0.06776 |                   *|.                   | 

23 0.08701 |                   .|**                  | 

24 -0.13140 |                 ***|.                   | 
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Table 3.3.16: ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Value 

Approx 
Pr > |t| Lag 

MU 0.04462 0.03507 1.27 0.2034 0 

MA1,1 -0.0031048 0.0043941 -0.71 0.4799 1 

MA1,2 0.97818 0.0045144 216.68 <.0001 6 

AR1,1 -0.73973 0.01814 -40.78 <.0001 1 

AR2,1 -0.57871 0.02197 -26.35 <.0001 2 

AR3,1 -0.06163 0.02213 -2.78 0.0054 3 

AR4,1 -0.32930 0.02384 -13.81 <.0001 4 

AR5,1 -0.03684 0.02070 -1.78 0.0753 5 

AR6,1 -0.0064738 0.02147 -0.30 0.7631 6 

AR7,1 0.0032709 0.02060 0.16 0.8738 12 

AR8,1 0.0075498 0.02057 0.37 0.7137 18 
 

5.  Raichur market:- 

The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. Variable description about the 

price series is presented in Table 3.3.17. The results of ACF & PACF along with 24 lags 

have been presented in Tables 3.3.18 and 3.3.19, respectively.  The series is differenced 

by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the series is very low, but after 

differencing the decay rate becomes high so identification of the model is easy. The 

ARIMA identifies (p=12, 18, 24) and hence, the ARIMA model is of order (0, 1, 1) (4, 1, 

1) (Table 3.3.20).  The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly identify the model. The 

trend in prices of chickpea in Raichur market has been presented in Fig. 3.3.5  

 
Figure 3.3.5: Trend in the prices of Chickpea in Raichur market  
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Table 3.3.17:  Variable description 

Name of Variable = Raichur_price_ 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series -0.3286

Standard Deviation 503.6242

Number of Observations 2500

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
                                      

 

Table 3.3.18: Autocorrelation functions plot 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.06445 |                   *|.                   | 0.020000

2 -.04034 |                   *|.                   | 0.020083

3 -.03023 |                   *|.                   | 0.020115

4 -.04065 |                   *|.                   | 0.020133

5 -.04044 |                   *|.                   | 0.020166

6 -.50945 |          **********|.                   | 0.020199

7 0.05394 |                   .|*                   | 0.024812

8 0.04261 |                   .|*                   | 0.024858

9 0.01995 |                   .|.                   | 0.024888

10 0.02600 |                   .|*                   | 0.024894

11 0.05509 |                   .|*                   | 0.024905

12 0.01681 |                   .|.                   | 0.024954

13 0.00835 |                   .|.                   | 0.024958

14 0.01329 |                   .|.                   | 0.024959

15 -.00771 |                   .|.                   | 0.024962

16 0.00538 |                   .|.                   | 0.024963

17 -.00716 |                   .|.                   | 0.024964

18 0.00109 |                   .|.                   | 0.024964

19 -.00294 |                   .|.                   | 0.024964

20 -.00747 |                   .|.                   | 0.024965

21 0.02375 |                   .|.                   | 0.024965

22 -.00490 |                   .|.                   | 0.024974

23 -.00761 |                   .|.                   | 0.024975

24 -.02435 |                   .|.                   | 0.024976
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Table 3.3.19: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.06445 |                   *|.                   | 

2 -0.04468 |                   *|.                   | 

3 -0.03605 |                   *|.                   | 

4 -0.04731 |                   *|.                   | 

5 -0.04992 |                   *|.                   | 

6 -0.52741 |         ***********|.                   | 

7 -0.05937 |                   *|.                   | 

8 -0.03806 |                   *|.                   | 

9 -0.04799 |                   *|.                   | 

10 -0.05648 |                   *|.                   | 

11 -0.02059 |                   .|.                   | 

12 -0.35252 |             *******|.                   | 

13 -0.04277 |                   *|.                   | 

14 -0.01464 |                   .|.                   | 

15 -0.05844 |                   *|.                   | 

16 -0.04704 |                   *|.                   | 

17 -0.01561 |                   .|.                   | 

18 -0.25731 |               *****|.                   | 

19 -0.03314 |                   *|.                   | 

20 -0.01280 |                   .|.                   | 

21 -0.02714 |                   *|.                   | 

22 -0.03946 |                   *|.                   | 

23 -0.01811 |                   .|.                   | 

24 -0.23817 |               *****|.                   | 
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Table 3.3.20: ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate
Standard 

Error t Value
Approx 

Pr > |t| Lag

MU -0.09865 1.18136 -0.08 0.9335 0

MA1,1 0.09865 0.01892 5.21 <.0001 1

MA1,2 0.36676 0.05912 6.20 <.0001 6

AR1,1 -0.54800 0.05926 -9.25 <.0001 6

AR2,1 -0.46971 0.05086 -9.24 <.0001 12

AR3,1 -0.16274 0.02248 -7.24 <.0001 18

AR4,1 -0.28095 0.03669 -7.66 <.0001 24
 

 

3.4. Analysis of Pigeon pea Prices in Major Markets of Karnataka. 

1. Bidar market:- 

The estimation of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and 

PACF of differenced series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. The 

summary statistics about the series is provided in Table 3.4.1. Tables 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 

indicate the autocorrelation functions and partial autocorrelation functions up to 24 lags 

in that order and they are significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The 

decay rate for the ACF of the series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate 

becomes high so identification of the model is easy. The ARIMA model identified (p=1, 6, 

12, 18, 24).  Therefore the ARIMA model is of order (1, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1) (Table 3.4.4).  The 

AIC and SBC values are used to correctly identify the model. Graphical presentation of 

prices of pigeon pea has been shown in fig. 3.4.1  

Figure 3.4.1: Trend in the prices of Pigeon pea in Bidar market  
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Table 3.4.1: Variable description 

Name of Variable = Bidar_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series -0.1171

Standard Deviation 292.4728

Number of Observations 1947

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
 

   Table 3.4.2: Autocorrelation functions plot 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.14472 |                 ***|.                   | 0.022663

2 0.04422 |                   .|*                   | 0.023133

3 -.06050 |                   *|.                   | 0.023176

4 -.05541 |                   *|.                   | 0.023257

5 0.08028 |                   .|**                  | 0.023325

6 -.51843 |          **********|.                   | 0.023466

7 0.04872 |                   .|*                   | 0.028753

8 -.02256 |                   .|.                   | 0.028796

9 0.05312 |                   .|*                   | 0.028805

10 0.00498 |                   .|.                   | 0.028855

11 -.01541 |                   .|.                   | 0.028856

12 0.03394 |                   .|*                   | 0.028860

13 0.04664 |                   .|*                   | 0.028880

14 0.00424 |                   .|.                   | 0.028919

15 0.00209 |                   .|.                   | 0.028919

16 0.00796 |                   .|.                   | 0.028919

17 -.00616 |                   .|.                   | 0.028920

18 -.00450 |                   .|.                   | 0.028921

19 -.03401 |                   *|.                   | 0.028921

20 0.00341 |                   .|.                   | 0.028942

21 0.03429 |                   .|*                   | 0.028942

22 0.00507 |                   .|.                   | 0.028963

23 -.00995 |                   .|.                   | 0.028964

24 -.00283 |                   .|.                   | 0.028965
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Table 3.4.3:  Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.14472 |                 ***|.                   | 

2 0.02377 |                   .|.                   | 

3 -0.05193 |                   *|.                   | 

4 -0.07391 |                   *|.                   | 

5 0.06742 |                   .|*                   | 

6 -0.51475 |          **********|.                   | 

7 -0.12286 |                  **|.                   | 

8 -0.01516 |                   .|.                   | 

9 -0.03816 |                   *|.                   | 

10 -0.07975 |                  **|.                   | 

11 0.01252 |                   .|.                   | 

12 -0.33205 |             *******|.                   | 

13 -0.04904 |                   *|.                   | 

14 -0.02486 |                   .|.                   | 

15 -0.03627 |                   *|.                   | 

16 -0.05832 |                   *|.                   | 

17 -0.01807 |                   .|.                   | 

18 -0.25257 |               *****|.                   | 

19 -0.06622 |                   *|.                   | 

20 -0.04564 |                   *|.                   | 

21 0.01114 |                   .|.                   | 

22 -0.03739 |                   *|.                   | 

23 -0.05219 |                   *|.                   | 

24 -0.20263 |                ****|.                   | 
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Table 3.4.4: ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate
Standard 

Error t Value
Approx 

Pr > |t| Lag

MU -0.06481 0.19642 -0.33 0.7415 0

MA1,1 0.92255 0.03110 29.66 <.0001 1

MA1,2 0.03175 0.02427 1.31 0.1911 6

AR1,1 0.69996 0.04354 16.08 <.0001 1

AR2,1 -0.76590 0.02117 -36.18 <.0001 6

AR3,1 -0.56984 0.02555 -22.30 <.0001 12

AR4,1 -0.02797 0.02608 -1.07 0.2837 18

AR5,1 -0.32571 0.02859 -11.39 <.0001 24
 

 

2. Gulbarga market:- 

Figure 3.4.2 is showing the data represented in the form of trend.  The estimation of the 

parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and PACF of differenced series 

Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. The description of the series is 

presented in Table 3.4.5. The autocorrelation functions and partial autocorrelation 

functions up to 24 lags are presented in Tables 3.4.6 and 3.4.7 respectively. The series is 

differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the series is very low, but 

after differencing the decay rate becomes high so identification of the model is easy. 

Table 3.4.8 presents the estimates of ARIMA model (p=1, 6, 12, 18, 24).  The ARIMA 

model is of order (1, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1). The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly identify 

the model.  

Figure 3.4.2: Trend in the prices of Pigeon pea in Gulbarga market  
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Table 3.4.5:  Variable description 

Name of Variable = Gulbarga_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series -0.02773

Standard Deviation 315.9456

Number of Observations 1947

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
  

           Table 3.4.6: Autocorrelation functions plot 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.26047 |               *****|.                   | 0.022663

2 0.06277 |                   .|*                   | 0.024152

3 -.00615 |                   .|.                   | 0.024235

4 -.03504 |                   *|.                   | 0.024236

5 0.11590 |                   .|**                  | 0.024262

6 -.50266 |          **********|.                   | 0.024545

7 0.12209 |                   .|**                  | 0.029360

8 -.03307 |                   *|.                   | 0.029619

9 -.02619 |                   *|.                   | 0.029638

10 0.00211 |                   .|.                   | 0.029650

11 0.00542 |                   .|.                   | 0.029650

12 -.00295 |                   .|.                   | 0.029651

13 0.02043 |                   .|.                   | 0.029651

14 0.00914 |                   .|.                   | 0.029658

15 0.02281 |                   .|.                   | 0.029660

16 0.00310 |                   .|.                   | 0.029669

17 0.03611 |                   .|*                   | 0.029669

18 -.00175 |                   .|.                   | 0.029691

19 -.01519 |                   .|.                   | 0.029691

20 -.01546 |                   .|.                   | 0.029695

21 0.02788 |                   .|*                   | 0.029699

22 -.02383 |                   .|.                   | 0.029713

23 -.05145 |                   *|.                   | 0.029723

24 0.00984 |                   .|.                   | 0.029768
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      Table 3.4.7: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.26047 |               *****|.                   | 

2 -0.00545 |                   .|.                   | 

3 0.00951 |                   .|.                   | 

4 -0.03647 |                   *|.                   | 

5 0.10445 |                   .|**                  | 

6 -0.48348 |          **********|.                   | 

7 -0.15012 |                 ***|.                   | 

8 -0.01648 |                   .|.                   | 

9 -0.04529 |                   *|.                   | 

10 -0.05153 |                   *|.                   | 

11 0.06088 |                   .|*                   | 

12 -0.33354 |             *******|.                   | 

13 -0.09557 |                  **|.                   | 

14 0.00070 |                   .|.                   | 

15 -0.03673 |                   *|.                   | 

16 -0.04063 |                   *|.                   | 

17 0.09877 |                   .|**                  | 

18 -0.23641 |               *****|.                   | 

19 -0.08460 |                  **|.                   | 

20 -0.01853 |                   .|.                   | 

21 0.00223 |                   .|.                   | 

22 -0.04735 |                   *|.                   | 

23 0.01738 |                   .|.                   | 

24 -0.20901 |                ****|.                   | 
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Table 3.4.8: ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate
Standard 

Error t Value
Approx 

Pr > |t| Lag

MU -0.07470 0.33568 -0.22 0.8239 0

MA1,1 0.03433 0.03410 1.01 0.3142 1

MA1,2 0.96566 0.05038 19.17 <.0001 6

AR1,1 -0.01982 0.02928 -0.68 0.4986 1

AR2,1 0.77783 0.05717 13.61 <.0001 6

AR3,1 0.08076 0.02699 2.99 0.0028 12

AR4,1 0.07800 0.03017 2.59 0.0098 18

AR5,1 0.07849 0.02643 2.97 0.0030 24

 

 
3. Laxemeshwara price 

 

Figure 3.4.3 presents the trend in prices of pigeon pea at Laxemeshwara market. The 

estimation of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and PACF of 

differenced series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. The Table 

3.4.9 provides the general statistics of the series. The results of ACF and PACF are 

presented in Tables 3.4.10 and 3.4.11 respectively. The series is differenced by 1, 6 

(d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the series is very low, but after differencing the 

decay rate becomes high so identification of the model is easy. Table 3.4.12 indicates the 

identified estimates as (p=1, 2, 6, 12, 18, 24).  Therefore the ARIMA model is of order 

(2, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1). The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly identify the model. 

 
Figure 3.4.3: Trend in the prices of Pigeon pea in Laxemeshwara market 
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Table 3.4.9: Variable description 
 

Name of Variable = Laxemeshwara_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6 

Mean of Working Series -0.3615 

Standard Deviation 799.3845 

Number of Observations 1787 

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7 
 
 

Table 3.4.10: Autocorrelation plot 
 
Autocorrelations 

Lag Covariance Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error 

0 639016 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0 

1 -229890 -.35976 |             *******|.                   | 0.023656 

2 22784.894 0.03566 |                   .|*                   | 0.026541 

3 -19479.261 -.03048 |                   *|.                   | 0.026568 

4 -24814.844 -.03883 |                   *|.                   | 0.026588 

5 92092.415 0.14412 |                   .|***                 | 0.026620 

6 -318700 -.49874 |          **********|.                   | 0.027053 

7 156238 0.24450 |                   .|*****               | 0.031784 

8 -43306.770 -.06777 |                   *|.                   | 0.032820 

9 27342.430 0.04279 |                   .|*                   | 0.032898 

10 1677.037 0.00262 |                   .|.                   | 0.032929 

11 13991.366 0.02190 |                   .|.                   | 0.032929 

12 -4861.151 -.00761 |                   .|.                   | 0.032937 

13 -39264.529 -.06145 |                   *|.                   | 0.032938 

14 36192.307 0.05664 |                   .|*                   | 0.033002 

15 5360.765 0.00839 |                   .|.                   | 0.033057 

16 20263.419 0.03171 |                   .|*                   | 0.033058 

17 -19036.049 -.02979 |                   *|.                   | 0.033075 

18 5794.242 0.00907 |                   .|.                   | 0.033090 

19 22445.087 0.03512 |                   .|*                   | 0.033091 

20 2455.595 0.00384 |                   .|.                   | 0.033112 

21 -28233.852 -.04418 |                   *|.                   | 0.033112 

22 -11163.924 -.01747 |                   .|.                   | 0.033145 

23 20010.505 0.03131 |                   .|*                   | 0.033151 

24 -3947.056 -.00618 |                   .|.                   | 0.033167 
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Table 3.4.11: Partial autocorrelation plot 

 
Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag 
Correlatio
n -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.35976 |             *******|.                   | 

2 -0.10771 |                  **|.                   | 

3 -0.06394 |                   *|.                   | 

4 -0.08104 |                  **|.                   | 

5 0.11521 |                   .|**                  | 

6 -0.48315 |          **********|.                   | 

7 -0.13197 |                 ***|.                   | 

8 -0.10158 |                  **|.                   | 

9 -0.06029 |                   *|.                   | 

10 -0.07115 |                   *|.                   | 

11 0.07264 |                   .|*                   | 

12 -0.33751 |             *******|.                   | 

13 -0.16117 |                 ***|.                   | 

14 -0.11763 |                  **|.                   | 

15 -0.03554 |                   *|.                   | 

16 -0.02123 |                   .|.                   | 

17 0.04119 |                   .|*                   | 

18 -0.26851 |               *****|.                   | 

19 -0.09706 |                  **|.                   | 

20 -0.03053 |                   *|.                   | 

21 -0.03945 |                   *|.                   | 

22 -0.04828 |                   *|.                   | 

23 0.04387 |                   .|*                   | 

24 -0.19744 |                ****|.                   | 
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Table 3.4.12: The ARIMA model 
 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Value 

Approx 
Pr > |t| Lag 

MU 0.0081926 0.45244 0.02 0.9856 0 

MA1,1 0.90922 0.03272 27.79 <.0001 1 

MA1,2 0.09078 0.03103 2.93 0.0035 6 

AR1,1 0.62061 0.04540 13.67 <.0001 1 

AR2,1 0.09616 0.02541 3.78 0.0002 2 

AR3,1 -0.42189 0.03048 -13.84 <.0001 6 

AR4,1 -0.31373 0.03355 -9.35 <.0001 12 

AR5,1 -0.11454 0.02705 -4.23 <.0001 18 

AR6,1 -0.09140 0.03023 -3.02 0.0025 24 
 

 
4. Basavakalyana market 

 

Figure 3.4.4 presents the trend in prices of Pigeon pea at Basavakalyan market. The 

estimation of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and PACF of 

differenced series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. Table 3.4.13 

provides summery statistics about the series. The Tables 3.4.14 & 3.4.15 present the 

autocorrelation functions and partial autocorrelation functions up to 24 lags and they are 

significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the 

series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes high so identification of 

the model is easy. Table 3.4.16 identifies estimates (p=1, 6, 12, 18, 24).  Therefore the 

ARIMA model is of order (1, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1).  The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly 

identify the model. 

Figure 3.4.4: Trend in the prices of Pigeon pea in Basavakalyana market 
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Table 3.4.13: Variable description 
 
Name of Variable = Basavakalyana_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6 

Mean of Working Series -0.39396 

Standard Deviation 539.1117 

Number of Observations 1787 

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7 

 
 
Table 3.4.14: Autocorrelation functions plot 
 

Autocorrelations 

Lag Covariance Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error 

0 290641 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0 

1 -67141.718 -.23101 |               *****|.                   | 0.023656 

2 1350.072 0.00465 |                   .|.                   | 0.024886 

3 -12191.082 -.04195 |                   *|.                   | 0.024887 

4 -8359.479 -.02876 |                   *|.                   | 0.024926 

5 20306.873 0.06987 |                   .|*                   | 0.024945 

6 -144547 -.49734 |          **********|.                   | 0.025054 

7 44214.597 0.15213 |                   .|***                 | 0.030075 

8 6873.245 0.02365 |                   .|.                   | 0.030503 

9 11058.309 0.03805 |                   .|*                   | 0.030513 

10 -786.372 -.00271 |                   .|.                   | 0.030540 

11 -1534.752 -.00528 |                   .|.                   | 0.030540 

12 2108.147 0.00725 |                   .|.                   | 0.030540 

13 -1257.743 -.00433 |                   .|.                   | 0.030541 

14 -9240.064 -.03179 |                   *|.                   | 0.030542 

15 -1984.647 -.00683 |                   .|.                   | 0.030560 

16 13154.697 0.04526 |                   .|*                   | 0.030561 

17 5207.825 0.01792 |                   .|.                   | 0.030599 

18 -3246.290 -.01117 |                   .|.                   | 0.030605 

19 -4139.053 -.01424 |                   .|.                   | 0.030607 

20 10777.239 0.03708 |                   .|*                   | 0.030611 

21 7007.103 0.02411 |                   .|.                   | 0.030636 

22 -17647.026 -.06072 |                   *|.                   | 0.030646 

23 10301.214 0.03544 |                   .|*                   | 0.030714 

24 -2298.220 -.00791 |                   .|.                   | 0.030736 
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Table 3.4.15: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 
 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag 
Correlatio
n -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.23101 |               *****|.                   | 

2 -0.05147 |                   *|.                   | 

3 -0.05583 |                   *|.                   | 

4 -0.05489 |                   *|.                   | 

5 0.05059 |                   .|*                   | 

6 -0.50526 |          **********|.                   | 

7 -0.10599 |                  **|.                   | 

8 -0.00296 |                   .|.                   | 

9 -0.01890 |                   .|.                   | 

10 -0.04915 |                   *|.                   | 

11 -0.00583 |                   .|.                   | 

12 -0.34105 |             *******|.                   | 

13 -0.06509 |                   *|.                   | 

14 -0.04423 |                   *|.                   | 

15 -0.05936 |                   *|.                   | 

16 -0.00968 |                   .|.                   | 

17 0.00681 |                   .|.                   | 

18 -0.26302 |               *****|.                   | 

19 -0.07326 |                   *|.                   | 

20 -0.01223 |                   .|.                   | 

21 0.00137 |                   .|.                   | 

22 -0.04768 |                   *|.                   | 

23 0.04080 |                   .|*                   | 

24 -0.20140 |                ****|.                   | 
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Table 3.4.16: The ARIMA model 
 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Value

Approx 
Pr > |t| Lag 

MU -0.0078915 0.36554 -0.02 0.9828 0 

MA1,1 -0.0026134 0.0079562 -0.33 0.7426 1 

MA1,2 0.95278 0.0090232 105.59 <.0001 6 

AR1,1 -0.25504 0.02423 -10.53 <.0001 1 

AR2,1 -0.0076359 0.02542 -0.30 0.7639 6 

AR3,1 -0.0045143 0.02527 -0.18 0.8582 12 

AR4,1 -0.01433 0.02508 -0.57 0.5679 18 

AR5,1 0.0002519 0.02509 0.01 0.9920 24 
 
 
 

5. Sedam 

Figure 3.4.5 shows trend in pigeon pea prices at Sedam market.  The estimation of the 

parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and PACF of differentiated 

series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. Table 3.4.17 provides 

basic statistics of the price series. Tables 3.4.18 and 3.4.19 indicate the autocorrelation 

functions and partial autocorrelation functions respectively, up to 24 lags and they are 

significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the 

series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes high so identification of 

the model is easy. The model identified (p=1, 6, 12, 18, 24) and therefore the ARIMA 

model is of order (1, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1).  The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly 

identify the model. 

 
Fig. 3.4.5: Trend in Prices of Pigeon pea in Sedam market 
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Table 3.4.17: Variable Description 
 

Name of Variable = Prices 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6 

Mean of Working Series -0.42921 

Standard Deviation 735.2029 

Number of Observations 1787 

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7 

 
 

Table 3.4.18: Autocorrelation functions plot 
Autocorrelations 

Lag 
Covarianc

e Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 540523 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0 

1 -163080 -.30171 |              ******|.                   | 0.023656 

2 26904.840 0.04978 |                   .|*                   | 0.025719 

3 5905.829 0.01093 |                   .|.                   | 0.025773 

4 -43034.048 -.07962 |                  **|.                   | 0.025776 

5 84454.947 0.15625 |                   .|***                 | 0.025913 

6 -245431 -.45406 |           *********|.                   | 0.026435 

7 68327.568 0.12641 |                   .|***                 | 0.030488 

8 -6958.127 -.01287 |                   .|.                   | 0.030780 

9 -32469.801 -.06007 |                   *|.                   | 0.030783 

10 39248.454 0.07261 |                   .|*                   | 0.030849 

11 22861.902 0.04230 |                   .|*                   | 0.030944 

12 -45045.349 -.08334 |                  **|.                   | 0.030977 

13 9256.606 0.01713 |                   .|.                   | 0.031102 

14 25399.880 0.04699 |                   .|*                   | 0.031107 

15 32600.495 0.06031 |                   .|*                   | 0.031147 

16 -37537.908 -.06945 |                   *|.                   | 0.031212 

17 -26724.789 -.04944 |                   *|.                   | 0.031299 

18 -3496.447 -.00647 |                   .|.                   | 0.031342 

19 -5257.301 -.00973 |                   .|.                   | 0.031343 

20 -13570.995 -.02511 |                   *|.                   | 0.031345 

21 -4503.655 -.00833 |                   .|.                   | 0.031356 

22 21503.720 0.03978 |                   .|*                   | 0.031357 

23 13343.282 0.02469 |                   .|.                   | 0.031385 

24 25245.138 0.04670 |                   .|*                   | 0.031396 
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Table 3.4.19: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 
 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.30171 |              ******|.                   | 

2 -0.04538 |                   *|.                   | 

3 0.01426 |                   .|.                   | 

4 -0.07701 |                  **|.                   | 

5 0.12093 |                   .|**                  | 

6 -0.41812 |            ********|.                   | 

7 -0.14367 |                 ***|.                   | 

8 -0.03250 |                   *|.                   | 

9 -0.07066 |                   *|.                   | 

10 -0.02751 |                   *|.                   | 

11 0.16166 |                   .|***                 | 

12 -0.30816 |              ******|.                   | 

13 -0.12485 |                  **|.                   | 

14 0.05948 |                   .|*                   | 

15 0.04721 |                   .|*                   | 

16 -0.06741 |                   *|.                   | 

17 0.04989 |                   .|*                   | 

18 -0.30894 |              ******|.                   | 

19 -0.14830 |                 ***|.                   | 

20 0.03028 |                   .|*                   | 

21 0.01610 |                   .|.                   | 

22 -0.04376 |                   *|.                   | 

23 0.10130 |                   .|**                  | 

24 -0.20184 |                ****|.                   | 
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Table 3.4.20: The ARIMA model 
   

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Value 

Approx 
Pr > |t| Lag 

MU -0.12734 0.32914 -0.39 0.6989 0 
MA1,1 0.41739 0.06614 6.31 <.0001 1 
MA2,1 0.95578 0.0082931 115.25 <.0001 6 
AR1,1 0.10615 0.07240 1.47 0.1428 1 
AR2,1 -0.02497 0.02519 -0.99 0.3217 6 
AR3,1 -0.09270 0.02520 -3.68 0.0002 12 
AR4,1 -0.05042 0.02489 -2.03 0.0429 18 
AR5,1 0.06611 0.02532 2.61 0.0091 24 

 
 
 
3.5. Analysis of Cotton Prices in Major Markets of Karnataka 

1. Bijapur market:- 

Figure 3.5.1 presents the price trend of cotton in Bijapur market. The estimation of the 

parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and PACF of differenced series 

Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. Table 3.5.1 provides the 

general statistics of the price series. Table 3.5.2 shows the autocorrelation functions and 

Table 5.2.3 indicates partial autocorrelation functions up to 24 lags and they are 

significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the 

series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes high so identification of 

the model is easy. Table 3.5.4 identifies estimates (p=1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 18, 24).  Therefore 

the ARIMA model is of order (3, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1).  The AIC and SBC values are used to 

correctly identify the model.  

Figure 3.5.1: trend in the prices of Cotton in Bijapur market  
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Table 3.5.1: Variable description 

Name of Variable = Bijapur_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series -0.31317

Standard Deviation 270.8985

Number of Observations 1405

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
 

Table 3.5.2: Autocorrelation functions plot 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.29567 |              ******|.                   | 0.026679

2 -.11804 |                  **|.                   | 0.028917

3 -.01135 |                   .|.                   | 0.029258

4 0.05289 |                   .|*                   | 0.029261

5 0.14346 |                   .|***                 | 0.029329

6 -.52190 |          **********|.                   | 0.029824

7 0.16509 |                   .|***                 | 0.035738

8 0.07955 |                   .|**                  | 0.036277

9 0.00871 |                   .|.                   | 0.036401

10 -.01302 |                   .|.                   | 0.036402

11 -.01547 |                   .|.                   | 0.036406

12 0.04558 |                   .|*                   | 0.036410

13 0.00070 |                   .|.                   | 0.036451

14 -.03323 |                   *|.                   | 0.036451

15 -.01429 |                   .|.                   | 0.036472

16 0.05682 |                   .|*                   | 0.036476

17 -.02288 |                   .|.                   | 0.036539

18 -.02204 |                   .|.                   | 0.036550

19 -.00240 |                   .|.                   | 0.036559

20 0.05427 |                   .|*                   | 0.036559

21 0.00536 |                   .|.                   | 0.036616

22 -.08272 |                  **|.                   | 0.036617

23 0.06366 |                   .|*                   | 0.036750

24 -.01605 |                   .|.                   | 0.036828
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Table 3.5.3: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.29567 |              ******|.                   | 

2 -0.22514 |               *****|.                   | 

3 -0.13929 |                 ***|.                   | 

4 -0.02978 |                   *|.                   | 

5 0.15863 |                   .|***                 | 

6 -0.48603 |          **********|.                   | 

7 -0.16630 |                 ***|.                   | 

8 -0.10966 |                  **|.                   | 

9 -0.06860 |                   *|.                   | 

10 -0.02292 |                   .|.                   | 

11 0.08138 |                   .|**                  | 

12 -0.29822 |              ******|.                   | 

13 -0.08187 |                  **|.                   | 

14 -0.08298 |                  **|.                   | 

15 -0.08157 |                  **|.                   | 

16 0.03917 |                   .|*                   | 

17 0.04334 |                   .|*                   | 

18 -0.22964 |               *****|.                   | 

19 -0.06602 |                   *|.                   | 

20 0.00487 |                   .|.                   | 

21 -0.01801 |                   .|.                   | 

22 -0.01126 |                   .|.                   | 

23 0.07759 |                   .|**                  | 

24 -0.19242 |                ****|.                   | 
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Table 3.5.4: ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate Standard Error t Value 
Approx

Pr > |t| Lag

MU -0.07384 0.34091 -0.22 0.8286 0

MA1,1 0.73761 0.05536 13.32 <.0001 1

MA1,2 0.05032 0.02820 1.78 0.0746 6

AR1,1 0.28333 0.06235 4.54 <.0001 1

AR2,1 -0.01084 0.03749 -0.29 0.7725 2

AR3,1 -0.03465 0.03745 -0.93 0.3549 3

AR4,1 -0.76889 0.02731 -28.15 <.0001 6

AR5,1 -0.58862 0.03073 -19.15 <.0001 12

AR6,1 -0.08207 0.03074 -2.67 0.0077 18

AR7,1 -0.36089 0.03452 -10.46 <.0001 24

 

2. Chitradurga market:- 

The estimation of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF 

(Autocorrelation function) and PACF (Partial Autocorrelation function) of differenced 

series Y. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. Summary statistics of 

the price series is presented in Table 3.5.5. The autocorrelation functions are indicated in 

Table 3.5.6 whereas, partial autocorrelation functions up to 24 lags are shown in Table 

3.5.7 and they are significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate 

for the ACF of the series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes high 

so identification of the model is easy. The identified estimates are (p=1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 18, 

24).  Therefore the ARIMA model is of order (3, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1) (Table 3.5.8).  The AIC 

and SBC values are used to correctly identify the model. The trend in prices of cotton has 

been shown in fig. 3.5.2  

Figure 3.5.2: Trend in the prices of Chickpea in Chitadurga market  
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Table 3.5.5: Variable description 

Name of Variable = Chitradurga_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series 0.078292

Standard Deviation 324.7958

Number of Observations 1405

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
 

Table 3.5.6: Autocorrelation functions plot 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.12310 |                  **|.                   | 0.026679

2 -.05401 |                   *|.                   | 0.027080

3 -.05942 |                   *|.                   | 0.027156

4 0.02706 |                   .|*                   | 0.027249

5 -.04624 |                   *|.                   | 0.027268

6 -.47281 |           *********|.                   | 0.027324

7 0.06752 |                   .|*                   | 0.032631

8 0.07409 |                   .|*                   | 0.032730

9 0.00293 |                   .|.                   | 0.032850

10 0.01071 |                   .|.                   | 0.032850

11 0.08381 |                   .|**                  | 0.032852

12 -.02695 |                   *|.                   | 0.033004

13 0.04237 |                   .|*                   | 0.033020

14 -.05711 |                   *|.                   | 0.033058

15 0.09323 |                   .|**                  | 0.033129

16 -.02983 |                   *|.                   | 0.033315

17 -.00296 |                   .|.                   | 0.033334

18 -.00112 |                   .|.                   | 0.033334

19 -.03418 |                   *|.                   | 0.033334

20 0.00522 |                   .|.                   | 0.033359

21 -.05089 |                   *|.                   | 0.033360

22 0.04209 |                   .|*                   | 0.033415

23 0.01104 |                   .|.                   | 0.033452

24 -.02464 |                   .|.                   | 0.033455
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Table 3.5.7: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.12310 |                  **|.                   | 

2 -0.07023 |                   *|.                   | 

3 -0.07672 |                  **|.                   | 

4 0.00526 |                   .|.                   | 

5 -0.05209 |                   *|.                   | 

6 -0.50242 |          **********|.                   | 

7 -0.11154 |                  **|.                   | 

8 -0.01592 |                   .|.                   | 

9 -0.10056 |                  **|.                   | 

10 -0.02172 |                   .|.                   | 

11 0.00984 |                   .|.                   | 

12 -0.35956 |             *******|.                   | 

13 -0.03588 |                   *|.                   | 

14 -0.05275 |                   *|.                   | 

15 -0.00384 |                   .|.                   | 

16 0.00042 |                   .|.                   | 

17 0.02078 |                   .|.                   | 

18 -0.23871 |               *****|.                   | 

19 -0.05486 |                   *|.                   | 

20 -0.03757 |                   *|.                   | 

21 -0.04186 |                   *|.                   | 

22 0.03783 |                   .|*                   | 

23 0.04404 |                   .|*                   | 

24 -0.22987 |               *****|.                   | 
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 Table 3.5.8: ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate
Standard 

Error t Value
Approx 

Pr > |t| Lag

MU 0.08902 0.06605 1.35 0.1779 0

MA1,1 0.98936 0.02934 33.72 <.0001 1

MA1,2 -0.0021661 0.02764 -0.08 0.9375 6

AR1,1 0.68793 0.04554 15.11 <.0001 1

AR2,1 0.07861 0.03218 2.44 0.0147 2

AR3,1 -0.04830 0.03106 -1.56 0.1201 3

AR4,1 -0.74626 0.02373 -31.45 <.0001 6

AR5,1 -0.60333 0.02828 -21.34 <.0001 12

AR6,1 -0.09679 0.02960 -3.27 0.0011 18

AR7,1 -0.36051 0.03206 -11.24 <.0001 24
 

3. Haveri market 

The estimation of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and 

PACF of differenced series Yt. Trend in cotton prices at Haveri market has been presented 

in fig 3.5.3. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. Basic statistics about 

the price series is provided in Table 3.5.9. The Tables 3.5.10 & 3.5.11 present the 

autocorrelation functions and partial autocorrelation functions, respectively up to 24 lags 

and they are significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the 

ACF of the series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes high so 

identification of the model is easy. Identifies estimates are (p=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 18, 

24).  Therefore the ARIMA model is of order (5, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1) (Table 3.5.12).  The AIC 

and SBC values are used to correctly identify the model.  

Figure 3.5.3: Trend in the prices of Cotton in Haveri market  
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Table 3.5.9:  Variable description 

Name of Variable = Haveri_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series -0.11388

Standard Deviation 374.7915

Number of Observations 1405

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
 

Table 3.5.10: Autocorrelation functions plot 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.40637 |            ********|.                   | 0.026679

2 -.03743 |                   *|.                   | 0.030770

3 0.02261 |                   .|.                   | 0.030803

4 -.04195 |                   *|.                   | 0.030815

5 0.21145 |                   .|****                | 0.030855

6 -.47950 |          **********|.                   | 0.031870

7 0.18941 |                   .|****                | 0.036647

8 0.03706 |                   .|*                   | 0.037337

9 -.01236 |                   .|.                   | 0.037363

10 0.05103 |                   .|*                   | 0.037366

11 0.00907 |                   .|.                   | 0.037416

12 -.04472 |                   *|.                   | 0.037417

13 0.02239 |                   .|.                   | 0.037455

14 -.04684 |                   *|.                   | 0.037465

15 0.01077 |                  . | .                  | 0.037506

16 0.00672 |                  . | .                  | 0.037509

17 -.04144 |                  .*| .                  | 0.037509

18 0.05645 |                  . |*.                  | 0.037542

19 -.03305 |                  .*| .                  | 0.037602

20 0.08004 |                  . |**                  | 0.037623

21 -.05490 |                  .*| .                  | 0.037744

22 -.00804 |                  . | .                  | 0.037801

23 0.02240 |                  . | .                  | 0.037802

24 -.01276 |                  . | .                  | 0.037812
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Table 3.5.11: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.40637 |            ********|.                   | 

2 -0.24264 |               *****|.                   | 

3 -0.12078 |                  **|.                   | 

4 -0.11665 |                  **|.                   | 

5 0.18574 |                   .|****                | 

6 -0.41130 |            ********|.                   | 

7 -0.21704 |                ****|.                   | 

8 -0.14270 |                 ***|.                   | 

9 -0.06800 |                   *|.                   | 

10 -0.02758 |                   *|.                   | 

11 0.20164 |                   .|****                | 

12 -0.24394 |               *****|.                   | 

13 -0.10955 |                  **|.                   | 

14 -0.15346 |                 ***|.                   | 

15 -0.07839 |                  **|.                   | 

16 -0.02906 |                   *|.                   | 

17 0.09607 |                   .|**                  | 

18 -0.17874 |                ****|.                   | 

19 -0.11801 |                  **|.                   | 

20 -0.05054 |                   *|.                   | 

21 -0.06982 |                   *|.                   | 

22 -0.02633 |                   *|.                   | 

23 0.05900 |                   .|*                   | 

24 -0.11069 |                  **|.                   | 
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Table 3.5.12: The ARIMA model 

 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate Standard Error t Value
Approx 

Pr > |t| Lag

MU 0.04841 0.04006 1.21 0.2271 0

MA1,1 0.0086233 0.0069043 1.25 0.2119 1

MA1,2 0.97226 0.0074142 131.14 <.0001 6

AR1,1 -0.60653 0.02722 -22.28 <.0001 1

AR2,1 -0.44739 0.03052 -14.66 <.0001 2

AR3,1 -0.05383 0.02847 -1.89 0.0589 3

AR4,1 -0.24434 0.03043 -8.03 <.0001 4

AR5,1 -0.06636 0.02699 -2.46 0.0141 5

AR6,1 -0.01407 0.02833 -0.50 0.6196 6

AR7,1 -0.05407 0.02787 -1.94 0.0525 12

AR8,1 0.0062926 0.02850 0.22 0.8253 18

AR9,1 -0.04353 0.02853 -1.53 0.1273 24
 

 

 

4. Raichur market 

Fig. 3.5.4 presents the trend in prices of cotton in Raichur market. The estimation of the 

parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and PACF of differenced series 

Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. Table 3.5.13 provides the 

general statistics of price series. Table 3.5.14 indicates the autocorrelation functions and 

Table 3.5.15 presents partial autocorrelation functions up to 24 lags and they are 

significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the ACF of the 

series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes high so identification of 

the model is easy. Table 3.5.16 indicates the model estimates (p=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 18, 

24) and therefore the ARIMA model is of order (5, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1).  The AIC and SBC 

values are used to correctly identify the model.  
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Figure 3.5.4: Trend in the prices of Cotton in Raichur market  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.5.13: Variable description 

 

Name of Variable = Raichur_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series -0.21708

Standard Deviation 398.4782

Number of Observations 1405

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
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Table 3.5.14: Autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.51434 |          **********|.                   | 0.026679

2 0.05269 |                   .|*                   | 0.032990

3 -.04597 |                   *|.                   | 0.033050

4 0.04761 |                   .|*                   | 0.033095

5 0.20766 |                   .|****                | 0.033144

6 -.47174 |           *********|.                   | 0.034057

7 0.23993 |                  . |*****               | 0.038427

8 -.04335 |                  .*| .                  | 0.039479

9 0.08890 |                  . |**                  | 0.039513

10 -.15475 |                 ***| .                  | 0.039655

11 0.12076 |                  . |**                  | 0.040083

12 -.04584 |                  .*| .                  | 0.040341

13 -.00104 |                  . | .                  | 0.040378

14 0.04789 |                  . |*.                  | 0.040378

15 -.06579 |                  .*| .                  | 0.040418

16 0.09609 |                  . |**                  | 0.040495

17 -.09715 |                  **| .                  | 0.040657

18 0.03339 |                  . |*.                  | 0.040821

19 0.03284 |                  . |*.                  | 0.040841

20 -.05869 |                  .*| .                  | 0.040860

21 0.04103 |                  . |*.                  | 0.040920

22 -.02026 |                  . | .                  | 0.040949

23 0.03750 |                  . |*.                  | 0.040956

24 -.02262 |                  . | .                  | 0.040980
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Table 3.5.15: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.51434 |          **********|.                   | 

2 -0.28805 |              ******|.                   | 

3 -0.23608 |               *****|.                   | 

4 -0.13186 |                 ***|.                   | 

5 0.27246 |                   .|*****               | 

6 -0.30074 |              ******|.                   | 

7 -0.24764 |               *****|.                   | 

8 -0.18815 |                ****|.                   | 

9 -0.06626 |                   *|.                   | 

10 -0.19213 |                ****|.                   | 

11 0.15323 |                   .|***                 | 

12 -0.18852 |                ****|.                   | 

13 -0.22150 |                ****|.                   | 

14 -0.09358 |                  **|.                   | 

15 -0.04295 |                   *|.                   | 

16 -0.09929 |                  **|.                   | 

17 0.08239 |                   .|**                  | 

18 -0.18514 |                ****|.                   | 

19 -0.13753 |                 ***|.                   | 

20 -0.12042 |                  **|.                   | 

21 -0.03787 |                   *|.                   | 

22 -0.07322 |                   *|.                   | 

23 0.08701 |                   .|**                  | 

24 -0.11004 |                  **|.                   | 
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Table 3.5.16: ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate Standard Error t Value 
Approx

Pr > |t| Lag

MU -0.33285 1.26260 -0.26 0.7921 0

MA1,1 0.82431 0.03948 20.88 <.0001 1

MA1,2 0.05671 0.02617 2.17 0.0304 6

AR1,1 0.38350 0.04917 7.80 <.0001 1

AR2,1 0.02150 0.03354 0.64 0.5216 2

AR3,1 0.02708 0.03421 0.79 0.4288 3

AR4,1 -0.79901 0.02309 -34.60 <.0001 6

AR5,1 -0.62402 0.02738 -22.79 <.0001 12

AR6,1 -0.05429 0.03042 -1.79 0.0745 18

AR7,1 -0.35966 0.03213 -11.19 <.0001 24

 

5. Renebennur market:- 

The trend in prices of cotton at Ranebennur market is presented in fig. 3.5.5. The 

estimation of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and PACF of 

differenced series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. The Table 

3.5.17 provides the summary statistics of the price series. Tables 3.5.18 and 3.5.19 

present the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions, respectively up to 24 

lags and they are significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate 

for the ACF of the series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes high 

so identification of the model is easy. The estimates of the ARIMA model are presented in 

Table 3.5.20 and the identified ARIMA model is of order (5, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1).  The AIC and 

SBC values are used to correctly identify the model.  

 

Figure 3.5.5: Trend in the prices of Cotton in Renebennur market  
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Table 3.5.17: Variable description 

Name of Variable = Renebennur_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series 0.035587

Standard Deviation 1362.769

Number of Observations 1405

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
 

 

Table 3.5.18: Autocorrelation functions plot                                 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.50728 |          **********|.                   | 0.026679

2 0.00748 |                   .|.                   | 0.032834

3 0.00991 |                   .|.                   | 0.032835

4 -.01730 |                   .|.                   | 0.032837

5 0.26119 |                   .|*****               | 0.032844

6 -.50462 |          **********|.                   | 0.034290

7 0.25828 |                  . |*****               | 0.039221

8 -.00187 |                  . | .                  | 0.040413

9 -.01611 |                  . | .                  | 0.040414

10 0.01603 |                  . | .                  | 0.040418

11 -.00870 |                  . | .                  | 0.040423

12 0.00271 |                  . | .                  | 0.040424

13 -.00207 |                  . | .                  | 0.040424

14 0.00101 |                  . | .                  | 0.040424

15 0.00624 |                  . | .                  | 0.040424

16 -.00784 |                  . | .                  | 0.040425

17 0.00438 |                  . | .                  | 0.040426

18 0.00514 |                  . | .                  | 0.040426

19 -.01250 |                  . | .                  | 0.040427

20 0.00442 |                  . | .                  | 0.040429

21 -.00031 |                  . | .                  | 0.040430

22 0.00543 |                  . | .                  | 0.040430

23 -.00260 |                  . | .                  | 0.040430

24 -.00399 |                  . | .                  | 0.040430
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Table 3.5.19: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.50728 |          **********|.                   | 

2 -0.33643 |             *******|.                   | 

3 -0.23638 |               *****|.                   | 

4 -0.20262 |                ****|.                   | 

5 0.25711 |                   .|*****               | 

6 -0.32994 |             *******|.                   | 

7 -0.24357 |               *****|.                   | 

8 -0.18880 |                ****|.                   | 

9 -0.15959 |                 ***|.                   | 

10 -0.13746 |                 ***|.                   | 

11 0.17161 |                   .|***                 | 

12 -0.20384 |                ****|.                   | 

13 -0.16368 |                 ***|.                   | 

14 -0.13238 |                 ***|.                   | 

15 -0.11305 |                  **|.                   | 

16 -0.10468 |                  **|.                   | 

17 0.13300 |                   .|***                 | 

18 -0.13001 |                 ***|.                   | 

19 -0.12502 |                 ***|.                   | 

20 -0.10683 |                  **|.                   | 

21 -0.09544 |                  **|.                   | 

22 -0.08163 |                  **|.                   | 

23 0.11504 |                   .|**                  | 

24 -0.09123 |                  **|.                   | 
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Table 3.5.20: ARIMA model 

 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate
Standard 

Error t Value 
Approx

Pr > |t| Lag

MU 0.08067 0.26543 0.30 0.7612 0

MA1,1 1.05806 0.31355 3.37 0.0008 1

MA1,2 -0.05806 0.30938 -0.19 0.8512 6

AR1,1 0.86862 0.31885 2.72 0.0065 1

AR2,1 -0.0067106 0.07505 -0.09 0.9288 2

AR3,1 0.0090904 0.13257 0.07 0.9453 3

AR4,1 0.03365 0.19357 0.17 0.8620 4

AR5,1 0.04597 0.24476 0.19 0.8510 5

AR6,1 -0.24073 0.04402 -5.47 <.0001 6

AR7,1 0.0096831 0.04088 0.24 0.8128 12

AR8,1 0.02853 0.03377 0.84 0.3984 18

AR9,1 0.05853 0.03099 1.89 0.0591 24
 

 

 

3.6. Analysis of Groundnut Prices in Major of Karnataka 

1. Bagalkot market 

The estimation of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and 

PACF of differenced series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. The 

trend in prices of groundnut in Bagalkot market is presented in fig 3.6.1. Summary 

statistics of the price series is provided in Table 3.6.1. Tables 3.6.2 and 3.6.3 present the 

autocorrelation functions and partial autocorrelation functions respectively, up to 24 lags 

and they are significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay rate for the 

ACF of the series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes high so 

identification of the model is easy. The ARIMA model estimated is of order (2, 1, 1) (4, 1, 

1) (Table 3.6.4).  The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly identify the model.   
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Figure 3.6.1: Trend in the prices of Groundnut in Bagalkot market  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.6.1: Variable description 

 

Name of Variable = Bagalkot_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series -0.13037

Standard Deviation 414.9403

Number of Observations 2140

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
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Table 3.6.2: Autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.24047 |               *****|.                   | 0.021617

2 -.07480 |                   *|.                   | 0.022833

3 -.01390 |                   .|.                   | 0.022947

4 0.03602 |                   .|*                   | 0.022951

5 0.08388 |                   .|**                  | 0.022977

6 -.51675 |          **********|.                   | 0.023120

7 0.13389 |                   .|***                 | 0.028002

8 0.04401 |                   .|*                   | 0.028299

9 -.01321 |                   .|.                   | 0.028331

10 0.03199 |                   .|*                   | 0.028334

11 0.02878 |                   .|*                   | 0.028351

12 -.00500 |                   .|.                   | 0.028365

13 0.00370 |                   .|.                   | 0.028365

14 -.01076 |                   .|.                   | 0.028365

15 0.04873 |                   .|*                   | 0.028367

16 -.07161 |                   *|.                   | 0.028406

17 0.01532 |                   .|.                   | 0.028490

18 0.01896 |                   .|.                   | 0.028494

19 -.02350 |                   .|.                   | 0.028500

20 0.02888 |                   .|*                   | 0.028509

21 -.01505 |                   .|.                   | 0.028523

22 0.03146 |                   .|*                   | 0.028527

23 -.01772 |                   .|.                   | 0.028543

24 0.00074 |                   .|.                   | 0.028548
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       Table 3.6.3:- Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.24047 |               *****|.                   | 

2 -0.14077 |                 ***|.                   | 

3 -0.07392 |                   *|.                   | 

4 0.00244 |                   .|.                   | 

5 0.09473 |                   .|**                  | 

6 -0.50884 |          **********|.                   | 

7 -0.14877 |                 ***|.                   | 

8 -0.08644 |                  **|.                   | 

9 -0.08915 |                  **|.                   | 

10 0.02052 |                   .|.                   | 

11 0.09218 |                   .|**                  | 

12 -0.35449 |             *******|.                   | 

13 -0.10337 |                  **|.                   | 

14 -0.07278 |                   *|.                   | 

15 -0.02699 |                   *|.                   | 

16 -0.04104 |                   *|.                   | 

17 0.06960 |                   .|*                   | 

18 -0.26954 |               *****|.                   | 

19 -0.12198 |                  **|.                   | 

20 -0.03384 |                   *|.                   | 

21 -0.00510 |                   .|.                   | 

22 -0.03586 |                   *|.                   | 

23 0.05807 |                   .|*                   | 

24 -0.21527 |                ****|.                   | 
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Table 3.6.4: ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate
Standard 

Error t Value 
Approx

Pr > |t| Lag

MU -0.03559 0.18186 -0.20 0.8449 0

MA1,1 0.84890 0.02450 34.65 <.0001 1

MA1,2 0.08878 0.02004 4.43 <.0001 6

AR1,1 0.45918 0.03558 12.90 <.0001 1

AR2,1 0.05017 0.02531 1.98 0.0476 2

AR3,1 -0.78348 0.01894 -41.36 <.0001 6

AR4,1 -0.64631 0.02177 -29.69 <.0001 12

AR5,1 -0.02566 0.02456 -1.04 0.2963 18

AR6,1 -0.35424 0.02668 -13.28 <.0001 24
 

 

2. Chalkere market 

Figure 3.6.2 presents the trend in prices of groundnut in Chalkere market. The estimation 

of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and PACF of differenced 

series Yt. Table 3.6.5 presents the basic description of the price series. Tables 3.6.6 and 

3.6.7 provides the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions, respectively up to 

24 lags and they are significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay 

rate for the ACF of the series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes 

high so identification of the model is easy. The model identified (p=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 

18, 24) and therefore the ARIMA model is of order (5, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1) (Table 3.6.8) .  The 

AIC and SBC values are used to correctly identify the model.  

 

Figure 3.6.2:- Trend in the prices of Groundnut in Chalkere market 
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  Table 3.6.5: Variable description 

Name of Variable = Chalkere_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6 

Mean of Working Series -0.04533 

Standard Deviation 371.2842 

Number of Observations 2140 

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7 
 

Table 3.6.6: Autocorrelation functions plot 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 Std Error 

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0 

1 -.36911 |             *******|.                   | 0.021617 

2 -.06212 |                   *|.                   | 0.024385 

3 -.02899 |                   *|.                   | 0.024459 

4 0.02413 |                   .|.                   | 0.024475 

5 0.18152 |                   .|****                | 0.024486 

6 -.46981 |           *********|.                   | 0.025107 

7 0.16982 |                   .|***                 | 0.028925 

8 -.00231 |                   .|.                   | 0.029387 

9 0.03133 |                   .|*                   | 0.029387 

10 0.05102 |                   .|*                   | 0.029402 

11 0.01297 |                   .|.                   | 0.029444 

12 -.07193 |                   *|.                   | 0.029446 

13 0.03240 |                   .|*                   | 0.029528 

14 0.04490 |                   .|*                   | 0.029545 

15 -.01291 |                   .|.                   | 0.029577 

16 -.05171 |                   *|.                   | 0.029580 

17 -.01995 |                   .|.                   | 0.029622 

18 0.05646 |                   .|*                   | 0.029628 

19 -.02097 |                   .|.                   | 0.029678 

20 -.02004 |                   .|.                   | 0.029685 

21 -.00057 |                   .|.                   | 0.029692 

22 0.02885 |                   .|*                   | 0.029692 

23 0.03012 |                   .|*                   | 0.029705 

24 -.03181 |                   *|.                   | 0.029719 
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Table 3.6.7:- Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.36911 |             *******|.                   | 

2 -0.22965 |               *****|.                   | 

3 -0.17350 |                 ***|.                   | 

4 -0.09247 |                  **|.                   | 

5 0.17324 |                   .|***                 | 

6 -0.41137 |            ********|.                   | 

7 -0.19872 |                ****|.                   | 

8 -0.19295 |                ****|.                   | 

9 -0.15910 |                 ***|.                   | 

10 -0.03367 |                   *|.                   | 

11 0.17830 |                   .|****                | 

12 -0.28695 |              ******|.                   | 

13 -0.12620 |                 ***|.                   | 

14 -0.07514 |                  **|.                   | 

15 -0.07160 |                   *|.                   | 

16 -0.02949 |                   *|.                   | 

17 0.09875 |                   .|**                  | 

18 -0.20732 |                ****|.                   | 

19 -0.10449 |                  **|.                   | 

20 -0.08425 |                  **|.                   | 

21 -0.09970 |                  **|.                   | 

22 -0.03047 |                   *|.                   | 

23 0.11945 |                   .|**                  | 

24 -0.16923 |                 ***|.                   | 
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Table 3.6.8: ARIMA model 

 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate Standard Error t Value
Approx 

Pr > |t| Lag

MU 0.03373 0.03201 1.05 0.2921 0

MA1,1 -0.0004931 0.0052722 -0.09 0.9255 1

MA1,2 0.97550 0.0056861 171.56 <.0001 6

AR1,1 -0.59039 0.02167 -27.24 <.0001 1

AR2,1 -0.47642 0.02458 -19.38 <.0001 2

AR3,1 -0.15196 0.02281 -6.66 <.0001 3

AR4,1 -0.24534 0.02485 -9.87 <.0001 4

AR5,1 -0.09164 0.02177 -4.21 <.0001 5

AR6,1 -0.06679 0.02328 -2.87 0.0042 6

AR7,1 -0.07014 0.02271 -3.09 0.0020 12

AR8,1 -0.0051777 0.02251 -0.23 0.8181 18

AR9,1 -0.0028240 0.02264 -0.12 0.9008 24
 

 

 

3. Gadag market:- 

The estimation of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF  and 

PACF of differenced series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. The 

Table 3.6.9 indicates the summery statistics of the series whereas, Tables 3.6.10 & 

3.6.11 presents the autocorrelation functions and partial autocorrelation functions, 

respectively up to 24 lags and they are significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 

6). The decay rate for the ACF of the series is very low, but after differencing the decay 

rate becomes high so identification of the model is easy. Table 3.6.12 presents the 

identified estimates (p=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 18, 24) of the model and thus, the ARIMA 

model is of order (5, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1).  The trend in groundnut prices at Gadag market is 

presented in fig. 3.6.3. 
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Figure 3.6.3: Trend in the prices of Groundnut in Gadag market  

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.6.9: Variable description 

Name of Variable = Gadag_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series -0.08411

Standard Deviation 290.2422

Number of Observations 2140

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
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Table 3.6.10: Autocorrelation functions plot 

 

 

 

 

 

La
g 

Correlatio
n -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.36322 |             *******|.                   | 0.021617

2 -.06976 |                   *|.                   | 0.024302

3 0.00030 |                   .|.                   | 0.024395

4 0.00376 |                   .|.                   | 0.024395

5 0.18758 |                   .|****                | 0.024396

6 -.48683 |          **********|.                   | 0.025061

7 0.17643 |                   .|****                | 0.029147

8 0.04596 |                   .|*                   | 0.029642

9 0.01871 |                   .|.                   | 0.029675

10 -.02412 |                   .|.                   | 0.029680

11 0.03302 |                   .|*                   | 0.029690

12 -.00047 |                   .|.                   | 0.029707

13 -.02546 |                   *|.                   | 0.029707

14 0.01983 |                   .|.                   | 0.029717

15 -.03945 |                   *|.                   | 0.029723

16 0.01968 |                   .|.                   | 0.029748

17 -.02032 |                   .|.                   | 0.029754

18 0.01722 |                   .|.                   | 0.029760

19 0.00552 |                   .|.                   | 0.029765

20 -.00230 |                   .|.                   | 0.029765

21 0.02505 |                   .|*                   | 0.029765

22 0.00543 |                   .|.                   | 0.029775

23 -.00679 |                   .|.                   | 0.029776

24 -.03545 |                   *|.                   | 0.029776
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Table 3.6.11: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.36322 |             *******|.                   | 

2 -0.23235 |               *****|.                   | 

3 -0.14044 |                 ***|.                   | 

4 -0.08410 |                  **|.                   | 

5 0.18311 |                   .|****                | 

6 -0.42636 |           *********|.                   | 

7 -0.18961 |                ****|.                   | 

8 -0.12508 |                 ***|.                   | 

9 -0.04526 |                   *|.                   | 

10 -0.07694 |                  **|.                   | 

11 0.15761 |                   .|***                 | 

12 -0.23333 |               *****|.                   | 

13 -0.12128 |                  **|.                   | 

14 -0.05898 |                   *|.                   | 

15 -0.04946 |                   *|.                   | 

16 -0.08902 |                  **|.                   | 

17 0.07927 |                   .|**                  | 

18 -0.16013 |                 ***|.                   | 

19 -0.09713 |                  **|.                   | 

20 -0.03515 |                   *|.                   | 

21 -0.00619 |                   .|.                   | 

22 -0.03310 |                   *|.                   | 

23 0.08110 |                   .|**                  | 

24 -0.13565 |                 ***|.                   | 
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Table 3.6.12: ARIMA model 

 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation

Parameter Estimate 
Standard 
Error t Value 

Approx 
Pr > |t| Lag 

MU -0.02053 0.05219 -0.39 0.6940 0 

MA1,1 -0.01029 0.0058677 -1.75 0.0795 1 

MA1,2 0.97614 0.0060762 160.65 <.0001 6 

AR1,1 -0.54318 0.02224 -24.42 <.0001 1 

AR2,1 -0.41053 0.02434 -16.87 <.0001 2 

AR3,1 -0.06434 0.02315 -2.78 0.0055 3 

AR4,1 -0.22872 0.02402 -9.52 <.0001 4 

AR5,1 -0.02459 0.02215 -1.11 0.2670 5 

AR6,1 0.02121 0.02325 0.91 0.3617 6 

AR7,1 0.01624 0.02298 0.71 0.4798 12 

AR8,1 0.01818 0.02328 0.78 0.4349 18 

AR9,1 -0.02761 0.02329 -1.19 0.2359 24 
 

  

 

4. Hubli market 

 

The trend in prices of groundnut at Hubli market is presented in fig. 3.6.4. The estimation 

of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and PACF plot of 

differenced series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. Table 3.6.13 

describes the price series used in the analysis. The Tables 3.6.14 presents the 

autocorrelation functions and Table 3.6.15 indicates the partial autocorrelation functions 

up to 24 lags and both are significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The 

decay rate for the ACF of the series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate 

becomes high so identification of the model is easy. Table 3.6.16 provides the identified 

estimates as (p=1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 18, 24).  Therefore the ARIMA model is of order (3, 1, 1) 

(4, 1, 1). The AIC and SBC values are used to correctly identify the model.. 
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Figure 3.6.4: Trend in the prices of Groundnut in Hubli market 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3.6.13: Variable description 

Name of Variable = Hubli_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series -0.09551

Standard Deviation 350.3499

Number of Observations 2140

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7

Embedded missing values in working series 4
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Table 3.6.14: Autocorrelation functions plot    

                              

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.29379 |              ******|.                   | 0.021617

2 -.04953 |                   *|.                   | 0.023408

3 -.03349 |                   *|.                   | 0.023457

4 0.01062 |                   .|.                   | 0.023480

5 0.12483 |                   .|**                  | 0.023482

6 -.51595 |          **********|.                   | 0.023790

7 0.19823 |                   .|****                | 0.028544

8 -.00061 |                   .|.                   | 0.029180

9 0.04920 |                   .|*                   | 0.029180

10 -.01424 |                   .|.                   | 0.029219

11 0.00480 |                   .|.                   | 0.029222

12 0.06869 |                   .|*                   | 0.029222

13 -.08542 |                  **|.                   | 0.029298

14 0.05533 |                   .|*                   | 0.029414

15 -.03430 |                   *|.                   | 0.029462

16 0.02598 |                   .|*                   | 0.029481

17 0.03504 |                   .|*                   | 0.029492

18 -.08443 |                  **|.                   | 0.029511

19 0.03827 |                   .|*                   | 0.029624

20 -.02556 |                   *|.                   | 0.029647

21 0.03288 |                   .|*                   | 0.029657

22 0.01964 |                   .|.                   | 0.029674

23 -.05920 |                   *|.                   | 0.029680

24 0.04188 |                   .|*                   | 0.029736
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Table 3.6.15: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.29379 |              ******|.                   | 

2 -0.14867 |                 ***|.                   | 

3 -0.10507 |                  **|.                   | 

4 -0.04662 |                   *|.                   | 

5 0.11620 |                   .|**                  | 

6 -0.50525 |          **********|.                   | 

7 -0.12951 |                 ***|.                   | 

8 -0.11527 |                  **|.                   | 

9 -0.05372 |                   *|.                   | 

10 -0.05304 |                   *|.                   | 

11 0.05608 |                   .|*                   | 

12 -0.26593 |               *****|.                   | 

13 -0.13213 |                 ***|.                   | 

14 -0.05869 |                   *|.                   | 

15 -0.05319 |                   *|.                   | 

16 -0.03775 |                   *|.                   | 

17 0.10635 |                   .|**                  | 

18 -0.22776 |               *****|.                   | 

19 -0.12537 |                 ***|.                   | 

20 -0.06355 |                   *|.                   | 

21 -0.03803 |                   *|.                   | 

22 0.02725 |                   .|*                   | 

23 0.05084 |                   .|*                   | 

24 -0.18294 |                ****|.                   | 
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Table 3.6.16:  ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate
Standard 

Error t Value
Approx 

Pr > |t| Lag

MU 0.07379 0.25087 0.29 0.7687 0

MA1,1 0.85242 0.02968 28.72 <.0001 1

MA1,2 0.03068 0.02014 1.52 0.1278 6

AR1,1 0.43241 0.03801 11.38 <.0001 1

AR2,1 0.03537 0.02675 1.32 0.1862 2

AR3,1 -0.01010 0.02718 -0.37 0.7103 3

AR4,1 -0.78352 0.01905 -41.13 <.0001 6

AR5,1 -0.61421 0.02283 -26.90 <.0001 12

AR6,1 -0.11190 0.02407 -4.65 <.0001 18

AR7,1 -0.38610 0.02637 -14.64 <.0001 24

 

5. Raichur market:- 

The estimation of the parameters (p, d, q) is done by examining the sample ACF and 

PACF of differenced series Yt. The ACF and PACF are used to identify the best model. The 

Table 3.6.17 provides the general description of the series whereas, Tables 3.6.18 and 

3.6.19 presents the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation functions, respectively up 

to 24 lags and they are significant. The series is differenced by 1, 6 (d=1, 6). The decay 

rate for the ACF of the series is very low, but after differencing the decay rate becomes 

high so identification of the model is easy. Model estimates (p=1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 18, 24) and 

hence the ARIMA model is of order (3, 1, 1) (4, 1, 1) (Table 3.6.20).  The AIC and SBC 

values are used to correctly identify the model. The trend in prices of groundnut at 

Raichur market has been presented in fig. 3.6.5 

Figure 3.6.5: Trend in the prices of Groundnut in Raichur market  
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Table 3.6.17: Variable description 

Name of Variable = Raichur_Price 

Period(s) of Differencing 1,6

Mean of Working Series 0.071028

Standard Deviation 308.9165

Number of Observations 2140

Observation(s) eliminated by differencing 7
 

Table 3.6.18: Autocorrelation functions plot 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  Std Error

0 1.00000 |                    |********************| 0

1 -.32645 |             *******|.                   | 0.021617

2 -.15470 |                 ***|.                   | 0.023809

3 0.04249 |                   .|*                   | 0.024275

4 0.05085 |                   .|*                   | 0.024309

5 0.15216 |                   .|***                 | 0.024359

6 -.51703 |          **********|.                   | 0.024799

7 0.15512 |                   .|***                 | 0.029408

8 0.16310 |                   .|***                 | 0.029788

9 -.05800 |                   *|.                   | 0.030202

10 -.03482 |                   *|.                   | 0.030254

11 0.02635 |                   .|*                   | 0.030273

12 0.03439 |                   .|*                   | 0.030284

13 0.00814 |                   .|.                   | 0.030302

14 -.07918 |                  **|.                   | 0.030303

15 -.00346 |                   .|.                   | 0.030400

16 0.06428 |                   .|*                   | 0.030400

17 -.02680 |                   *|.                   | 0.030463

18 -.02863 |                   *|.                   | 0.030474

19 -.00132 |                   .|.                   | 0.030487

20 0.02701 |                   .|*                   | 0.030487

21 0.04312 |                   .|*                   | 0.030498

22 -.04557 |                   *|.                   | 0.030526

23 -.00872 |                   .|.                   | 0.030558

24 0.02972 |                   .|*                   | 0.030559
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Table 3.6.19: Partial autocorrelation functions plot 

 

Partial Autocorrelations 

Lag Correlation -1 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1  

1 -0.32645 |             *******|.                   | 

2 -0.29243 |              ******|.                   | 

3 -0.14472 |                 ***|.                   | 

4 -0.03919 |                   *|.                   | 

5 0.19241 |                   .|****                | 

6 -0.46149 |           *********|.                   | 

7 -0.21993 |                ****|.                   | 

8 -0.08402 |                  **|.                   | 

9 -0.03984 |                   *|.                   | 

10 -0.03871 |                   *|.                   | 

11 0.12959 |                   .|***                 | 

12 -0.26951 |               *****|.                   | 

13 -0.10580 |                  **|.                   | 

14 -0.06325 |                   *|.                   | 

15 -0.07758 |                  **|.                   | 

16 -0.02545 |                   *|.                   | 

17 0.08105 |                   .|**                  | 

18 -0.22251 |                ****|.                   | 

19 -0.11975 |                  **|.                   | 

20 -0.08072 |                  **|.                   | 

21 -0.02879 |                   *|.                   | 

22 -0.00679 |                   .|.                   | 

23 0.04706 |                   .|*                   | 

24 -0.18108 |                ****|.                   | 
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Table 3.6.20: ARIMA model 

Conditional Least Squares Estimation 

Parameter Estimate
Standard 

Error t Value
Approx 

Pr > |t| Lag

MU 0.06565 0.08274 0.79 0.4276 0

MA1,1 -0.0053416 0.0056873 -0.94 0.3477 1

MA1,2 0.96816 0.0061789 156.69 <.0001 6

AR1,1 -0.46665 0.02190 -21.31 <.0001 1

AR2,1 -0.33133 0.02252 -14.71 <.0001 2

AR3,1 -0.04919 0.02211 -2.23 0.0262 3

AR4,1 -0.01905 0.02263 -0.84 0.4001 6

AR5,1 0.0053008 0.02266 0.23 0.8151 12

AR6,1 -0.0016632 0.02269 -0.07 0.9416 18

AR7,1 0.01889 0.02274 0.83 0.4060 24
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CHAPTER IV 

Spatial Pricing Efficiency of the Selected Markets 

 

4.1. Spatial pricing efficiency of different Rice markets 

The cross correlations between the prices of rice in five markets namely Bangarpet, 

Bangalore, Gulbarga, Mangalore and Mysore was carried out to study the inter 

relationship between the price series of different markets and the same is used to study 

the lead lag relationship between the prices of different markets. 

 4.1.1. Bangarpet and Bangalore markets. 

The interrelationship between rice prices at Bangarpet and Bangalore markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of prices from Bangarpet 

and Bangalore markets in the Table 4.1.1. The results indicate that Bangalore market is 

leading by 2, 3 days. Bangarpet is leading by 5 and 6 days (Figure 4.1.1).   

 Table 4.1.1:- Cross correlations 

Lag Bangarpet  leads Bangalore leads 
0 -.019 -.019 
1 .045 .021 
2 -.051 -.064 
3 .011 .076 
4 .042 -.043 
5 -.063 .009 
6 .065 .018 
7 -.049 -.001 

 
Figure 4.1.1:- Cross Correlations plot of the noise residual from Bangarpet Rice 

price with noise residual from Bangalore Rice price. 
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  4.1.2. Bangarpet and Gulbarga markets. 

The interrelationship between rice prices at Bangarpet market and Gulbarga market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of rice prices from 

Bangarpet market with noise residual of rice prices from Gulbarga price as shown in the 

Table 4.1.2. The results indicate that Bangarpet market has the tendency to lead by 1, 

and 7 days (Figure 4.1.2). However, both the markets are independent of each other and 

are inefficient.  

 Table 4.1.2: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bangarpet  leads Gulbarga leads 
0 -.028 -.028 
1 .043 -.001 
2 -.018 .022 
3 .009 -.025 
4 -.027 .012 
5 .019 .008 
6 .012 -.019 
7 -.038 .012 

 
 

Figure 4.1.2: cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bangarpet Rice 
price with noise residual from Gulbarga Rice price. 
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4.1.3. Bangarpet and Mangalore markets. 

The interrelationship between rice prices at Bangarpet and Mangalore markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of rice prices from 

Bangarpet with noise residual of rice prices from Mangalore market as shown in the Table 

4.1.3. The results indicate that Mangalore has a tendency to lead by 6 days. Both the 

markets are independent of each other and are inefficient (Figure 4.1.3). 

 

        Table 4.1.3: Cross correlations 

Lag Bangarpet  leads Mangalore leads 
0 .020 .020 
1 -.004 -.022 
2 -.001 .008 
3 .005 .009 
4 -.026 -.018 
5 .025 .029 
6 .003 -.035 
7 -.001 .026 

 
 
Figure 4.1.3: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bangarpet Rice 

price with noise residual from Mangalore Rice price. 
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4.1.4. Bangarpet and Mysore markets. 

The interrelationship between rice prices at Bangarpet and Mysore markets was obtained 

by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of rice prices from Bangarpet 

market with noise residual of rice prices from Mysore market as shown in the Table 4.1.4. 

The results indicate that Mysore is leading by 6 and 7 days whereas Bangarpet has the 

tendency to lead by 1 and 2 days (Figure 4.1.4).  

 

 Table 4.1.4: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bangarpet  leads Mysore leads 
0 .041 .041 
1 -.054 -.010 
2 .039 -.019 
3 -.015 .022 
4 .002 -.010 
5 .012 .028 
6 -.026 -.065 
7 .007 .078 

 
Figure 4.1.4: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bangarpet Rice 

price with noise residual from Mysore Rice price. 
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 4.1.5. Bangalore and Gulbarga markets. 

The interrelationship between Bangalore market price and Gulbarga market price was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual from Bangalore price 

with noise residual from Gulbarga price as shown in the Table 4.1.5 and figure 4.1.5. The 

results indicate that Gulbarga has a tendency to lead by 6 and 7 days. Bangalore has the 

tendency to lead by 3 days. 

        Table 4.1.5: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bangalore  leads Gulbarga leads 
0 .006 .006 
1 -.010 .015 
2 .019 -.015 
3 -.033 .006 
4 .019 -.005 
5 .003 -.009 
6 -.012 .034 
7 -.001 -.035 

 
 

Figure 4.1.5: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bangalore Rice 
price with noise residual from Gulbarga Rice price. 
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 4.1.6. Bangalore and Mysore markets. 

The interrelationship between rice prices at Bangalore market and rice prices in Mysore 

market was obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of rice 

prices from Bangalore market with noise residual of rice prices from Mysore market as 

shown in the Table 4.1.6. The results indicate that Bangalore market has a tendency to 

lead by 2, 4 and 6 days (Figure 4.1.6). Both the markets are independent and are 

inefficient.        

         Table 4.1.6: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bangalore  leads Mysore leads 
0 .005 .005 
1 .003 -.023 
2 .039 .014 
3 -.008 -.014 
4 -.034 .011 
5 -.021 -.011 
6 .043 .008 
7 -.026 -.006 

 
 

Figure 4.1.6: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bangalore Rice 
price with noise residual from Mysore Rice price. 
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 4.1.7. Bangalore and Mangalore markets. 

The interrelationship of rice prices between Bangalore market and Mangalore market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual from Bangalore price 

with noise residual from Mangalore price as shown in the Table 4.1.7 and figure 4.1.7. 

The results indicate that Mangalore has the tendency to lead by 7 days. However, both 

the markets are independent and inefficient. 

          
        Table 4.1.7: Cross correlations 

 

Lag Bangalore  leads Mangalore leads 
0 .009 .009
1 -.017 -.011
2 .017 .023
3 -.003 -.009
4 .003 -.008
5 -.003 .004
6 -.002 -.017
7 -.002 .049

 
Figure 4.1.7: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bangalore Rice 

price with noise residual from Mangalore Rice price. 
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 4.1.8. Gulbarga and Mangalore markets. 

The interrelationship between rice prices from Gulbarga and Mangalore markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of rice price from 

Gulbarga market with noise residual of rice price from Mangalore market as shown in the 

Table 4.1.8. The results indicate that both the markets are independent of each other 

and are inefficient (Figure 4.1.8).  

           Table 4.1.8: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Gulbarga leads Mangalore leads 
0 .013 .013 
1 -.020 -.002 
2 .009 .001 
3 .009 .004 
4 -.018 -.009 
5 .007 -.001 
6 -.001 .007 
7 .016 -.009 

 
 

Figure 4.1.8: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Gulbarga Rice 
price with noise residual from Mangalore Rice price. 
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 4.1.9. Gulbarga and Mysore markes. 

The interrelationship of rice prices between Gulbarga market and Mysore market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of rice prices from 

Gulbarga and Mysore markets as shown in the Table 4.1.9. The results indicate that 

Mysore is leading by 6 days whereas Gulbarga market has a tendency to lead by 1 and 4 

days (Figure 4.1.9).  

         Table 4.1.9: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Gulbarga leads Mysore leads 
0 .032 .032 
1 -.035 .011 
2 .008 -.045 
3 -.026 .038 
4 .036 .007 
5 .000 -.044 
6 -.025 .064 
7 .010 -.019 

 
 

Figure 4.1.9: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Gulbarga Rice 
price with noise residual from Mysore Rice price. 
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4.1.10. Mangalore and Mysore markets. 

The interrelationship between rice prices at Mangalore market and Mysore market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of rice prices from 

Mangalore and Mysore markets as shown in the Table 4.1.10. The results indicate that 

the markets are inefficient and independent of each other (Figure 4.1.10).        

         Table 4.1.10: Cross correlations 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.1.10: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Gulbarga Rice 
price with noise residual from Mysore Rice price. 

 

Lag Mangalore leads Mysore leads 
0 .020 .020 
1 -.011 -.009 
2 .001 -.001 
3 -.003 .005 
4 .009 -.023 
5 .008 .028 
6 -.012 -.023 
7 -.008 .014 
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4.2. Spatial pricing efficiency of different Maize markets:- 
 

The cross correlations between the prices of maize in five markets namely Davangere, 

Honnalli, Koppal, Bellary and Hassan was carried out to study the inter relationship 

between the price series of different markets. And same is used to study the lead lag 

relationship between the prices of different markets. 

 4.2.1. Davangere and honnalli markets. 

The interrelationship between maize prices at Davangere market and honnalli market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of maize prices from 

Davangere and Honnalli markets as shown in the Table 4.2.1. The results indicate that 

both the markets are inefficient and independent of each other ((Figure 4.2.1). 

                Table 4.2.1: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Davangere  leads Honnali leads 
0 .006 .006 
1 -.002 -.008 
2 -.003 .008 
3 .003 .002 
4 -.005 -.007 
5 .008 .006 
6 -.002 -.008 
7 -.004 .007 

 
Figure 4.2.1: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Davangere 

maize price with noise residual from honnalli maize price. 
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4.2.2. Davangere and Koppal markets. 

The interrelationship between maize prices at Davangere and Koppal markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of maize prices from 

Davangere and Koppal markets as shown in the Table 4.2.2. The results indicate that 

both the markets are inefficient and independent of each other (Figure 4.2.2). 

                 Table 4.2.2: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Davangere  leads Koppal leads 
0 -.006 -.006 
1 .009 .001 
2 -.005 -.003 
3 -.002 .003 
4 -.002 .000 
5 .008 -.002 
6 -.003 .002 
7 .001 -.003 

 
 

Figure 4.2.2: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Davangere 
maize price with noise residual from Koppal maize price. 
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4.2.3. Davangere and Bellary markets. 

The interrelationship between maize prices at Davangere and Bellary markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of maize prices from 

Davangere market with noise residual of maize prices from Bellary market as shown in 

the Table 4.2.3. The results indicate that Davangere market is leading by 4 days (Figure 

4.2.3). Both the markets are relatively independent of each other. 

           Table 4.2.3: Cross correlations 
 
Lag Davangere Leads Bellary Leads 
0 0.028 0.280 
1 0.012 -0.028 
2 -0.002 -0.013 
3 0.008 0.021 
4 0.064 0.024 
5 0.000 0.024 
6 0.027 0.017 
7 0.010 0.024 

 
 
Figure 4.2.3: Cross-Correlations plot of the noise residual of Maize 
Prices from Davangere and Bellary markets. 
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4.2.4. Davangere and Hassan Markets 
 

The interrelationship of maize prices between Davangere and Hassan markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of maize prices from 

Davangere market with noise residual of maize prices from Hassan market as shown in 

the Table 4.2.4. The results indicate that both the markets are relatively independent of 

each other (figure 4.2.4). 

Table 4.2.4: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Davangere Leads Hassan leads 
0 -0.011 -0.011 
1 -0.007 -0.019 
2 0.026 0.047 
3 -0.007 -0.008 
4 0.015 0.02 
5 -0.013 -0.027 
6 -0.003 0.036 
7 0.018 -0.014 

 
 
Figure 4.2.4: Cross-Correlations plot of the noise residual of Maize Prices from 
Davangere and Hassan markets. 
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 4.2.5. Honnalli and Koppal markets. 

The interrelationship between maize prices at honnalli market and Koppal market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of maize prices from 

Honnalli and Koppal markets as shown in the Table 4.2.5.  The results indicate that both 

the markets are inefficient and independent of each other (Figure 4.2.5). 

          Table 4.2.5: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Honnali leads Koppal leads 
0 .000 .000 
1 -.001 -.001 
2 .004 .003 
3 .002 .001 
4 .000 -.004 
5 -.007 .005 
6 .009 -.016 
7 -.010 .015 

 
 
Figure 4.2.5: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from honnalli maize 

price with noise residual from Koppal maize price. 
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4.2.6. Honnali and Bellary Markets 
 

The interrelationship between maize prices at Honnalli market and Bellaryl market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of maize prices from 

Honnalli and Koppal markets as shown in the Table 4.2.6.  The results indicate that 

Bellary is leading by 6 and 4 days (Figure 4.2.6). 

  
Table 4.2.6: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Honnali Leads Bellary leads 
0 0.014 0.014 
1 0.044 0.045 
2 0.012 0.050 
3 0.026 0.016 
4 -0.028 0.057 
5 -0.009 0.016 
6 0.020 -0.087 
7 0.007 0.027 

 
 
Figure 4.2.6: Cross-Correlations plot of the noise residual of Maize 
Prices from Honnali and Bellary markets. 
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4.2.7. Honnali and Hassan Markets 
 

The interrelationship of maize prices between Honnali market and Hassan markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of prices of maize from 

Davangere and Hassan markets as shown in the Table 4.2.7. The results indicate that 

Hassan market is leading by 5 days with a tendency to lead by 3 days, whereas, Honnali 

is leading by 6 days (Figure 4.2.7). 

 
Table 4.2.7: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Honnali Leads Hassan leads 
0 0.018 0.018 
1 0.038 0.03 
2 0.029 -0.04 
3 0.052 -0.057 
4 0.014 0.029 
5 0.026 -0.064 
6 -0.060 0.001 
7 0.005 0.015 

 
 
Figure 4.2.7: Cross-Correlations plot of the noise residual of Maize Prices from 
Honnali and Hassan markets. 
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4.2.8. Koppal and Bellary Markets 
 

The interrelationship between maize prices at Koppal and Bellary markets was obtained 

by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of maize prices from Koppal and 

Bellary markets as shown in the Table 4.2.8. The results indicate that Bellary is leading 

by 5 and 6 days whereas Koppal is leading by 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 days (Figure 4.2.8). 

Table 4.2.8: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Koppal Leads Bellary Leads 
0 -0.013 -0.013 
1 -0.11 0.025 
2 -0.093 -0.055 
3 0.093 0.023 
4 -0.199 0.026 
5 -0.045 -0.140 
6 0.115 0.207 
7 0.002 -0.028 

 
 
Figure 4.2.8: Cross-Correlations plot of the noise residual of Maize Prices from 
Koppal and Bellary markets. 
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4.2.9. Koppal and Hassan Markets 
 

The interrelationship of maize prices between Koppal market and Hassan market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of maize prices from 

Koppal and Hassan markets as shown in the Table 4.2.9. The results indicate that Hassan 

market is leading by 5 and 6 days, whereas Koppal market is leading by 3 days (Figure 

4.2.9). 

Table 4.2.9: Cross correlations 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2.9: Cross-Correlations plot of the noise residual of Maize 
Prices from Koppal and Hassan markets. 

 

Lag Koppal Leads Hasan Leads 
0 0.008 0.008 
1 0.005 0.042 
2 0.045 0.001 
3 -0.094 -0.002 
4 -0.040 -0.006 
5 0.035 0.084 
6 -0.026 -0.096 
7 0.003 0.044 
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4.2.10. Bellary and Hassan Markets 
 

The interrelationship of maize prices between Bellary market and Hassan market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual prices of maize from 

Bellary and Hassan markets price as shown in the Table 4.2.10. The results indicate that 

Hassan market is leading by 1 day.  Similarly, Bellary market is leading by 1 and 3 days 

(Figure 4.2.10). 

Table 4.2.10: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bellary Leads Hasan Leads 
0 -0.039 -0.039 
1 0.072 0.073 
2 0.003 0.015 
3 0.061 -0.020 
4 0.040 0.034 
5 0.017 -0.005 
6 0.032 0.002 
7 0.002 0.019 

 
Figure 4.2.10: Cross-Correlations plot of the noise residual of Maize Prices 
from Bellary and Hassan markets. 
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4.3. Spatial pricing efficiency of different Chickpea markets: 

The cross correlations between the prices of Chickpea in five markets namely Bangalore, 

Bidar, Dharwar, Gadag and Raichur was carried out to study the inter relationship 

between the price series of different markets and same is used to study the lead lag 

relationship between the prices of different markets. 

 4.3.1. Bangalore and Bidar markets. 

The interrelationship between chickpea prices at Bangalore and Bidar markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of chickpea prices from 

Bangalore and Bidar market as shown in the Table 4.3.1. The results indicate that Bidar 

market is leading by 1, 2 and 6 days, whereas, Bangalore market has a tendency to lead 

by 7 days (Figure 4.3.1).  

               Table 4.3.1: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bangalore leads Bidar leads 
0 .060 .060 
1 .000 -.078 
2 -.023 .064 
3 .006 .059 
4 -.014 .008 
5 .021 -.017 
6 -.001 -.024 
7 -.047 -.045 

 
Figure 4.3.1: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bangalore 
Chickpea price with noise residual from Bidar Chickpea price.  
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 4.3.2. Bangalore and Dharwar markets. 

The interrelationship between chickpea prices at Bangalore and Dharwar markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of chickpea prices from 

Bangalore and Dharwar markets as shown in the Table 4.3.2. The results indicates that 

Bangalore market is leading by 4 and 5 days whereas, Dharwar market has a tendency to 

lead by 1 day (Figure 4.3.2) 

           Table 4.3.2: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bangalore leads Dharwad leads 
0 .046 .046 
1 -.016 -.038 
2 .005 .012 
3 .003 .020 
4 -.085 -.016 
5 .104 -.002 
6 -.038 -.003 
7 .002 .002 

 
 

Figure 4.3.2: Cross Correlations plot of the noise residual from Bangalore 
Chickpea price with noise residual from Dharwar Chickpea price.   
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 4.3.3. Bangalore and Gadag markets. 

The interrelationship between chickpea prices at Bangalore and Gadag markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of chickpea prices from 

Bangalore and Gadag markets as shown in the Table 4.3.3. The results indicate that 

Gadag market is leading by 7 days. However, two markets are independent of each other 

(Figure 4.3.3). 

              Table 4.3.3: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bangalore leads Gadag leads 
0 .015 .015 
1 -.003 -.033 
2 .010 .023 
3 -.007 -.005 
4 .012 .002 
5 -.015 -.012 
6 -.001 .042 
7 .012 -.052 

 
 

Figure 4.3.3: Cross Correlations plot of the noise residual from Bangalore 
Chickpea price with noise residual from Gadag Chickpea price. 
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4.3.4. Bangalore and Raichur markets. 

The interrelationship between chickpea prices at Bangalore and Raichur markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of chickpea prices from 

Bangalore and Raichur market as shown in Table 4.3.4. The results indicate that Raichur 

market has a tendency to lead by 2 days. The two markets function independent of each 

other (Figure 4.3.4). 

           Table 4.3.4: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bangalore leads Raichur leads 
0 -.006 -.006 
1 .015 -.018 
2 -.025 .029 
3 .025 -.010 
4 -.013 .005 
5 -.002 -.015 
6 .012 .000 
7 -.005 .014 

 
 

Figure 4.3.4: Cross Correlations plot of the noise residual from Bangalore 
Chickpea price with noise residual from Raichur Chickpea price.  
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 4.3.5. Bidar and Dharwar market. 

The interrelationship between chickpea prices at Bidar and Dharwar markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of chickpea prices from 

Bidar market and Dharwar market as shown in the Table 4.3.5. The results indicate that 

Dharwar market has a tendency to lead by 2, 4 and 7 days, whereas Bidar market has a 

tendency to lead by 6 days (Figure 4.3.5). 

              Table 4.3.5: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bidar leads Dharwad leads 
0 -.006 -.006 
1 .006 -.013 
2 -.008 .033 
3 .006 .001 
4 -.011 -.033 
5 .024 .013 
6 -.032 -.019 
7 .022 .035 

 
 
Figure 4.3.5: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bidar chick pea 
price with noise residual from Dharwar market chick pea price. 
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 4.3.6. Bidar and Gadag market. 

The interrelationship between chickpea prices at Bidar market and Gadag market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of chickpea prices from 

Bidar and Gadag markets as shown in the Table 4.3.6. The results indicate that the two 

markets are independent of each other (Figure 4.3.6). 

 
 Table 4.3.6: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bidar leads Gadag leads 
0 .007 .007 

1 -.016 .004 

2 .006 -.002 

3 -.003 .009 

4 .004 -.018 

5 .004 .007 

6 .004 .018 

7 -.018 -.017 

 
Figure 4.3.6: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bidar Chickpea 

price with noise residual from Gadag Chickpea price. 
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 4.3.7. Bidar and Raichur market. 

The interrelationship between chickpea prices at Bidar market and Raichur market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of chickpea prices from 

Bidar and Raichur markets as shown in the Table 4.3.7. The results indicate that Bidar 

market has a tendency to lead by 4 and 7 days (Figure 4.3.7). 

 Table 4.3.7: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bidar leads Raichur leads
0 .016 .016 

1 -.001 -.005 

2 -.007 -.011 

3 -.011 .003 

4 .034 .006 

5 -.019 -.011 

6 -.016 .007 

7 .033 .004 

 
 

Figure 4.3.7: Cross Correlations plot of the noise residual from Bidar Chickpea 
price with noise residual from Raichur Chickpea price. 
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 4.3.8. Dharwar and Gadag markets. 

The interrelationship between chickpea prices at Dharwar and Gadag markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of chickpea prices from 

Dharwar and Gadag markets as shown in the Table 4.3.8. The result indicates that the 

two markets function independent of each other (Figure 4.3.8). 

 Table 4.3.8: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Dharwad leads Gadag leads
0 -.009 -.009 

1 .006 .002 

2 .004 -.008 

3 -.002 .012 

4 .009 -.007 

5 -.019 .001 

6 .012 .006 

7 -.001 -.003 

 
 

Figure 4.3.8: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Dharwar 
Chickpea price with noise residual from Gadag Chickpea price. 
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4.3.9. Dharwar and Raichur market. 

The interrelationship between chickpea prices at Dharwar and Raichur markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of chickpea pieces from 

Dharwar and Raichur markets as shown in the Table 4.3.9. The result indicates that the 

two markets are independent of each other (Figure 4.3.9). 

  
 Table 4.3.9: Cross correlations 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.3.9: cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Dharwar 

Chickpea price with noise residual from RaichurChickpea price.  

 

Lag Dharwad leads Raichur leads 
0 -.007 -.007 
1 .013 -.007 
2 .006 -.002 
3 -.008 .007 
4 -.005 .003 
5 .005 -.006 
6 -.007 -.006 
7 .017 .024 
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4.3.10. Gadag and Raichur market. 

The interrelationship between chickpea prices at Gadag market and Raichur market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of chickpea prices from 

Gadag and Raichur markets as shown in the Table 4.3.10. The results indicate that 

Raichur market is leading by 1 day, whereas Gadag market has a tendency to lead by 3 

days (Figure 4.3.10). 

 Table 4.3.10:- Cross correlations 
 

Lag Gadag leads Raichur leads
0 -.033 -.033 
1 .000 .067 
2 -.021 -.023 
3 .032 .001 
4 -.022 -.014 
5 -.012 .008 
6 .023 .009 
7 .000 -.026 

 
Figure 4.3.10: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Gadag 

Chickpea price with noise residual from Raichur Chickpea price.  
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4.4 Spatial pricing efficiency of different Pigeon pea markets 

 4.4.1. Bidar and Gulbarga markets. 

The interrelationship between prices of Pigeon pea at Bidar and Gulbarga markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual pigeon pea prices from 

Bidar and Gulbarga market as shown in the Table 4.4.1. The results indicate that both 

the markets are relatively independent of each other (Figure 4.4.1). 

 Table 4.4.1: Cross correlations 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.4.1: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bidar Pigeon 
pea price with noise residual from Gulbarga Pigeon pea price. 

 

Lag Bidar  leads Gulbarga leads 
0 .003 .003 
1 -.001 -.002 
2 .002 .003 
3 -.004 -.003 
4 .004 .003 
5 -.003 -.003 
6 .003 .004 
7 -.002 -.005 
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 4.4.2. Bidar and Sedam markets. 

The interrelationship between pigeon pea prices at Bidar and Seadm markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of pigeon pea prices 

from Bidar and Seadm markets as shown in the Table 4.4.2. The results indicate that 

Bidar market is leading by 6 days whereas Sedam market has the tendency to lead by 6 

and 7 days (Figure 4.4.2).  

 Table 4.4.2:- Cross correlations 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.4.2: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bidar Pigeon 
pea price with noise residual from Sedam Pigeon pea price.  

 

Lag Bidar  leads Sedam leads 
0 -.011 -.011 
1 .044 -.011 
2 -.040 .024 
3 .036 -.023 
4 -.031 -.008 
5 -.027 .004 
6 .056 .038 
7 -.042 -.042 
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 4.4.3. Bidar and Laxemeshwara markets. 

The interrelationship between pigeon pea prices at Bidar and Laxemeshwara markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of pigeon pea prices 

from Bidar and Laxemeshwara markets as shown in the Table 4.4.3. The results indicate 

that Laxemeshwara has the tendency to lead by 6 and 7 days (Figure 4.4.3). However, 

both the markets are relatively independent of each other.  

     Table 4.4.3: Cross correlations 

Lag Bidar  leads Laxemeshwara leads 
0 -.013 -.013 
1 .032 -.008 
2 -.012 .000 
3 -.022 .016 
4 .015 -.019 
5 -.013 .024 
6 .021 -.038 
7 .026 .035 

 
 

Figure 4.4.3: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bidar Pigeon 
pea price with noise residual from Laxemeshwara Pigeon pea price. 
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 4.4.4. Bidar and Basavakalyan markets. 

The interrelationship between prices of pigeon pea at Bidar and Basavakalyan markets 

was obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of pigeon pea prices 

from Bidar market and Basavakalyan market as shown in the Table 4.4.4. The results 

indicate that Bidar market is leading by 1, 2, and 3 days (Figure 4.4.4).  

 Table 4.4.4: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bidar  leads Basavakalyan leads 
0 -.027 -.027 
1 .051 -.007 
2 -.048 .010 
3 .048 -.012 
4 -.036 .014 
5 .029 .013 
6 -.003 -.025 
7 -.026 -.005 

 
 

Figure 4.4.4: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bidar Pigeon 
pea price with noise residual from Basavakalyan Pigeon pea price. 
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 4.4.5. Gulbarga and Seadm markets. 

The interrelationship between pigeon pea prices at Gulbarga and Seadm markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of pigeon pea prices  

from Gulbarga and Seadm markets  as shown in the Table 4.4.5. The results indicate that 

Seadm market is leading by 4 and 5 days (Figure 4.4.5).     

 Table 4.4.5: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Gulbarga leads Sedam leads 
0 .002 .002 
1 .003 -.003 
2 -.002 .006 
3 .000 .008 
4 .001 -.065 
5 -.001 .079 
6 -.001 -.026 
7 .003 .001 

 
 

Figure 4.4.5: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Gulbarga 
Pigeon pea price with noise residual from Seadm Pigeon pea price. 
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 4.4.6. Gulbarga and Laxemeshwara markets. 

The interrelationship between pigeon pea prices at Gulbarga and Laxemeshwara markets 

was obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of pigeon pea prices 

from Gulbarga and Laxemeshwara market and the results are presented in Table 4.4.6. 

The results indicate that both the markets are independent of each other and they are 

inefficient (Figure 4.4.6).  

 Table 4.4.6.: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Gulbarga leads Laxemeshwara leads 
0 .000 .000 
1 .002 .002 
2 -.003 .000 
3 -.001 .003 
4 .001 -.003 
5 .002 .000 
6 -.002 .001 
7 .001 -.003 

 
 

Figure 4.4.6: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Gulbarga 
Pigeon pea price with noise residual from Laxemeshwara Pigeon pea price. 
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 4.4.7. Gulbarga and Basavakalyan markets. 

The interrelationship between pigeon pea prices at Gulbarga and Basavakalyan markets 

was obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of pigeon pea prices 

from Gulbarga and Basavakalyan markets and the results are shown in the Table 4.4.7. 

The results indicate that both the markets are independent of each other and are 

inefficient (Figure 4.4.7). 

 Table 4.4.7: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Gulbarga leads Basavakalyan leads 
0 .003 .003 
1 -.003 -.003 
2 .002 .001 
3 -.001 .001 
4 .003 .001 
5 -.002 -.001 
6 -.001 .000 
7 .000 .000 

 
 

Figure 4.4.7: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Gulbarga 
Pigeon pea price with noise residual from Basavakalyan Pigeon pea price. 
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 4.4.8. Sedam and Laxemeshwara markets. 

The interrelationship between pigeon pea prices at Sedam and Laxemeshwara markets 

was obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of pigeon pea prices 

from Sedam and Laxemeshwara markets and the results are presented in Table 4.4.8. 

The results indicate that Sedam market has a tendency to lead by 1, 3 and 4 days. 

However, both the markets are relatively independent of each other (Figure 4.4.8).             

 Table 4.4.8: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Sedam leads Laxemeshwara leads 
0 -.031 -.031 
1 .033 .011 
2 -.009 .006 
3 -.032 .010 
4 .031 -.026 
5 -.013 .017 
6 .017 -.010 
7 .012 -.008 

 
Figure 4.4.8: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Sedam Pigeon 

pea price with noise residual from Laxemeshwara Pigeon pea price 
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 4.4.9. Sedam and Basavakalyan markets. 

The interrelationship between pigeon pea prices at Sedam market and Basavakalyan 

market was obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of pigeon 

pea prices from Sedam market and Basavakalyan market and the results are shown in 

the Table 4.4.9. The results indicate that Basavakalyan market is leading by 1 day with a 

tendency to lead by 2 and 3 days whereas Sedam market is leading by 5 and 6 days 

(Figure 4.4.9).  

 Table 4.4.9: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Sedam leads Basavakalyan leads 
0 .056 .056 
1 -.036 -.056 
2 .001 .046 
3 .023 -.031 
4 .003 .002 
5 -.048 .014 
6 .054 -.004 
7 -.040 .008 

 
Figure 4.4.9: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Sedam Pigeon 

pea price with noise residual from Basavakalyan Pigeon pea price. 
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 4.4.10. Laxemeshwara and Basavakalyan markets. 

The interrelationship between pigeon pea prices at Laxemeshwara market and 

Basavakalyan market was obtained by taking cross correlations between noise residual of 

pigeon pea prices from Laxemeshwara and Basavakalyan markets. The results are shown 

in the Table 4.4.10. The results indicate that Basavakalyan market is leading by 1, 2 and 

4 days (Figure 4.4.10).                          

 Table 4.4.10: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Laxemeshwara leads Basavakalyan leads 
0 -.025 -.025 
1 -.005 .055 
2 .014 -.081 
3 -.006 .076 
4 .010 -.051 
5 -.020 .038 
6 .011 -.016 
7 -.006 .015 

 
 

Figure 4.4.10: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Laxemeshwara 
Pigeon pea price with noise residual from Basavakalyan Pigeon pea price. 
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4.5. Spatial pricing efficiency of different Cotton markets 

The cross correlations between the prices of cotton in five markets namely Bijapur, 

Chitradurga, Haveri, Renebennur and Raichur was carried out to study the inter 

relationship between the prices of cotton at different markets and the same is used to 

study the lead lag relationship between the prices at different markets. 

 

 4.5.1. Bijapur and Chitradurga market price. 

The interrelationship between cotton prices at Bijapur and Chitradurga markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of cotton prices from 

Bijapur and Chitradurga markets. The results are shown in the Table 4.5.1. The results 

indicate that Bijapur market is leading by 2 and 7 days (Figure 4.5.1). 

 Table 4.5.1: Cross correlations 

Lag Bijapur leads Chitradurga leads 
0 .017 .017 
1 .042 -.004 
2 -.091 -.020 
3 .050 -.003 
4 .017 .014 
5 -.009 .017 
6 -.051 -.017 
7 .064 -.006 

 

Figure 4.5.1: Cross Correlations plot of the noise residual from Bijapur Cotton 
price with noise residual from Chitradurga Cotton price. 
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 4.5.2. Bijapur and Haveri markets. 

The interrelationship between cotton prices at Bijapur and Haveri markets was obtained 

by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of cotton prices from Bijapur and 

Haveri market. The results are presented in Table 4.5.2. The results indicate that Bijapur 

market is leading by 2 and 3 days, where as Haveri market has a tendency to lead by 1 

and 2 days (Figure 4.5.2). 

 Table 4.5.2: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bijapur leads  Haveri leads 
0 .012 .012 
1 .050 -.059 
2 -.089 .050 
3 .082 -.025 
4 -.028 .014 
5 -.015 -.002 
6 .038 .003 
7 -.025 -.006 

 
 
 
Figure 4.5.2: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bijapur Cotton 
price with noise residual from Haveri Cotton price. 
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 4.5.3. Bijapur and Raichur markets. 

The interrelationship between cotton prices at Bijapur market and Raichur market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of cotton prices from 

Bijapur and Raichur markets. The results are shown in the Table 4.5.3. The results 

indicate that Bijapur market has a tendency to lead by 1 and 4 days whereas, Raichur 

market has a tendency to lead by 4 days (Figure 4.5.3). 

 Table 4.5.3: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bijapur leads Raichur leads 
0 .031 .031 
1 -.028 .001 
2 -.007 -.016 
3 .003 .027 
4 .039 -.036 
5 -.021 .025 
6 -.016 -.005 
7 -.006 -.016 

 
 

Figure 4.5.3: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bijapur Cotton 
price with noise residual from Raichur Cotton price. 
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 4.5.4. Bijapur and Ranebennur markets. 

The interrelationship between cotton prices at Bijapur and Ranebennur markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of cotton prices from 

Bijapur and Ranebennur markets. The results are presented in Table 4.5.4. The results 

indicate that Bijapur market is leading by 7 days (Figure 4.5.4). 

 
 Table 4.5.4: Cross correlations 

 
Lag Bijapur leads Renebennur leads 
0 -.015 -.015 
1 .019 .011 
2 -.010 .015 
3 -.003 -.024 
4 .016 -.005 
5 -.033 .019 
6 .049 -.011 
7 -.084 .010 

 
 

Figure 4.5.4: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bijapur cotton 
price with noise residual from Ranebennur cotton price. 
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 4.5.5. Chitradurga and Haveri markets. 

The interrelationship between cotton prices at Chitradurga market and Haveri market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of cotton prices from 

Chitradurga and Haveri markets. The results are shown in the Table 4.5.5. The results 

indicate that Haveri market is leading by 4 and 5 days, whereas Chitradurga market is 

leading by 7 days (Figure 4.5.5). 

 
 Table 4.5.5: Cross correlations 

 
Lag Chitradurga leads  Haveri leads 
0 -.032 -.032 
1 .050 .008 
2 -.027 .006 
3 -.020 -.033 
4 .032 .071 
5 -.018 -.069 
6 .055 .022 
7 -.098 .007 

 
 

Figure 4.5.5: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Chitradurga 
Cotton price with noise residual from Haveri Cotton price. 
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 4.5.6. Chitradurga and Ranebennur markets.   

The interrelationship between cotton prices at Chitradurga and Ranebennur markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of cotton prices from 

Chitradurga and Ranebennur markets. The results are presented in Table 4.5.6. The 

results indicate that Chitradurga market has a tendency to lead by 2 and 3 days, whereas 

Ranebennur has a tendency to lead by 5 days (Figure 4.5.6). 

 

 Table 4.5.6: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Chitradurga leads Ranebennur leads 
0 -.002 -.002 
1 .009 -.006 
2 -.029 .003 
3 .037 .008 
4 -.009 .020 
5 -.020 -.051 
6 .005 .024 
7 .004 .036 

 
 

Figure 4.5.6: Cross Correlations plot of the noise residual from Chitradurga 
Cotton price with noise residual from Ranebennur Cotton price. 
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 4.5.7. Haveri and Raichur markets.  

The interrelationship between cotton prices at Haveri market and Raichur market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of cotton prices from 

Haveri and Raichur markets. The results are provided in the Table 4.5.7. The results 

indicate that that the two markets are independent of each other (Figure 4.5.7). 

 Table 4.5.7: Cross correlations 
 

Lag  Haveri leads Raichur leads 
0 .026 .026 

1 .010 -.013 
2 -.019 -.009 
3 -.001 .011 
4 .011 -.011 
5 -.006 .011 
6 -.014 -.023 
7 .018 .031 

 
 

Figure 4.5.7: Cross Correlations plot of the noise residual from Haveri Cotton 
price with noise residual from Raichur Cotton price . 
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 4.5.8. Haveri and Ranebennur markets. 

The interrelationship between cotton prices at Haveri and Ranebennur markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of cotton prices from 

Haveri and Ranebennur markets. The results are shown in Table 4.5.8. The results 

indicate that the two markets are independent of each other (Figure 4.5.8). 

 
 Table 4.5.8: Cross correlations 

 
Lag  Haveri leads Ranebennur leads 
0 .054 .054 
1 -.026 -.033 
2 -.016 .000 
3 .035 .007 
4 -.031 -.004 
5 .028 .000 
6 -.010 -.001 
7 -.012 .004 

 
 

Figure 4.5.8: Cross Correlations plot of the noise residual from Haveri Cotton 
price with noise residual from Ranebennur Cotton   price. 
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 4.5.9. Raichur and Ranebennur markets.  

The interrelationship between cotton prices at Raichur and Ranebennur markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of cotton prices from 

Raichur and Ranebennur markets. The results are presented in the Table 4.5.9. The 

results indicate that both the markets are independent of each other and they are in 

efficient (Figure 4.5.9). 

 
 Table 4.5.9: Cross correlations 

 
Lag Raichur leads Ranebennur leads
0 .028 .028 
1 -.019 -.014 
2 -.004 .002 
3 .007 .002 
4 .004 .002 
5 -.008 -.007 
6 .004 -.008 
7 -.001 .012 

 
 

Figure 4.5.9: Cross Correlations plot of the noise residual from Raichur cotton 
price with noise residual from Ranebennur cotton price. 
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 4.5.10. Chitradurga and Raichur markets. 

The interrelationship between cotton prices at Chitradurga market and Raichur market 

was obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of cotton prices 

from Chitradurga and Raichur markets. The results are provided in the Table 4.5.10. The 

results indicate that Raichur market is leading by 2, 3, 4 and 5 days and Chitradurga 

market is leading by 1 day (Figure 4.5.10). 

 Table 4.5.10: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Chitradurga leads Raichur leads 
0 -.075 -.075 
1 .077 .036 
2 -.003 -.061 
3 -.003 .165 
4 -.022 -.237 
5 -.006 .127 
6 .049 .000 
7 -.049 .016 

 
 

Figure 8.20:- cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Chitradurga 
cotton price with noise residual from Raichur cotton price. 
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4.6. Spatial pricing efficiency of different Groundnut markets: 
 
The cross correlations between the prices of groundnut in five markets namely Bagalkot, 

Chalkere, Gadag, Hubali and Raichur is carried out to study the inter relationship between 

the prices at different markets and the same is used to study the lead and lag 

relationship between the prices of different markets. 

 4.6.1. Bagalkot and Challkere markets. 

The interrelationship between prices of groundnut at Bagalkot  and Chalkere markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of groundnut prices from 

Bagalkot and Chalkere marketa. The results are presented Table 4.6.1. The results 

indicate that Chalkere market is leading by 1 and 2 days, whereas Bagalkot market has a 

tendency to lead by 3, 4 and 7 days (Figure 4.6.1). 

 Table 4.6.1: Cross correlations 

Lag Bagalkot leads Chalkere leads 
0 -.033 -.033 
1 -.036 .088 
2 .008 -.057 
3 .047 -.010 
4 -.041 .038 
5 .019 -.008 
6 -.025 -.005 
7 .047 -.014 

 
Figure 4.6.1: Cross Correlations plot of the noise residual from Bagalkot 

Groundnut price with noise residual from Chalkere Groundnut price. 
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 4.6.2. Bagalkot and Gadag markets. 

The interrelationship of groundnut prices between Bagalkot market and Gadag market 

was obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of groundnut prices 

from Bagalkot and Gadag markets. The results are shown in Table 4.6.2. The results 

indicate that Bagalkot market is leading by 6 days and has the tendency to lead by 7 

days, whereas Gadag market is leading by 7 days and has the tendency to lead by 6 days 

(Figure 4.6.2). 

 Table 4.6.2: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bagalkot leads Gadag  leads 
0 -.030 -.030 
1 .013 .042 
2 .011 -.020 
3 -.024 -.016 
4 .011 .021 
5 .025 .009 
6 -.054 -.042 
7 .037 .065 

 
 

Figure 4.6.2: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bagalkot 
Groundnut price with noise residual from Gadag groundnut price. 
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 4.6.3. Bagalkot and Hubli markets. 

The interrelationship between groundnut prices at Bagalkot and Hubli markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of groundnut prices from 

Bagalkot market with noise residual of groundnut prices from Hubli market. The results 

are presented in Table 4.6.3. The results indicate that Bagalkot market is leading by 

7days, whereas Hubli market has the tendency to lead by 2 and 4 days (Figure 4.6.3). 

 
 Table 4.6.3: Cross correlations 

 

Lag Bagalkot leads Hubli leads 
0 -.032 -.032 
1 .053 -.020 
2 -.021 .050 
3 -.024 -.003 
4 .043 -.043 
5 -.038 .024 
6 .001 -.016 
7 .055 .019 

 
 

Figure 4.6.3: Cross Correlations plot of the noise residual from Bagalkot 
groundnut price with noise residual from Hubli groundnut price. 
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 4.6.4. Bagalkot and Raichur markets. 

The interrelationship between prices of groundnut at Bagalkot and Raichur markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of groundnut prices at 

Bagalkot and Raichur markets and the results are shown in Table 4.6.4. The results 

indicate that Bagalkot market is leading by 1 and 2days (Figure 4.6.4). 

 Table 4.6.4: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Bagalkot leads Raichur leads 
0 -.048 -.048 
1 .066 .013 
2 -.056 -.010 
3 .030 .030 
4 .000 -.032 
5 -.010 .009 
6 .025 .007 
7 -.025 .004 

 
 

Figure 4.6.4: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Bagalkot 
Groundnut price with noise residual from Raichur Groundnut   price. 
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 4.6.5. Chalkere and Gadag markets. 

The interrelationship between groundnut prices at Chalkere market and Gadag market 

was obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of groundnut prices 

from Chalkere and Gadag markets as shown in the Table 4.6.5. The results indicate that 

Chalkere market is leading by 2 and 3 days. Similarly, Gadag market has the tendency to 

lead by 2, 6 and 7 days (Figure 4.6.5). 

 Table 4.6.5: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Chalkere leads Gadag  leads 
0 -.048 -.048 
1 .052 .000 
2 -.074 .035 
3 .084 -.024 
4 -.026 .015 
5 -.017 .004 
6 .002 -.033 
7 -.009 .045 

 
 

Figure 4.6.5: Cross Correlations plot of the noise residual from Chalkere 
Groundnut price with noise residual from Gadag Groundnut   price. 
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 4.6.6. Challakere and Hubli markets. 

The interrelationship between groundnut prices at Chalkere market and Hubli market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of groundnut prices from 

Chalkere market with noise residual of groundnut prices from Hubli market and the 

results are presented in the Table 4.6.6. The results indicate that Chalkere is leading by 2 

and 7 days. Similarly, Hubli market has the tendency to lead by 4 days (Figure 4.6.6). 

 Table 4.6.7: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Chalkere leads Hubli leads 
0 -.001 -.001 
1 .034 -.008 
2 -.041 -.010 
3 .012 .025 
4 -.009 -.032 
5 .013 .028 
6 .023 .016 
7 -.046 -.018 

 
 

Figure 4.6.6: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Chalkere 
Groundnut price with noise residual from Hubli Groundnut price. 
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 4.6.7. Challakere and Raichur markets. 

The interrelationship between groundnut prices at Chalkere market and Raichur market 

was obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of groundnut prices 

from Chalkere and Raichur markets and the results are shown in the Table 4.6.7. The 

results indicate that Chalkere market is leading by 2, 6 and 7 days, whereas, Raichur 

market has the tendency to lead by 3 and 7 days (Figure 4.6.7). 

 
 Table 4.6.7: Cross correlations 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4.6.7: Cross Correlations plot of the noise residual from Chalkere 
groundnut price with noise residual from Raichur groundnut price. 

 

Lag Chalkere leads Raichur leads 
0 .019 .019 
1 -.050 -.003 
2 .055 .005 
3 -.027 -.026 
4 .018 .014 
5 .018 .005 
6 -.063 .010 
7 .064 -.029 
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 4.6.8. Gadag and Hubli markets. 

The interrelationship between groundnut prices at Gadag and Hubli markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of groundnut prices from 

Gadag and Hubli markets. The results are shown in Table 4.6.8. The results indicate that 

Gadag market is leading by 1 day. Similarly, Hubli market has the tendency to lead by 1, 

2, 3 and 4 days (Figure 4.6.8). 

 Table 4.6.8: Cross correlations 

Lag Gadag  leads Hubli leads 
0 .048 .048 
1 -.050 -.041 
2 .031 .043 
3 -.034 -.043 
4 .045 .034 
5 -.001 -.026 
6 -.011 -.004 
7 -.030 .028 

 
 

Figure 4.6.8: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Gadag 
Groundnut price with noise residual from Hubli Groundnut price. 
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 4.6.9. Gadag and Raichur markets. 

The interrelationship between groundnut prices at Gadag and Raichur markets was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of groundnut prices from 

Gadag market with noise residual of groundnut prices from Raichur market. The results 

are provided in Table 4.6.9. The results indicate that Gadag is leading by 4 days, whereas 

Raichur has the tendency to lead by 2 days (Figure 4.6.9). 

 

 Table 4.6.9: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Gadag  leads Raichur leads 
0 .019 .019 
1 -.035 .043 
2 -.002 -.051 
3 -.025 .030 
4 .060 -.013 
5 -.024 -.003 
6 -.009 .010 
7 -.017 -.016 

 
 

Figure 4.6.9: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Gadag 
Groundnut price with noise residual from Raichur Groundnut price. 
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 4.6.10. Hubali and Raichur markets. 

The interrelationship between groundnut prices at Hubali market and Raichur market was 

obtained by taking cross correlations between the noise residual of groundnut prices from 

Hubli market with noise residual of groundnut prices from Raichur price and the results 

are shown in Table 4.6.10. The results indicate that Hubali market is leading by 6 and 7 

days, whereas Raichur market also leads by 6 and 7 days (Figure 4.6.10). 

 Table 4.6.10: Cross correlations 
 

Lag Hubli leads Raichur leads 
0 .000 .000 
1 .010 .000 
2 -.018 -.011 
3 .028 .017 
4 -.031 -.014 
5 -.017 -.014 
6 .065 .055 
7 -.050 -.067 

 
 

Figure 4.6.10: Cross correlations plot of the noise residual from Hubli 
Groundnut price with noise residual from Raichur Groundnut price. 
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CHAPTER V 
Seasonal Index 

 
 
5.1 Seasonal indices of Rice arrivals and prices in selected markets of 
Karnataka: 
 
 

5.1.1. Bangarpet market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of rice at Bangarpet market is presented in the 

Figure 9.08 and 9.09. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of rice immediately 

after harvest in the study markets. Highest arrival indices were noticed during January 

(249). Lowest arrivals index were seen during October (51). As far as the price indices of 

rice were concerned, highest price were noticed in the month of June (107) and the 

lowest price index was noticed in the month of December (87), when arrivals tend to 

increase in the month of January. The arrivals and price indices are following typical 

Demand and supply kind of phenomena that is when the supply is more the demand is 

less and hence the price is less and vice versa.   

 
Figure 5.1.1a and 5.1.1b: Seasonal indices of Rice arrivals and prices at 
Bangarpet. 
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5.1.2. Bangalore market: 

The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of rice at Bangalore market is presented in the 

Figure 9.07 and 9.08. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of rice immediately 

after harvest in the study market. Highest arrival indices were noticed during December 

(109), where as other months are showing relatively equal arrival indices.  Lowest 

arrivals index were seen during August (88). As far as the price indices of rice were 

considered, highest price were noticed in the month of February (142) and January 

(140). The lowest price index was noticed in the month of July (27).    

 
 
Figure 5.1.2a and 5.1.2b: Seasonal indices of Rice arrivals and prices at 
Bangalore. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

5.1.3. Gulbarga market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of rice at Gulbarga market is presented in the 

Figure 9.11 and 9.12. Highest arrival indices were noticed during July (106) and August 

(108) there after the indices are low. Lowest arrivals index were seen during March (92). 

As far as the price indices of rice were considered, highest price were noticed in the 

month of May (104) when arrivals are less. The lowest price index was noticed in the 

month of October (96). It was noticed that when arrivals were high, prices were low and 

vice versa.   
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Figure 5.1.3a and 5.1.3b: Seasonal indices of Rice arrivals and prices at 
Gulbarga. 
 

  
 
 

5.1.4. Mangalore market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of rice at Mangalore market is presented in the 

Figure 9.13 and 9.14. Highest arrival indices were noticed during August (118). Lowest 

arrivals index were seen during May (86). As far as the price indices of rice were 

considered, highest price were noticed in the month of June (102) and July (102). The 

lowest price  indices was noticed in the month of January (98),.The arrivals and price 

indices are following typical Demand and supply kind of phenomena that is when the 

supply is more the demand is less and hence the price is less and vice versa during other 

months.   

Figure 5.1.4a and 5.1.4b: Seasonal indices of Rice arrivals and prices at 
Mangalore. 
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5.1.5. Mysore market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of rice at Mysore market is presented in the 

Figure 9.15 and 9.16. Highest arrival indices were noticed during May (149) and the 

lowest arrivals index was seen during November (68). As far as the price indices of rice 

were concerned, higher price indices were noticed in the month of January (106) and 

March (106) as against the lowest price  index noticed in the month of August (93).The 

arrivals and price indices were found inversely related to each other.  

 
Figure 5.1.5a and 5.1.5b: Seasonal indices of Rice arrivals and prices at 
Mysore. 
 

 

 
 
 
5.2. Seasonal indices of Maize arrivals and prices in selected markets of 
Karnataka: 
 
  5.2.1. Davangere market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of Maize at Davangere market is presented in 

the Figure 8.83 and 8.84. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of maize 

immediately after harvest in the study markets. Highest arrivals were noticed during 

November (244). Lowest arrivals index were seen during August (14). As far as the price 

indices of maize were considered, highest price were noticed in the month of July (106). 

The lowest price index was noticed in the month of October (92). The phenomenon has 

been shown in Fig. 8.93 and 8.94 Seasonal indices of Maize arrivals and prices at 

Davangere market.  
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Figure 5.2.1a and 5.2.1b: Seasonal indices of Maize arrivals and prices at 
Davangere. 
 

 

 
 

 

 

5.2.2. Honnali market: 

The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of Maize at Honnali market is presented in the 

Figure 8.95 and 8.96. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of maize immediately 

after harvest in the study markets. The highest arrival indices were noticed during 

November (147) and the lowest arrivals index was observed during September (37.8). As 

far as the price indices of maize were concerned, highest prices were noticed in the 

month of August (106). The lowest price  index was noticed in the month of March 

(94).The arrivals and price indices are following typical demand and supply kind of 

phenomena that is when the supply is more the demand is less and hence the prices are 

low and vice versa.   

Figure 5.2.2a: Seasonal indices of Maize arrivals at Honnali market. 
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Figure 5.2.2b: Seasonal indices of Maize prices at Honnali market. 
 

 

 
 
 

5.2.3. Koppal market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of Maize at Koppal market is presented in the 

Figure 8.97 and 8.98. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of maize immediately 

after harvest in the study markets. The highest arrival index was noticed during 

November (333) and the lowest index of arrivals were seen during July (2.2). Similarly, 

the highest price index was noticed in the month of August (105). The lowest price  

indices was noticed in the month of October (96).The arrivals and price indices were 

following typical demand and supply kind of phenomena that is when the supply is more 

the demand is relatively less and hence the price is low and vice versa.   

 
Figure 5.2.3a and 5.2.3b: Seasonal indices of Maize arrivals and prices at 
Koppal. 
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5.2.4. Bellary market: 
 

The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of maize in Bellary market are presented in the 

Figure 4.1 and 4.2. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of maize immediately 

after harvest in the study markets. The arrivals were at its peak during  January (100) 

and the same arrivals were seen during the months of March, April, May, June, July, and 

December. Lowest arrivals index were noticed in the month of February (99.98). As far as 

the price indices of maize were considered, highest price were noticed in the month of 

February (100), March, April, June, September, October, November and December. The 

lowest indices were noticed in the month of May, July and August (99.98).  

Figure 5.2.4a and 5.2.4b:- Seasonal indices of Maize arrivals and prices 
at Bellary market. 
 

 

 
 

5.2.5. Hasan Market 

The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of maize in Hassan market are presented in 

the Figure 4.3 and 4.4. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of maize immediately 

after harvest in the study markets. The arrivals were at its peak during January (100) and 

the same arrivals were seen during the months of May, June and August. Lowest arrivals 

index were noticed in the month of February (99.98) and all other months. As far as the 

price indices of maize were considered, highest price were noticed in the month of March, 

April, September, October, November and December. The lowest indices were noticed in 

other months. 
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Figure 5.2.5a and 5.2.5b:- Seasonal indices of Maize arrivals and prices 
at Hasan market. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
5.3. Seasonal indices of Chickpea arrivals and prices in selected markets 
of Karnataka: 
 

5.3.1. Bangalore market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of Chickpea in Bangalore market is presented 

in the Figure 8.63 and 8.64. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of Chickpea 

immediately after harvest in the study markets. The arrivals were at its peak during 

February and March (117) and next peak arrivals was during the month of August and 

September (118). Lowest arrivals index were noticed in the month of May (85) and 

November (89) respectively. As far as the price indices of Chickpea were considered, 

highest price were noticed in the month of January (101) and August (107) and the 

lowest indices was noticed in the month of March (90). The phenomenon has been 

shown in Fig. 8.63 and 8.64 Seasonal indices of Chickpea arrivals and prices in Bangalore 

market.  
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Figure 5.3.1a and 5.3.1b: Seasonal indices of Chickpea arrivals and prices at 
Bangalore. 
 
 

                         

 
 
 

5.3.2. Bidar market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of Chickpea in Bidar market is presented in the 

Figure 8.65 and 8.66. The arrivals were at its peak during July (106). Lowest arrivals 

index were noticed in the month of December (96) and January (96) respectively. As far 

as the price indices of Chickpea were considered, highest price were noticed in the month 

of February (437)  and the lowest indices was noticed in the month of June (18), there 

after it declined sharply till November and picked up again in the month of December 

(18) . The phenomenon has been shown in Fig. 8.65 and 8.66 Seasonal indices of 

Chickpea arrivals and prices in Bidar market.  

 
Figure 5.3.2a:- Seasonal indices of Chickpea arrivals at Bidar market. 
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Figure 5.3.2b:- Seasonal indices of Chickpea prices at Bidar market. 
 

 
 
 

5.3.3. Dharwar market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of Chickpea in Dharwar market is presented in 

the Figure 8.67 and 8.68. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of Chickpea 

immediately after harvest in the study markets. The arrivals were at its peak during 

February (340) and next peak arrivals was during the month of August and September 

(118). As far as the price indices of Chickpea were considered, highest price were noticed 

in the month of February (238) and the lowest indices was noticed in the month of 

September (30). As arrivals are coming down from the month of June, the prices are 

coming up. The phenomenon has been shown in Fig. 8.67 and 8.68 Seasonal indices of 

Chickpea arrivals and prices in Dharwar market.  

Figure 5.3.3a and 5.3.3b:- Seasonal indices of Chickpea arrivals and prices at 
Dharwar market. 
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5.3.4. Gadag market: 
 
The seasonality indices indicate higher indices of market arrivals of Chickpea immediately 

after harvest in the study markets. The arrivals were at its peak during  July and August  

(150). As far as the price indices of Chickpea were considered, highest price were noticed 

in the month of February (104) and December (105). The lowest indices was noticed in 

the month of October (93).The indices are following Demand and supply principle, as 

supply is increasing demand is decreasing therefore there is decline in the prices when 

the supply is more. The phenomenon has been shown in Fig. 8.69 and 8.70 Seasonal 

indices of Chickpea arrivals and prices in Gadag market.  

Figure 5.3.4a and 5.3.4b:- Seasonal indices of Chickpea arrivals and prices at 
Gadag market. 
 

 

 
 
 

5.3.5. Raichur market: 
The seasonality indices indicate higher indices of market arrivals of Chickpea immediately 

after harvest in the study markets. The arrivals were at its peak during February (270) 

and March (261) and lowest from August to December (21 to 23). As far as the price 

indices of Chickpea were considered, highest price were noticed in the month of August 

(106). The lowest indices was noticed in the month of March (93).The indices are 

following Demand and supply principle, as supply is increasing demand is decreasing 

therefore there is decline in the prices when the supply is more. The phenomenon has 

been shown in Fig. 8.71 and 8.72 Seasonal indices of Chickpea arrivals and prices in 

Raichur market.  
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Figure 5.3.5a and 5.3.5b:- Seasonal indices of Chickpea arrivals and prices at 
Raichur. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
5.4. Seasonal indices of Pigeon pea arrivals and prices in selected 
markets of Karnataka: 
 

5.4.1. Bidar market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of rice at Bidar market is presented in the 

Figure 9.17 and 9.18. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of Pigeon pea 

immediately after harvest in the study markets.  Arrival indices noticed higher arrivals 

during January (271) and peak in the month of February (293) and there was a decline in 

arrivals thereafter. Lowest arrivals index were seen during October (2.5). As far as the 

price indices of rice were concerned, Prices increased steadily from February and reached 

a peak level in the month of August (112) and again started declining steadily from 

September. It was noticed that the arrivals declined sharply from March onwards, 

however, the indices for prices did not indicate the drastic change either upward or 

downward with the changing arrival pattern.  
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Figure 5.4.1a and 5.4.1b: Seasonal indices of Pigeon pea arrivals and prices at 
Bidar. 
 

 

 
 
 

5.4.2. Gulbarga market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of rice at Gulbarga market is presented in the 

Figure 9.19 and 9.20. As expected, indices of market arrivals of Pigeon pea were high 

immediately after the harvest. The higher arrival indices were noticed during January 

(231) and in the month of February (208) and arrivals declined there after. The lowest 

arrivals index was seen during October (14). As far as the price indices of rice were 

concerned, highest price was noticed in the month of October (112) when arrivals were 

the lowest. Other months are following relatively equal or less price indices as the arrivals 

are less during those periods. It was noticed that the arrival of rice in the market 

condition the prices offered in the market.  

Figure 5.4.2a: Seasonal indices of Pigeon pea arrivals at Gulbarga market. 
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Figure 5.4.2b: Seasonal indices of Pigeon pea prices at Gulbarga market. 
 

 
 

 
 
5.4.3. Laxemeshwara market 

 

The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of Pigeon pea in Laxemeshwara market is 

presented in the Figure 5.1 and 5.2. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of 

Pigeon peaimmediately after harvest in the study markets. The arrivals were at its peak 

during February (100) and the same arrivals were seen during the months of April, May, 

June and August, September and November. Lowest arrivals index were noticed in the 

month of January (99.97) and all other months. As far as the price indices of Pigeon pea 

were considered, highest price were noticed in the month of February, March, April, June, 

July, September, October, November and December. The lowest indices were noticed in 

other months. 

 
Figure 5.4.3a: Seasonal indices of Pigeon pea arrivals at Laxemeshwara 
market. 
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Figure 5.4.3b: Seasonal indices of Pigeon pea Prices at Laxemeshwara 
market. 

 

 
 
 

 
5.4.4. Basavakalyana market 

 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of Pigeon pea in Basavakalyana market is 

presented in the Figure 5.3 and 5.4. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of 

Pigeon pea immediately after harvest in the study markets. The arrivals were at its peak 

during February (100) and the same arrivals were seen during the months of April, May, 

June July, August, September, November and December. Lowest arrivals index were 

noticed in the month of January (99.97) and all other months. As far as the price indices 

of Pigeon pea were considered, highest price were noticed in the month of February, 

April, June, July, August, September, October and November. The lowest indices were 

noticed in other months such as January, March and December.  

 
Figure 5.4.4a:- Seasonal indices of Pigeon pea arrivals at Basavakalyan 
market. 
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Figure 5.4.4b:- Seasonal indices of Pigeon pea prices at Basavakalyan 
market. 
 

 
 
 

5.4.5. Sedam market 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of Pigeon pea in Sedam market is presented in 

the Figure 5.4.5a and 5.4.5b It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of Pigeon pea 

immediately after harvest in the study markets. The arrivals were at its peak during 

February (100) and the same arrivals were seen during the months of April, May, June 

July, August, September, November and December. Lowest arrivals index were noticed in 

the month of January (99.97) and all other months. As far as the price indices of Pigeon 

pea were considered, highest price were noticed in the month of February, April, June, 

July, August, September, October and November. The lowest indices were noticed in 

other months such as January, March and December.  

 
Figure 5.4.5a:- Seasonal indices of Pigeon pea arrivals at Sedam market. 
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Figure 5.4.5b:- Seasonal indices of Pigeon pea prices at Sedam market. 
 

 
 
 
5.5. Seasonal indices of Cotton arrivals and prices in selected markets of 
Karnataka: 
 

5.5.1. Bijapur market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of cotton at Bijapur market is presented in the 

Figure 8.73 and 8.74. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of cotton immediately 

after harvest in the study markets. The arrivals were at its peak during January (179). 

Lowest arrivals index were noticed in the month of June (41) and October (34). As far as 

the price indices of cotton were considered, highest price were noticed in the month of 

April (104) and June (103) when there is more supply of cotton. The lowest price indices 

were noticed in the month of September (94). The phenomenon has been shown in Fig. 

8.73 and 8.74 Seasonal indices of cotton arrivals and prices at Bijapur market.  

 
Figure 5.5.1a and 5.5.1b:- Seasonal indices of Cotton arrivals and prices at 
Bijapur. 
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5.5.2. Chitradurga market: 

 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of cotton at Chitradurga market is presented in 

the Figure 8.75 and 8.76. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of cotton 

immediately after harvest in the study markets. The arrivals were at its peak during 

October (191). Lowest arrivals index were noticed in the month of May (38). As far as the 

price indices of cotton were considered, highest price were noticed in the month of 

August (103) and there after it is still more when there is less supply of cotton. The 

lowest price index was noticed in the month of May (93). The phenomenon has been 

shown in Fig. 8.75 and 8.76 Seasonal indices of cotton arrivals and prices at Chitradurga 

market.  

Figure 5.5.2a and 5.5.2b:- Seasonal indices of Cotton arrivals and prices at 
Chitradurga. 
 

 

 
 
 

5.5.3. Haveri market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of cotton at Haveri market is presented in the 

Figure 8.75 and 8.76. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of cotton immediately 

after harvest in the study markets. The arrivals were at its peak during December (258). 

Lowest arrivals index were noticed in the month of May (14.9). As far as the price indices 

of cotton were considered, the highest price was noticed in the month of November 

(104).The lowest price index was noticed in the month of June (96). The phenomenon 

has been shown in Fig. 8.77 and 8.78 Seasonal indices of cotton arrivals and prices at 

Haveri market.  
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Figure 5.5.3a and 5.5.3b:- Seasonal indices of Cotton arrivals and prices at 
Haveri. 
 

 

 
 
 

5.5.4. Raichur market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of cotton at Raichur market is presented in the 

Figure 8.79 and 8.80. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of cotton immediately 

after harvest in the study markets. The arrivals were at its peak during January (229). 

Lower arrivals were noticed in the month of June to August (17 to 15). As far as the price 

indices of cotton were considered, the highest price was noticed in the month of 

November (208).The lowest price index was noticed in the month of May to August  (19 

to 25). The phenomenon has been shown in Fig. 8.79 and 8.80 Seasonal indices of 

cotton arrivals and prices at Raichur market.  

 
Figure 5.5.4a:- Seasonal indices of Cotton arrivals at Raichur market  
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Figure 5.5.4b:  Seasonal indices of Cotton prices at Raichur market. 

 

 
 
 

 
5.5.5. Renebennur market: 

 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of cotton at Raichur market is presented in the 

Figure 8.81 and 8.82. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of cotton immediately 

after harvest in the study markets. The arrivals were at its peak during August (107) and 

the lowest arrivals were noticed in the month of April (94). As far as the price indices of 

cotton were concerned, highest price were noticed in the month of September (105) and 

the lowest price index was noticed in the month of January (105). The phenomenon has 

been shown in Fig. 8.81 and 8.82 Seasonal indices of cotton arrivals and prices at 

Renebennur market. 

 
Figure 5.5.5a and 5.5.5b: Seasonal indices of Cotton arrivals and prices at 
Renebennur. 
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5.6. Seasonal indices of Groundnut arrivals and prices in selected 
markets of Karnataka: 
 
  5.6.1. Bagalkot market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of groundnut at Bagalkot market is presented 

in the Figure 8.83 and 8.84. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of groundnut 

immediately after harvest in the study markets. Highest arrivals were noticed during May 

(469). Low arrivals were noticed in all other months of the year. As far as the price 

indices of groundnut were concerned, the highest prices were noticed in the month of 

May (114) and June (116). The lowest price index was noticed in the month of February 

(82). The phenomenon has been shown in Fig. 8.83 and 8.84 Seasonal indices of 

Groundnut arrivals and prices at Bijapur market.  

 
Figure 5.6.1a and 5.6.1b: Seasonal indices of Groundnut arrivals and prices at 
Bagalkot. 
 

 

 
 
 

5.6.2. Chalkere market: 
 
It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of groundnut immediately after harvest in 

the study markets. Highest arrivals were noticed during December (261). Lowest arrivals 

indices were noticed in all other months of the year. As far as the price indices of 

groundnut were concerned, the higher prices were noticed in the month of March (101) 

and October (101). The lowest price index was noticed in the month of September (96). 

The phenomenon has been shown in Fig. 8.85 and 8.86 Seasonal indices of Groundnut 

arrivals and prices at Chalkere market.  
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Figure 5.6.2a and 5.6.2b: Seasonal indices of Groundnut arrivals and prices at 
Chalkere. 
 

 

 
 
 

5.6.3. Gadag market: 
 
The seasonal indices of arrivals and prices of groundnut at Gadag market is presented in 

the Figure 8.87 and 8.88. It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of groundnut 

immediately after harvest in the study markets. The highest arrivals were noticed during 

Novenber (106) and all other months are showing relatively less arrivals. The lowest 

arrivals index was seen during September (91). As far as the price indices of groundnut   

were concerned, highest price was noticed in the month of October (636), there after 

lower price indices were seen through out the year. The phenomenon has been shown in 

Fig. 8.87 and 8.88 Seasonal indices of Groundnut arrivals and prices at Gadag market.  

 
Figure 5.6.3a: Seasonal indices of Groundnut arrivals at Gadag market. 
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Figure 5.6.3b: Seasonal indices of Groundnut prices at Gadag market. 
 
   

 
 
 

5.6.4. Hubli market: 
 
It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of groundnut immediately after harvest in 

the study markets. The highest arrivals were noticed during October (410) and all other 

months are showing relatively less arrivals. Lowest arrivals index was seen during August 

(5). As far as the price indices of groundnut were concerned, highest price were noticed 

in the month of July (106), there after more or less same price indices were seen through 

out the year, since there is less arrivals during that period. The phenomenon has been 

shown in Fig. 8.89 and 8.90 Seasonal indices of Groundnut arrivals and prices at Hubli 

market.  

 
Figure 5.6.4a and 5.6.4b: Seasonal indices of Groundnut arrivals and prices at 
Hubli. 
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5.6.5. Raichur market: 

 
It indicates higher indices of market arrivals of groundnut immediately after harvest in 

the study markets. Indices for arrival were higher during March (323) and April (311) and 

rest of the months were showing less arrivals. The lowest arrivals index was seen during 

the month of July (8). As far as the price indices of groundnut   were concerned, highest 

price was noticed in the month of March (113), there after relatively stable/ same price 

indices were seen through out the year, since there were less arrivals during that period. 

The phenomenon has been shown in Fig. 8.91 and 8.92 Seasonal indices of Groundnut 

arrivals and prices at Raichur market.  

 
Figure 5.6.5a and 5.6.5b: Seasonal indices of Groundnut arrivals and prices at 
Raichur. 
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CHAPTER VI 
 

Value at Risk (VaR) of Agricultural Commodities in Selected Markets of 
Karnataka 
 
Methodology 
  
Market risk is a dominant source of income fluctuations in agriculture sector all over the 

world. This calls for indicators showing the risk exposure of farmers and the efficacy of 

risk reducing measures. A concept discussed in this context is Value-at-Risk (VaR). VaR 

has been established as a standard tool among financial institutions to depict the 

downside risk of a market portfolio. It measures the maximum loss of the portfolio value 

that will occur over some period at some specific confidence level due to risky market 

factors. Though VaR has been primarily designed for addressing the needs of financial 

institutions, it also has the potential for applications in agribusiness. Value at Risk 

(VaR) measures the maximum expected loss over a given time period at a 

given confidence level that may arise from uncertain market factors. 

 
The general techniques commonly used for VaR estimates include: 
 

1. Parametric 
• Delta-Normal method (Variance-Covariance Method) 
• Monte Carlo simulation  
 

2. Non-parametric 
• Historical Simulation. 

A. Delta-normal method 
 
The delta-normal method is a parametric, analytic technique where the distributional 

assumption made is that the daily geometric returns of the market variables are 

multivariate normally distributed with mean return zero. Historical data is used to 

measure the major parameters: means, standard deviations. When the market value of 

the portfolio is a linear function of the underlying parameters, the distribution of the 

profits is normal as well. VaR is computed by multiplying the vector of first derivatives of 

the portfolio value with respect to the risk factor variables (the "deltas") by the specified 

covariance matrix, and then multiplying by a multiplier that depends on the normal 

distribution quantile point for the confidence level at which VaR is being computed (1.65 

σ bellow the mean give 5 % level, 2.33 σ will give the 1 % level).  
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Delta normal method 

 

B. Historical simulation 
 

A different approach for VaR assessment is called Historical Simulation (HS). This 

technique is Non-parametric and does not require any distributional assumptions. This is 

because Historical Simulation uses essentially only the empirical distribution of the 

portfolio returns. It works as follows. The sample of returns is split up into a number of 

equally long (overlapping) sub samples. The length of a sub sample, or window, is called 

the window size. If the sample size is T, and the window size is n, we can construct T 

−n+1 sub-sample, so that two subsequent sub samples have all but one datum in 

common. Next, we pick the p-th percentile of each sub sample. In order to obtain an 

estimate of next day's VaR at time t, we use the portfolio return at time t and the n − 1 

preceding returns. Hence, Historical Simulation is just taking sample percentiles over a 

moving sample.  
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Historical Simulation Method 
 
C. Monte Carlo simulation method 
 
Monte Carlo simulation techniques are by far the most flexible and powerful, since they 

are able to take into account all non-linearities of the portfolio value with respect to its 

underlying risk factor, and to incorporate all desirable distributional properties, such as 

fat tails and time varying volatilities. Also, Monte Carlo simulations can be extended to 

apply over longer holding periods, making it possible to use these techniques for 

measuring risk. However, these techniques are also by far the most expensive 

computationally. The key difference between historical simulation and simulation Monte 

Carlo is that the historical simulation model carries out the simulation using the real 

observed changes in the market place over the last X periods (using historical market 

price data) to generate Y hypothetical portfolio profits or losses, whereas in the Monte 

Carlo simulation a random number generator is used to produce tens of thousands of 

hypothetical changes in the market. These are then used to construct thousands of 

hypothetical profits and losses on the current portfolio, and the subsequent distribution of 

possible portfolio profit or loss. Finally, the VaR is determined from this distribution 

according to the parameters set (e.g. 95 % confidence level). 

 
The Monte Carlo methodology consists of three major steps: 
 

1. Scenario generation, using the volatility and correlation estimates for the 

underlying assets in our portfolio, we produce a large number of future price 

scenarios in accordance with the log-normal models. 

2. For each scenario, we compute a portfolio value. 

3. We report the results of the simulation, either as a portfolio distribution or as a 

particular risk measure. 
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Results of Monte Carlo Simulation Model for Value at Risk 
 

Table 6.1: Value at Risk (VaR) Associated with Prices of Rice  
 

Markets Value at Risk Risk Involved 
Bangalore 5.15 Moderate 
Bangarpet 10.10 High 
Mangalore 4.98 Moderate 
Mysore 9.50 High 
Gulbarga 6.59 High 

 
 
 

Table 6.2: Value at Risk (VaR) Associated with Prices of Maize  
 

Markets Value at Risk Risk Involved 
Davangere 3.16 Moderate 
Honnali 3.23 Moderate 
Koppal 3.88 Moderate 
Hassan 1.88 Low 
Bellary 1.72 Low 
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Table 6.3: Value at Risk (VaR) Associated with Prices of Chickpea  
 

Markets Value at Risk Risk Involved 
Bangalore 2.38 Low 
Bidar 1.64 Low 
Dharwar 3.01 Low 
Gadag 1.93 Low 
Raichur 3.24 Moderate 

 
 

Table 6.4: Value at Risk (VaR) Associated with Prices of Pigeon pea  
 

Markets Value at Risk Risk Involved 
Bidar 2.24 Low 
Gulbarga 5.13 Moderate 
Sedam 2.13 Low 
Laxemeshwara 3.14 Moderate 
Basavakalyan 3.09 Moderate 

 
 
 
 

Table 6.5: Value at Risk (VaR) Associated with Prices of Cotton  
 

Markets Value at Risk Risk Involved 
Bijapur 1.74 Low 
Chitradurga 3.15 Moderate 
Haveri 3.40 Moderate 
Raichur 4.46 High 
Ranebennur 4.10 High 

 
 
 
 

Table 6.6: Value at Risk (VaR) Associated with Prices of Groundnut  
 

Markets Value at Risk Risk Involved 
Bagalkot 4.69 Moderate 
Chalkere 4.00 Moderate 
Gadag 3.42 Moderate 
Hubli 4.60 Moderate 
Raichur 3.82 Moderate 
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CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS  

 
 
Pricing efficiency is a sign of marketing efficiency. For proper transmission of prices to 

happen, markets have to be efficient. The study was carried out to understand the 

behavior of the prices of selected agricultural commodities and the extent of spatial price 

integration between the markets of these commodities. The following commodities were 

studied viz., Rice, Maize, Pigeon Pea, Chick pea, Cotton, Groundnut. The study covered 

the major markets of these commodities in Karnataka and the period extended from 1-1-

2004 to 31-12-2010. The data on daily arrivals and prices in major markets were 

collected from the website of the Karnataka State Agricultural Marketing Board, 

www.krishimaratavani.com . The data was cleaned and analyzed to accomplish the 

following objectives.  

 

1. To study the structure and behavior of prices of selected agricultural 

commodities in major markets in Karnataka. 

2. To analyse the spatial pricing efficiency of commodities in selected markets of 

Karnataka.   

3. To assess the price risk for different commodities in the selected markets of 

Karnataka. 

 

Market price integration 

Market price integration is characterized by three situations: a) Inter-dependence, b) 

Independence and c) the leadership. Interdependence is a sign of market integration 

whereas independence and price leadership do not augur well for market integration.  

 

Rice 

Five important markets of rice viz. Bangarapet, Bangalore, Gulbarga, Mangalore and 

Mysore were analysed for spatial price efficiency. The results indicate that Bangarpet 

market leads Bangalore by 5, 6 days, whereas Bangalore is leading Bangarpet market by 

2 and 3 days. Mysore market leads Bangarpet market by 6 and 7 days whereas it leads 

Gulbarga market by 6 days. The results indicated that Bangarpet and Gulbarga; 

Bangarpet and Mangalore; Bangalore and Gulbarga; Bangalore and Mysore; Bangalore 
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and Mangalore; Gulbarga and Mangalore as well as Mangalore and mysore markets were 

independent of each other. 

 

Maize 

Five markets viz., Davangere, Honnalli, Hassan, Bellary and Koppal were selected to 

study the spatial efficiency. The analysis of prices at Davangere and Honnali; Davangere 

and Koppal, Davangere and Hassan markets indicated that these markets are 

independent of each other i.e., the markets were not related to each other. The results 

indicate that Davangere leads Bellary market by 4 days. Honnali and Koppal markets are 

independent of each other. The results indicate that prices of maize in Bellary market 

lead Honnali market prices by 4 days. Similarly, Hassan market leads Honnali prices by 5 

days whereas later has a tendency to lead by 6 days. The results indicate that Bellary 

market leads Koppal market prices by 5 and 6 days, whereas Koppal market has a 

tendency to lead by 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 days. Hassan market is leading Koppal market by 5 

and 6 days, whereas Koppal is found to lead Hassan market by 3 days. The analysis of 

relationship between maize prices at Bellary and Hassan prices indicated that Hassan is 

leading by a day and Bellary leads by 1 and 3 days.  

 

Chick pea  

The spatial integration between the markets for chickpea prices was studied for 

Bangalore, Bidar, Dharwar, Gadag and Raichur markets. The analysis of chickpea prices 

at Bangalore and Bidar market indicated that Bidar had a tendency to lead Bangalore 

market by 1,2 and 6 days. The interrelationship between Bangalore market price and 

Dharwar market price revealed that Bangalore market led Dharwad by 4 and 5 days. This 

is a case of unidirectional causality. With regard to Bangalore and Gadag markets the 

results indicated that Gadag is leading by 7 days. The analysis of relationship between 

Bangalore and Raichur; Bidar and Dharwar; Bidar and Gadag; Bidar and Raichur; 

Dharwar and Gadag; as well as between Dharwar and Raichur indicated that these 

markets operate independently from each other and no price transmission takes place 

between the pair of markets listed above. The relationship between prices at Gadag and 

Raichur markets indicated that Raichur market leads Gadag prices by a day.    

 

Pigeon pea  

The markets studied for Pigeon pea were Bidar, Gulbarga, Seadm, Basavakalyana and 

Laxmeshwara. Despite the proximity, Gulbaraga and Bidar markets were not integrated. 
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Similarly Bidar and Laxemeshwara markets were found independent of each other. The 

relationship between the prices of Bidar and Sedam were not strong, however, Bidar 

market leads by 6 days. Analysis of prices at Bidar and Laxemeshwara shows that Bidar is 

leads Basvakalyan prices by 1, 2 and 3 days. Similarly, Seadm was found to be  leading 

the Gulbarga market by 4 and 5 days. Gulbarga and Laxemeshwara markets were 

independent of each other. The same was true of Gulbarga and Basavakalyan, Seadm 

and Laxemeshwara markets. The Seadm market has a tendency to lead the Basavakalyan 

market by a day, whereas Seadm market led Basvakalyan market by 5 and 6 days. 

Basavakalyan market has a tendency to lead Laxemeshwara market by 1,2 and 3 days. 

 

Cotton 

The study of integration of cotton prices between Bijapur and Chitradurga market 

revealed that Bijapur is leading by 2 and 7 days, which is a sign of market leadership. 

Similarly, Bijapur market is leading Haveri prices by 2 and 3 days. The interrelationship 

between Bijapur market and Raichur market indicated that both the markets are 

independent of each other. Analysis of prices from Bijapur and Ranibennur markets 

indicated that Bijapur market leads Ranebennur by 7 days. Between Chitradurga market 

price and Haveri market, Haveri led by 4 and 5 days whereas Chitradurga led by 7 days. 

The results indicate that Chitradurga has a tendency to lead Raichur market by a day 

whereas Raichur has a tendency to lead by 2, 3, 4 and 5 days. The interrelationship 

between cotton prices at Chitradurga and Ranibennur; Haveri and Raichur; Haveri and 

Ranebennur as well as between Raichur and Ranibennur market revealed that the above 

listed pairs of markets are independent of each.  

 

Groundnut 

The analysis of interrelationship between groundnut prices to study spatial integration 

was carried out for five major markets in Karnataka. The five markets selected for the 

study are Bagalkot, Challakere, Gadag, Hubali and Raichur. The results about 

interrelationship between groundnut prices at Bagalkot and Challakere market indicate 

that Challakere market is leading Bagalkot market by 1 and 2 days. Bagalkot market was 

found to be leading Gadag by 6 days, whereas Gadag is leading Bagalkot market by 7 

days. Bagalkot and Hubli markets are interdependent as indicated by the fact that 

Bagalkot leads Hubli market by 7 days. The study of Bagalkot market and Raichur market 

shows that Bagalkot leads by 1 and 2 days. Between Challakere and Gadag market, 

Challakere leads by 2 and 3 days. The study of Challakere and Raichur market indicated 
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that Challakere market is leading by 2, 6 and 7 days, similarly, Challakere market leads 

Hubli by 2 and 7 days. The results about interdependence between Gadag and Hubli as 

well as Gadag and Raichur market indicates that Gadag is leading Hubli market by a day 

and Raichur market by 4 days. The results indicate that Hubli and Raichur markets have 

the tendency to lead each other by 6 and 7 days.  

 

From the foregoing it is clear while at the macro level markets for commodities are 

integrated, some of the regional markets are not so well integrated and some even 

behave independent of each other due to the poor communication facilities between 

markets. This gives opportunities for making abnormal arbitrage profits which does not 

augur well for market efficiency. Efforts should be made to make markets for each 

commodity to behave like one large market where price signals from one market is 

quickly transmitted to the other.  

 

Seasonality 

Seasonal behviour of arrivals and prices of the selected commodities has been studied.  

 

Rice 

The arrivals into Bangalore, Mangalore and Mysore had a fairly uniform flow of arrivals of 

rice. Gulbaraga and Mysore had highly seasonal arrivals. The prices of rice showed 

seasonal variation only in Mysore and Gulbaraga and in the other markets notably 

Bangalore and Mangalore and Bangarapet the prices were stable. Arrivals in all the 

markets have witnessed an over 15% increase with the exception of Bangalore and 

Mangalore where there has been no quantitative increase in the quantity of arrivals. 

Prices of rice in al the markets have increased at rates varying from 6 to 15% per annum 

and the increase has been significant.   

 

Maize 

The behaviour of prices across markets for maize was not the same. In Davangere, 

Belgaum and Bangalore the prices were largely stable, whereas in Honali and Kopal it 

peaked in July to October. On the other hand the arrivals showed marked seasonality 

which varied from market to market. Though the arrivals to all the markets have been 

increasing modestly, a huge increase in arrivals was observed in Koppal market of around 

18% per annum.  The prices of maize on an average have been increasing at around 

10% per annum in all the markets.  
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Chick Pea 

The results reveal that in the case of chickpea Bangalore. Gadag and Raichur markets 

showed an inverse relationship between arrivals and prices.  In the case of Dharwad and 

Bidar no clear relationship was observed. In general price was higher during August to 

November as compared to the earlier period.  Gadag and Raichur witnessed the highest 

rate of growth in arrivals of over 15 per cent per annum. Arrivals to Bidara and Dharwad 

were not significant.  

 

Pigeon Pea 

Pigeon pea prices were seasonally stable both in Gulbarga and Bidar which is not true of 

the arrivals which is principally peaks during the first part of the year. Arrivals of pigeon 

pea to Bidar, Sedam and Basavakalyan markets have all decreased significantly and 

showed a marked increase in Gulbarga and Laxemeshwara where the arrivals has risen 

each year by 16 and 12 per cent respectively. Prices of pigeon pea have increased 

sharply by over 25 per cent across markets.  

 

Cotton 

The seasonal behviour of prices was not consistent across markets. In some markets 

prices are higher during the second half of the year in some markets like Chitradurga, 

Haveri and Ranebennur whereas, in Bijapur the first half of the year had higher prices. 

The explanation could not be found in arrivals entirely. Arrivals of cotton to most markets 

were significant of over 15 per cent in all the markets studied except Raichur where it is 

under 5 annum. .  

 

Groundnut 

Most of the markets for onion with the sole exception of Gadag and Honali were seasonal 

markets where arrivals take place only during the production season in the market 

hinterland. The price of groundnut did not witness display any marked seasonality and 

was fairly uniform across markets. The arrivals to Bagalkot and Raichur showed a 

significant decline of about 15 per cent per annum. In Challakere and Gadag, the 

increase in arrivals has been significant at around 15 per cent per annum.  
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Market Risk Analysis 

The price risk of the commodities has been studied in the Value at Risk (VaR) framework. 

The price risk for rice at Bangarapet, Gulbarga and Mysore markets was high as 

compared to Mangalore and Bangalore where the price risk in rice was moderate. The 

risk for maize was by and large moderate in most of the markets studied. Price risk for 

chickpea was found low in Bangalore, Bidar, Dharwar and Gadag markets and moderate 

in Raichur market. Similarly, Bidar and Sedam markets indicated low price risk for pigeon 

pea whereas, Gulbarga, Laxemeshwara and Basavakalyan have moderate risk. All the 

major markets selected for groundnut indicated moderate price risk. In case of cotton, 

Bijapur market experienced low price risk whereas, Raichur and Ranebennur markets 

markets faced high price risk. Chitradurga and Haveri reported moderate price risk in the 

marketing of cotton.  

 

Policy implications 

  

The results of the study reveal that there is a degree of pricing inefficiency with regard to 

the smaller markets of each of the commodities. While the major markets are by and 

large price efficient as indicated by the degree of spatial price integration, some market 

prices tend to move independently of these markets. Thus a better information feedback 

mechanism for small markets also should help in improving the integration between small 

and large markets.  

 

Providing a market intelligence report factoring in information of all the markets about 

commodity prices and arrivals on regular basis will help in the price discovery process in 

the market.  

 

The markets for major cash crops, viz., cotton and groundnut were found better 

integrated whereas, most of the markets for cereals and pulses i.e., for rice, maize, 

chickpea and pigeon pea were functioning independent of each other in some cases. 

 

The distance between markets was not an important criterion for integration of markets. 

However, there is a need to improve both the transportation and other infrastructure 
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facilities in these markets and perhaps improve the competition in the markets so that 

price integration is facilitated.  

 

Further there is a need for improving the price data reporting mechanism of minimum 

and maximum prices instead of only the modal prices.  

 

Volatility in these markets is high and in some commodities the volatility is so high that it 

could lead to undermining the production of these commodities due to the uncertainty 

that these volatile markets prices induce.  

 

There is a need to introduce stability in prices after understanding the reasons for the 

instability and controlling these factors. The operation of the price stabilisation fund could 

be streamlined to ensure that volatility is checked and confined to a price band wherever 

possible.     
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